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SUMMARY
Piezocone testing was developed during the late 1970’s. It was based on the cone 
penetration test, (CPT), and piezometer probes of the time. This development occurred 
in various countries simultaneously. In this thesis the author describes his development 
of a piezocone system in South Africa during this period, as well as further 
developments up to the present system which is a sophisticated, computer based, real­
time logging and interpretation system.
During this development, emphasis has been placed on data quality and security as well 
as maximising the information from a piezocone sounding. One of the aspects of 
maximising the data was to record the start of a dissipation test at every stoppage, 
such as a rod change, and to terminate the dissipation test when probing was resumed. 
This resulted in numerous incomplete dissipation tests which, up to now, could not be 
interpreted and were therefore discarded. This led to a loss of potentially valuable 
information.
The author has developed a dissipation slope theory which predicts that it should be 
possible to determine the coefficient of consolidation from the very first portion of the 
dissipation test. This theory was developed into an interpretation method for 
incomplete dissipation tests. The implementation of the dissipation slope theory 
necessitated a normalised theoretical dissipation curve. A number of researchers have 
presented such curves and their work is summarised in this thesis. The author 
developed a family of theoretical curves for a range of stiffness ratios based on the 
work of Randolph and Wroth (1979) and compared the result with a Biot-coupled 
consolidation (CRISP, finite element) analysis of the dissipation of the excess pore 
pressure distribution as predicted by the strain path method (Baligh and Levadoux, 
1980).
The dissipation slope theory was applied to field dissipation tests to compare the 
predicted coefficients of consolidation with backfigured and laboratory coefficients. A 
comparison between the conventional tso method for the interpretation of long 
“complete” dissipation tests and the dissipation slope method was also made. It has
been concluded that the dissipation slope method is a reliable method which can be 
used for the interpretation of all piezocone dissipation tests and that it shouldUhe 
method of choice for dissipations in fast draining material.
A further requirement for the implementation of the dissipation slope theory was that 
the ambient, or hydrostatic, pore pressure be known. A method was developed to 
determine the ambient pore pressure from incomplete dissipation tests through a 
process of curve fitting and minimising of error parameters. This has proven to be a 
valuable technique in its own right.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Cone penetration testing, (CPT), has its origin in Holland with notable 
advances in the mantle cone Vermeiden (1948) and the Begemann friction cone 
in Begemann(1953,1965). With the development of micro-electronics in the 
1960’s, it became viable to develop an “electric” CPT which improved the 
accuracy and resolution of the data. In the early 1970’s electronic pressure 
transducers became small and reliable enough to allow placement in the tip of a 
cone to measure pore pressure during penetration. It was with these piezometer 
probes that the first dissipation tests were carried out by a number of 
researchers such as Torstensson (1977). At this stage the author, together with 
a colleague, Dr. G. A. Jones, became involved in in-situ testing and, with a 
background in electronics, set out to design and build a piezocone. This 
instrument could record the cone resistance and pore pressure simultaneously. 
The first trial runs were carried out at Bafokeng tailings dam near Rustenburg, 
South Africa, early in November 1978. This is believed to be the first 
piezocone testing carried out anywhere in the world.
The development of this instrument has progressed from a fairly primitive 
analogue system to the present highly sophisticated digital system with various 
novel features concerning the logging of the data, security of the data, in time 
interpretation and others. One of the features of this system is that it 
automatically starts recording the decay of excess pore pressures whenever the 
cone is stopped, i.e. it starts a dissipation test. When penetration is resumed, it 
automatically aborts the dissipation test and restarts logging of the penetration 
data. This has resulted in the recording of large amounts of incomplete 
dissipation tests which, with present techniques, can not be interpreted.
Over the past three years the author has set out to develop an interpretation 
technique aimed specifically at interpreting these incomplete dissipation tests. 
The technique was required to have a firm theoretical base and had to stand the
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scrutiny of validation with real field and laboratory data. A dissipation slope 
theory was developed from first principles which allows the possibility of 
determining the coefficient of consolidation from the very first portion of the 
dissipation test. A study of existing techniques was carried out to assess the 
possibility of incorporating other researchers’ work into this theory to develop 
a full interpretation technique. In particular, the work of Randolf and Wroth 
(1979) and Baligh and Levadoux (1980) was used. This resulted in a technique 
for the interpretation of incomplete dissipation tests in terms of the coefficient 
of consolidation as well as the ambient pore pressure.
This thesis presents this development as follows:
Chapter 2 is a literature review carried out to assess the developments 
in theoretical approaches for the interpretation of piezocone dissipation 
tests.
Chapter 3 presents the development of the piezocone by the author. It 
presents some of the original design sketches as well as the design 
drawing of the latest version of the author’s piezocone. It also contains 
a brief description of the logging and interpretation software developed 
by the author.
Chapter 4 presents the theoretical development of the dissipation slope 
theory. A family of theoretical dissipation curves for a range of stiffness 
ratios, needed for the implementation of the dissipation slope theory to 
determine the coefficient of consolidation, is produced. Thereafter a 
technique for estimating the ambient pore pressure from incomplete 
dissipation tests is presented. Although this was done to assist in the 
determination of the coefficient of consolidation, it has proved to be a 
valuable interpretation technique in its own right. This chapter then 
proceeds to compare coefficients of consolidation from other sources 
with coefficients derived from the dissipation slope method. Firstly, the 
interpretation of “complete” dissipation tests is compared with
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incomplete dissipation tests. The dissipation slope theory predicts that 
the product of the normalised initial slope and tso should be a constant. 
This is investigated. Thereafter backfigured and laboratory determined 
coefficients of consolidation are compared with the coefficients from 
the dissipation slope method.
Chapter 5 is a discussion of the dissipation slope theory. It reviews the 
theoretical and practical problems related to the validation of the 
dissipation slope theory. Thereafter a validation process is presented 
with reference to various projects and field data.
Chapter 6 presents the main conclusions of the thesis.
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter a review of existing techniques for the interpretation of excess 
pore pressure dissipation, generated during cone penetration, is presented.
The following analytical and numerical techniques for analysing pore pressure 
dissipation are discussed:
• the strain path method
• the expanding cavity method
• finite element methods
Various aspects of the dissipation process, as revealed by each analysis 
technique, are considered through the course of the chapter. It is the aim of 
this chapter to provide the reader with a better insight into the course of events 
that take place during the cone penetration process and the subsequent 
dissipation of excess pore pressures once penetration is halted, as estimated 
from techniques currently available.
The penetration of a probe into a saturated porous medium can be simulated by 
means of the strain path method or the expanding cavity method. From these 
methods the resulting strains and/or stresses imposed on the material 
surrounding the probe, including generated excess pore pressures, can be 
estimated. Descriptions of both the expanding cavity method and the strain 
path method are presented.
Once penetration of a probe is stopped, generated excess pore pressures will 
start dissipating. The rate of dissipation is governed by the permeability and 
consolidation characteristics of the surrounding material, as well as the initial
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pore pressure distribution around the probe immediately after penetration is 
stopped.
The prediction of the dissipation of pore pressures around a cone is a 
complicated process. Complications arise from the uncertain excess pore 
pressure distribution around the cone after penetration has stopped, the 
complex behaviour of real soil (e.g. anisotropy, non-homogeneities etc.), the 
two-dimensional nature of consolidation around a cone, high pressure gradients 
near the probe tip and the coupling between stresses and pore pressures. A 
comprehensive model is therefore required to describe adequately the 
penetration process and subsequent pore pressure response.
The dissipation of excess pore pressures can be simulated by the use of 
numerical methods or by obtaining a closed form solution for the equations 
governing the process (Biot-coupled consolidation or Terzaghi-Rendulic 
consolidation). Various solutions are discussed in this chapter.
2.2 Initial Pore Pressure Distribution
2.2.1 Introduction
Before an analysis of the dissipation process can be attempted, a prediction of 
the spatial distribution of pore pressures and total stresses induced during the 
penetration process is required. Significant uncertainties in the nature of these 
conditions as well as the parameters affecting them, make such an analysis 
complex.
One of the most important factors governing the dissipation process is the 
distribution of excess pore pressures around the penetrating shaft at the time 
that penetration is stopped. Torstensson (1977) proposed the use of the 
expanding cavity method in predicting pore pressures prior to dissipation. 
Levadoux and Baligh (1980b) criticised this approach because of the large
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number of assumptions required and proposed the strain path method to 
estimate the initial pore pressure distribution.
In Section 2.2 the two analytical methods by which to estimate the initial pore 
pressure distribution will be described viz. the expanding cavity method and the 
strain path method.
2,2.2 Expanding cavity method
It has been argued that the stresses, strains (Gibson and Anderson, 1963; 
Vesic, 1972; Palmer, 1972) and pore pressures ( Soderberg, 1962; Ladanyi, 
1963; Torstensson, 1977; Randolph and Wroth, 1979) generated in a soil mass 
as a result of cone penetration can be estimated by means of the cavity 
expansion analysis. Gibson et al. (1963) refer to even earlier work done by 
Bishop, Hill and Mott (1945) for the interpretation of hardness tests.
In this section special attention is paid to the determination of the initial pore 
pressure distribution due to penetration of a probe by means of the expanding 
cavity method. The expanding cavity method examines the effect of a uniform 
internal stress on a cavity within a homogeneous material mass. Two types of 
expansion have been analysed viz. infinitely long cylindrical and spherical 
cavities (Torstensson, 1977).
The expanding cavity approach produces a differential equation relating cavity 
stresses to cavity radius. By obtaining expressions for material behaviour the 
differential equation can be solved in the context of the relevant boundary 
conditions. Material behaviour can be modelled as elastic, as elastic-plastic, or 
by implementing more complicated stress-strain relationships. The solution of 
the differential equation will produce an expression for the stress and strain 
distribution in the material surrounding the cavity.
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Pore pressure distribution: Soderberg's method
Soderberg (1962) examined the consolidation process around recently installed 
piles. He proposed a simplified method by which to estimate the excess pore 
pressure distribution around a newly installed pile by means of cavity expansion 
theory. It was assumed that the excess pore pressure was proportional to the 
radial stress imposed by the installation of a pile. Further it was implied that 
the elastic-plastic stresses resulting from pile installation were immediately 
replaced by an equivalent hydrostatic pressure after driving in of the pile. Pure 
undrained conditions were assumed to exist. By assuming that the material 
acts as a elastic- perfectly plastic medium with constant compressive strength 
= 0), the stress distribution around the pile, and hence the pore pressure 
distribution can be determined. The pore pressure distribution determined in 
this way is shown in Figure 2.1.
As an alternative to elastic-plastic behaviour, the material can be assumed to 
act as a viscous substance that cannot support tension immediately after driving 
of the pile. By manipulation of the equilibrium equation for axial symmetry, a 
differential equation can be obtained describing the stress distribution around 
the pile. Stresses are related to pore pressures in the same manner as in the 
case of elastic plastic behaviour. A hyperbolic excess pore pressure distribution 
is obtained from this method (see Figure 2.1). Soderberg (1962) reported fair 
agreement between the distribution of pore pressures measured around a pile 
and the predicted distribution. Soderberg analysed the dissipation process 
around piles by solving Terzaghi’s consolidation equation, using the method of 
finite differences. (Terzaghi’s equation was solved in axial symmetrical co­
ordinates.). Both pore pressure distributions were analysed. The solution is 
discussed in Section 2.3.2.
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Pore pressure distribution: Ladanyi’s method
Ladanyi (1963) also examined the possibility of simulating pile penetration in a 
saturated homogeneous clay mass by means of the expanding cavity method. 
He proposed a method by which to estimate the excess pore pressures 
generated during the process. The following assumptions were made for what 
Ladanyi termed “normal” materials:
• The material behaves elastically prior to yielding
• The material behaves perfectly plastically after yielding
• The medium is homogeneous, isotropic, infinite and has only one 
phase.
One of two hypotheses can be made regarding the material’s plastic behaviour 
after yielding:
• Perfectly plastic yielding (Constant plastic deformation occurs with 
no changes in stress)
• Strain hardening or softening (Stresses increase or decrease 
continuously during plastic deformation).
The behaviour of clay differs from that of an ideal elastic-plastic material in that 
the stress-strain curve of saturated clay is a smooth curve with no sharp 
yielding point and saturated clay is a two-phase system. Also, the shape of the 
stress-strain curve for clay is a function of its water content, stress-history, rate 
of strain, etc. In order to obtain stress-strain relationships for clay, triaxial tests 
have to be conducted and great care must be taken to ensure similar conditions 
during the test procedure as would be experienced in the field.
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The following general assumptions were made in analysing the expansion of a 
cavity in clay:
• Every point influenced by the expansion process has the same 
stress-strain behaviour in undrained shear.
• Before cavity expansion the state of stress in the medium is 
isotropic and pore pressures are purely hydrostatic.
• Cavity expansion occurs under undrained conditions. Therefore 
volumetric strain equals zero during expansion i.e. the material is 
incompressible.
a) Strain calculation
The first step in the calculation of the excess pore pressures entailed the 
determination of the state of strain in the material due to penetration by a 
foreign body (conical probe, pile etc.). This was accomplished using 
geometrical considerations. The directions of the principal strains and stresses 
are known, as well as the magnitude of the volumetric strain (equal to zero). 
Therefore only the maximum shear strain distribution is required to define the 
complete state of strain in the material. An expression for the maximum shear 
strain as a function of the relative distance from the axis of symmetry can be 
obtained by analysing cavity expansion. (The relative distance is expressed in 
terms of the cavity radius.) The resulting radial strain distribution as 
determined from spherical and cylindrical cavity expansion (Ladanyi, 1963) is 
presented in Figure 2.2. The shear strain at the cavity wall equals 7t/2.
b) Total stress calculation
The differential equation describing equilibrium at the cavity face can be 
normalised by the original effective spherical pressure prior to cavity expansion 
to obtain a dimensionless expression. By means of mathematical manipulation 
the following differential equation, relating radial stress to distance from the 
axis of symmetry, can be obtained:
where: <j p  = radial total stress
p'm = original effective spherical pressure prior to 
expansion
A = 2 or 1 for spherical or cylindrical cavity respectively 
q = deviator stress 
p  = radial distance
Equation 2.1 can be integrated to solve for the radial stress distribution around 
the cavity if a relationship between deviator stress and radial distance can be 
found. An experimental stress-strain curve, relating deviator stress to shear 
strain can be obtained from triaxial testing. Another expression, relating shear 
stress to radial distance, can be obtained as described in the previous section. 
From these two expressions shear strain can be eliminated and the required 
relationship between deviator stress and radial distance obtained. Through 
numerical integration of Equation 2.1 an expression for radial stress can be 
obtained. The radial stress distribution can be solved numerically if the radial 
stress at any point in the material is known. According to the boundary 
conditions, zero radial stresses will be measured at an infinite distance from the 
cavity. By numerically integrating from a large enough distance from the cavity 
wall, the pressure required to expand a cavity from zero radius (equal to the 
radial stress inside the cavity) can be obtained. Tangential stress can be found 
from the expression for deviator stress by substituting the values of the radial 
stress.
A similar method was used by Ladanyi (1963) to examine cavity expansion 
from a finite radius.
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The stress calculation described above can be carried out in the zone from the 
cavity wall to a radial distance that corresponds to the smallest value of shear 
strain that could be determined from the shear strain versus radial distance 
curve. Stress values at larger distances, up to infinity, can be determined 
assuming a linear relation between deviator stress and shear strain in this outer 
zone. This assumption implies that elastic strains occur in the outer zone. 
Elastic cavity expansion theory can be employed to solve the stress distribution 
in this zone.
This method enables the calculation of the total stresses at any selected location 
in the material around the cavity.
c) Excess pore pressure calculation
The first step in the calculation of the excess pore pressure entails the 
calculation of the total mean normal stress. A mean effective stress versus 
shear strain curve can be obtained from triaxial tests. If the excess pore 
pressure is required at a distance pk from the cavity centre, the shear strain at 
that location is determined from the relationship discussed under the section 
Strain calculation above which was determined from expanding cavity theory. 
With the shear strain known the mean effective stress can be read off the 
effective stress-shear strain curve. By subtracting the mean effective stress 
from the mean total stress the excess pore pressure at that point can be 
obtained.
d) Comment
The behaviour of clay differs from that of an ideally plastic material in that the 
stress-strain curve of saturated clay is a smooth curve with no well-defined 
yielding point, and in that saturated clay is a two phase system. Also, the shape 
of the stress strain curve for clay is a function of its water content, stress- 
history, rate of strain, stress path, etc. In determining a stress-strain curve for a 
particular application from a triaxial test, cafe must be taken to ensure similar 
conditions during the test procedure as would be experienced in the field.
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Levadoux and Baligh (1980b) used a multi-parameter soil model to relate 
stresses and strains, however this also presented problems (refer to Section 
2.2.3).
A further simplification is that the cavity expansion model does not take into 
account the two-dimensional nature of the cone penetration process but 
approximates it as one-dimensional.
Initial pore pressure distribution: Randolph and Wroth (1979)
Randolph and Wroth also estimated the initial pore pressure distribution around 
a newly-installed pile by implementing expanding cavity theory. The clay 
surrounding the pile was modelled as an elastic perfectly plastic material.
Generated excess pore pressures were estimated by assuming that the mean 
effective stress in the soil stayed constant in undrained conditions during cavity 
expansion. Excess pore pressures are therefore equal to the changes in mean 
total stress. No allowance was made for shear-stress-induced pore pressure. By 
substituting expressions for radial and tangential stress, as obtained from cavity 
expansion theory, into the expression for mean total stress an expression for the 
initial pore pressure distribution can be obtained.
From the theory of expanding cavities the width of the zone of plastic 
deformation (R) equals:
R = r0[G/cu-\m 2.2
where: r0 = current cavity radius
G = initial shear modulus before plastic deformation 
cu = undrained shear strength of the material
Excess pore pressures are only generated inside the zone of elastic deformation 
since the terms for tangential and radial stress are equal and opposite in sign
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outside this zone and will therefore result in a mean total stress of zero. The 
initial pore pressure distribution obtained from expanding cavity theory 
therefore equals:
u0 = IcM iR/r)for r0<r<R  2.3
u0- 0  for jR < t* < r*
where r* = the radius where excess pore pressure increase
will be negligible.
Typical measurements in clay by various researchers are presented in Figure 
2.3. The measured pore pressures decrease more or less logarithmically along 
the radial co-ordinate. This suggests that the assumption of a logarithmic initial 
pore pressure distribution is reasonable.
2.2.3 Strain path method (Baligh and Levadoux 1980)
In the context of this study the strain path method will be described as an 
analytical method by which to estimate excess pore pressures generated during 
the penetration of a probe into saturated clayey soils.
The penetration of a cone in a saturated material is essentially a strain-driven 
process i.e. certain strains (which can be readily calculated) are imposed on the 
material by the penetration of the probe (Baligh et. al. 1980). This is illustrated 
by the observation that strains imposed by a passing probe are similar for 
different soil types, even though penetration resistance may vary significantly. 
In analysing the process, it is therefore much simpler to determine the strains 
imposed by the penetrating probe (instead of stresses) and then determining the 
resulting stresses from these strains by using a suitable soil model or laboratory 
tests. The strain path method is in concept similar to the better known stress
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path method as proposed by Lambe (1967) and comprises of the following 
steps:
• Consider the probe as a stationary body with soil flowing around it.
• Estimate a velocity field (velocity distribution of soil particles as they 
pass the probe) that satisfy the conservation of volume (or mass).
• Calculate strain rates along the stream lines by differentiating the 
velocity field according to the spatial co-ordinates.
• Integrate the strain rates along the streamlines to determine the strain 
paths of different soil elements.
• Estimate the stresses and pore pressures in the soil prior to penetration.
• Calculate the deviatoric stresses and shear induced pore pressures by 
linking the imposed strains to a constitutive model of soil behaviour.
• Solve for the total stresses, effective stresses and finally the pore 
pressures.
The strain path method is an approximate method because stresses estimated 
from it will generally not satisfy equilibrium requirements unless the estimated 
strain field is identical to the actual one. It is possible, through an iterative 
procedure, to refine the strain field to meet the equilibrium requirements. A 
sophisticated constitutive soil model is required for the calculation of the 
stresses from the calculated strains.
Strain fie ld
The term "strain field” refers to the distribution of strains in the material 
surrounding the probe, as caused by penetration.
The first step in finding the strain field around the probe entails the estimation 
of a velocity field. The velocity field represents the distribution of the 
velocities of particles as they pass the probe.
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Consider a stationary probe in a two dimensional plane. Let z represent the 
distance from the probe tip and r the radial distance from the probe axis. The 
velocity field is determined by differentiating the stream function around the 
probe. The stream function is a mathematical expression defined in r-z space 
which takes on a constant value for a given flow path, i.e. when a constant 
value is assigned to the stream function and the function is then solved for r 
and z, r and z would describe a specific flow path around the probe. The 
method of superposition of sources and sinks is used to create the complete 
flow regime around the probe so that boundary conditions are satisfied. 
Stream functions associated with sources and sinks are added to the stream 
function of a uniform flow field to obtain the final field around the probe 
through the principle of superposition.
In determining the velocity field, sources of unknown strength are initially 
located on the probe axis. Stream functions must be constant at the probe face 
because it represents the boundary stream line. This provides the boundary 
condition by which to solve the unknown source strengths and locations. With 
the source strengths known, a series expression for the stream function can be 
determined.
The velocity field or strain rate distribution can now be obtained through 
differentiation of the stream functions. By numerically integrating the strain 
rates along a streamline, starting far ahead of the cone, the strain in a specific 
soil element at a certain time t can be determined. The deformation pattern 
around a 60° cone is illustrated in Figure 2.4. Note the approximation of a 
gradual transition between the cone face and the cylindrical shaft. This 
modification was required in order to obtain a numerically stable solution. 
Levadoux and Baligh (1980b) employed this method to estimate the strain 
paths imposed on soil elements during cone penetration (see Figure 2.5). Note 
that the magnitude of deformation is substantially greater than normally 
encountered in laboratory tests and that strain reversal (i.e. loading and 
reloading) takes place.
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Stress-strain relationship
The strain path imposed on a soil particle in the vicinity of a passing probe is 
complex and cannot be duplicated in a laboratory test (see Figure 2.5). It is 
therefore necessary to use a soil model to convert strains, as determined from 
the velocity field, to stresses. The behaviour of clays during undrained shearing 
is affected by the deviatoric stresses acting on a clay body and not by 
octahedral normal total stresses. As a consequence, during the analysis of the 
excess pore pressure distribution due to penetration, excess pore pressure is 
separated into two components, i.e. a component related to octahedral normal 
total stress and a component related to shear deformation caused by deviatoric 
stresses. Only the shear induced pore pressures are estimated from the soil 
model as the other component is estimated from equilibrium requirements.
A comprehensive soil model is required to predict the stress-strain-strength 
behaviour of soil subjected to cone penetration. The model has to be able to 
accommodate complicated stress and strain paths as well as strain reversal 
(loading and unloading). Levadoux and Baligh (1980) proposed the use of a 
model based on the incremental theory of plasticity. This model is capable of 
describing the anisotropic, elasto-plastic, path-dependent stress strain 
properties ofinviscid saturated clay under undrained loading conditions.
Strains are divided into elastic and plastic components. Elastic strains are 
related to stresses by means of linear isotropic elasticity. Plastic strains 
incorporate the non-linearity and anisotropy of the soil. Three elements are 
needed to describe plasticity, i.e. a yield condition to describe the stress states 
which cause flow, a flow rule to convert plastic strains to stresses and a 
hardening law which modifies the yield condition according to the amount of 
plastic flow that has taken place.
a) Yield conditions.
Levadoux and Baligh, 1980 considered the following yield conditions. 
Deviatoric stresses alone control the undrained shearing behaviour of saturated 
clays. The yield condition is therefore described in the six-dimensional
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deviatoric stress space. (Six independent deviatoric shear stresses are required 
to specify the stress state in a three dimensional body uniquely.) A von Mises 
type yield surface is utilised by the model. The surface is described by seven 
parameters, six for the location of the yield surface centre and one to describe 
its size. In the case of plane strain and axial symmetry (e.g. cone penetration) it 
is however possible to describe the yield surface in a three-dimensional space 
where it can be represented as a sphere.
b) Flow rule
The flow rule employed by the model is the associated normality rule of 
plasticity. This means that once the stress state reaches the yield surface, 
plastic flow will occur in an outward direction perpendicular to the yield 
surface (i.e. the incremental plastic flow vector is perpendicular to the yield 
surface).
c) Hardening law
In order to accommodate the strain hardening or softening of soils during 
plastic flow and to account for behaviour due to loading and reloading, the 
position of the centre of the yield surface and its size are varied as plastic flow 
occurs. Rules governing the movement of the position of the yield surface 
form an integral part of the soil model, while rules governing the size of the 
yield surface depend on the type of clay under investigation.
Accuracy o f stress-strain model
The ability of the model to predict soil behaviour during loading and unloading 
cycles is illustrated in Figure 2.6. Levadoux and Baligh (1980) used normally 
consolidated Boston Blue Clay for the comparison. The idealised behaviour 
resembles observed behaviour very well during the first four loading stages, but 
starts deteriorating after that. Predicted and measured stress-strain behaviour 
is illustrated in Figure 2.7. It can be seen that the predicted strength is 
approximately 8% too high during compression. The rate of strain softening is 
however predicted very well. During extension the predicted strength is
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initially higher than measured, but lower than measured when the vertical strain 
reaches about 2%.
Pore pressures
Models that relate changes in stress to changes in pore pressure exist (e.g. the 
well-known Skempton model). In the case of strain controlled problems (e.g. 
cone penetration) a model is required to convert changes in strain to changes in 
pore pressure. Levadoux and Baligh (1980) proposed a model to predict 
shear-induced excess pore pressures in a normally consolidated saturated clay 
subjected to undrained shearing.
An increase in excess pore pressure is related to an increase in octahedral shear 
strain by means of a scalar function (I) which controls the rate of shear-induced 
pore pressures. This function takes into account the strain history of the 
sample. By integrating the expression for the pore pressure increment along 
the strain path, the shear induced pore pressures can be obtained. The function 
controlling the rate of shear (I) has to be determined first. This is accomplished 
by dividing the strain space into a finite number of sections over which I  can be 
taken as a constant. Each region is limited by a surface which corresponds to 
that particular rate of shear. As shearing takes place and the strain point moves 
into different strain regions along the strain path, the size and location of these 
limiting surfaces change according to the same rules that govern the changes in 
the yield surface as described previously. Function I  is updated once loading 
reversal takes place.
In the case of plane strain and axial symmetry it is possible to describe the 
limiting surfaces in three dimensions which reduce the surfaces to spheres. 
Parameters describing the location and size of surfaces can be determined from 
pore pressure versus axial strain curves obtained from ^-consolidated 
undrained triaxial tests. Once these parameters are known, function I  can be 
determined and hence the pore pressures estimated.
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Baligh and Levadoux considered sections through 18° and 60° cones. These 
are presented in Figure 2.8(a), together with the normalised shear-induced 
excess pore pressures generated during penetration as estimated from the strain 
path model, Levadoux and Baligh (1980). Figure 2.8(b) presents the total 
excess pore pressure distribution, including that arising from increases in mean 
total stress. From the figures it can be seen that the shear induced pore 
pressures are rather small. However, significant excess pore pressures are 
generated even at large distances from the cone. If pore pressure exceeds the 
minor principal stress hydrofracturing can occur. Hydrofracturing causes 
fissures in the material, increasing its effective permeability. Levadoux and 
Baligh reported that the strain path method predicted no hydrofracturing during 
cone penetration, because the generated pore pressures never exceeded any of 
the calculated total stresses close to the probe.
From Figures 2.8(a) and (b) it is clear that significant excess pore pressures are 
generated even at large distances from the probe. The pore pressures are 
largely due to changes in octahedral stress. The contribution of shear induced 
pore pressures amounts to about 20%. The material surrounding the probe can 
be divided into two zones: In the zone close to the cone, large strains sufficient 
to cause failure of the soil develop. In the outer zone (where the octahedral 
strain < 2%) smaller strains develop. Far behind the probe tip pore pressures 
were higher than those determined from expanding cavity methods, see 
Torstensson (1977), (1982).
In spite of measurement difficulties, in-situ measurements of excess pore 
pressures around the probe agreed fairly well with the estimated pore pressure 
distribution determined from the strain path method. According the Levadoux 
and Baligh (1980b) the normalised excess pore pressure distribution around a 
pile, as determined from the strain path method, is not very sensitive to soil 
type and stress history. It must however be pointed out that only two clay types 
(Boston Blue Clay and Champlain Clay) were analysed.
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The pore pressure distribution estimated from the stress path method by Baligh 
and Levadoux (1980) has been used by the author in a Biot consolidation- 
coupled finite element analysis in which the subsequent dissipation of the 
excess pore pressures was simulated to produce a normalised theoretical 
dissipation curve.
Accuracy o f the pore pressure model
Baligh et al. (1980) carried out laboratory tests and analysis to obtain measured 
and predicted shear induced pore pressures versus vertical strain from plane 
strain compression and extension tests. These are illustrated in Figure 2.9. In 
compression the predictions are about 10% higher than measured, while in 
extension it more or less fall within the experimental data. The predicted 
versus measured pore pressures during a strain reversal triaxial test are 
illustrated in Figure 2.10. The generated pore pressures during three unloading 
and reloading cycles are shown. Due to the nature of the strain path imposed 
by cone penetration, the model is only required to simulate one cycle. Good 
agreement between predicted and measured pore pressures was obtained, 
especially after the first cycle. Levadoux and Baligh (1980) report good 
agreement between the calculated and measured excess pore pressure 
distribution around the probe.
Cone resistance
It is possible to estimate cone resistance during penetration by means of the 
strain path method, Baligh and Levadoux (1980). This can be accomplished by 
multiplying the area of the probe face by the vertical component of the surface 
traction vector on the cone face. Friction on the cone face should also be taken 
into account to ensure accurate results. Good agreement between measured 
and predicted cone resistance was obtained for Boston Blue Clay.
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Holsby and Teh (1988) also used the strain path method combined with a large 
strain finite element analysis to determine the cone factor. Nut which relates the 
undrained shear strength of the soil to the cone resistance.
Discussion on the Strain Path Method
The strain path method is an approximate method which can be used to analyse 
problems where strains are governed by kinematic requirements. For deep 
penetration problems the method is an approximation in that the strain field will 
be a simplification of the actual conditions as strains are slightly dependent on 
material properties. The method is, according to Baligh et al. (1980), fairly 
insensitive to material properties. The limitations of the soil model employed 
by the method are a further source of approximation. Due to the difficulty of 
accurately measuring deformations in the laboratory, problems are experienced 
in assessing the accuracy of strains estimated by the method. The model is 
capable of predicting shear induced pore pressures in anisotropic soils 
subjected to one unloading cycle.
A major drawback of the work done by Baligh and Levadoux is the inability to 
generalise the analysis in order to apply it to other material types. This analysis 
was carried out utilising a complex constitutive model for Boston Blue Clay 
and is therefore not universally applicable. It could be argued that it might be 
applicable to other similar materials i.e. normally consolidated clay with a 
similar stiffness ratio (G/cu) of approximately 100.
By analysing excess pore pressure dissipation curves, valuable information 
regarding the consolidation and permeability characteristics of the material 
being investigated can be obtained. In interpreting pore pressure dissipation 
data, the measured pore pressure is very often normalised with the initial excess 
pore pressure to obtain a pore pressure range decreasing from one to zero. 
Before this is possible it is essential that the ambient pore pressure prior to 
penetration be known. Levadoux and Baligh (1980) report that the ambient 
pore pressure (wo) is very seldom determined from complete dissipation results 
because of the amount of time and hence cost required. Therefore uo is most
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often estimated. This represents a cause of serious errors (Figure 2.11), 
especially in the case of materials where sub- or over-hydrostatic pore 
pressures occur naturally (i.e. flow) or where the position of the phreatic 
surface cannot be estimated reliably. Errors in the consolidation and 
permeability property estimations will be an unavoidable consequence.
A method by which to estimate accurately the ambient pore pressure from 
incomplete dissipation curves is presented in Chapter 3 of this thesis.
2.3 Simulating the dissipation process
2.3.1 Introduction
An accurate and thorough analysis of the dissipation process around a conical 
probe, after penetration has been interrupted, requires a coupled, axisymmetric 
analysis of consolidation to account adequately for all factors affecting the 
process (Acar, Tumay and Chan, 1982).
Torstensson (1977) assumed the soil to be isotropic, to behave as an elastic- 
perfectly-plastic medium, and implemented linear uncoupled one-dimensional 
consolidation analyses to estimate normalised excess pore pressure dissipation 
curves which are functions of the stiffness ratio of the materials. Levadoux and 
Baligh (1980b) criticised this approach because of the large number of 
assumptions made in carrying out the analysis.
In Section 2.3 two approaches by which to simulate the pore pressure 
dissipation process will be discussed viz. a closed form solution to Terzaghi’s 
consolidation equation and numerical solutions.
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2.3.2 Solving TerzaghVs consolidation equation
During the dissipation/consolidation process in a soil, water is forced to flow 
out of the medium due to an increase in total stress in the soil. The stress 
increase is transferred to the pore water causing a head gradient between the 
stressed zone and zones of lower stress. The pore water responds by flowing 
towards the zone of lower head parallel to the gradient. This dissipation 
process can be described with the well-known partial differential equation 
describing heat flow in solid bodies. Terzaghi proposed the use of this 
equation to describe pore pressure dissipation in soils. The adapted heat 
equation used for the analysis of pore pressure dissipation is therefore often 
referred to as Terzaghi’s equation.
The analysis of pore pressure dissipation by solving this equation does not take 
into account changes in total stress during consolidation. Only the effect of the 
pore pressure gradient and the consolidation-time characteristics of the material 
in which dissipation is simulated is taken into account by such an analysis. It is 
also assumed that the coefficient of consolidation remains constant throughout 
the consolidation process. Two methods by which to obtain a solution to 
Terzaghi’s equation will be discussed briefly viz. a finite difference method and 
a Fourier series solution.
a) Finite differences in dissipation analyses
Gibson and Lumb (1953) demonstrated the use of finite differences to simulate 
the radial dissipation of excess pore pressures in the consolidation of a clay 
cylinder. Similarly, Soderberg (1962) conducted a finite difference analysis of 
the dissipation process around a pile using Terzaghi’s consolidation equation. 
In axial symmetrical co-ordinates Terzaghi’s equation becomes:
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\â r2 rdr,
^  du 2.4
where: u -  pore pressure 
r = radius 
t = time
Ch = horizontal coefficient of consolidation
The material surrounding the probe can be divided into an axial symmetrical 
grid. By numerical calculation of the derivatives in the equation a finite 
difference equation, in terms of time steps and grid size can be obtained from 
which the pore pressure at any time at a pre-selected point can be estimated. 
This equation describes the pore pressure at that point as a function of the pore 
pressure at the two adjacent points and the point itself one time increment 
earlier. By solving the pore pressure at small enough time increments to ensure 
convergence, the pore pressure dissipation curve at any point in the soil mass 
can be estimated. An initial pore pressure distribution must be assumed before 
the analysis can be carried out.
b) Dissipation analyses around piles
Soderberg analysed the dissipation of the initial pore pressure distributions 
obtained from his analysis as discussed in Section 2.2.2 and obtained the 
normalised dissipation curves as measured at the pile face. These are presented 
in Figure 2.12. Curve A represents the assumption that the material behaves 
elastic-plastic while curve B represent viscous behaviour. The two curves 
provide an envelope of extreme cases within which actual dissipation curves are 
expected to fall. Soderberg proposed curve I to represent the actual dissipation 
curve. Curve I was found to resemble observed dissipation curves closely.
c) Estimating the coefficient o f consolidation
Soderberg proposed that dissipation curve I in Figure 2.12 can be used to 
determine the horizontal coefficient of consolidation (c/*). This can be 
accomplished by normalising the observed dissipation curve with a range of q, 
values and fitting them to curve I. The Ch value resulting in the best fit is
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considered to be the most likely value of the horizontal coefficient of 
consolidation.
The derived dissipation curves were used to compare the time required for a 
50% increase in pile bearing capacity to theoretical 50% dissipation. An 
estimate of the coefficient of consolidation was obtained using this technique.
This method does not take into account the actual properties of soil. It is 
highly unlikely that this method will be applicable to all material types.
Fourier-Bessel series expansion o f Terzaghi’s equation
Randolph and Wroth (1979) examined the consolidation process around driven 
piles. They solved Terzaghi’s consolidation equation, expressed in radial co­
ordinates (Equation 2.4), by obtaining a Fourier series expression for pore 
pressure as a function of the radial distance and time. The series expansion is 
expressed in an axial symmetrical domain and Bessel functions utilised in this 
series expression. The following derivation was carried out by Randolph and 
Wroth (1979) and their general solution to Terzaghi’s equation using Fourier- 
Bessel analysis is presented in detail in this section to serve as the background 
for further development of this theory in Chapter 4 of this thesis.
Initial pore pressure distribution
One of the boundary conditions required to solve Terzaghi’s equation is the 
initial pore pressure distribution. Randolph and Wroth assumed a logarithmic 
initial pore pressure distribution as indicated by expanding cavity theory.
Dissipation curves from expanding cavity
Theoretical dissipation curves for a range of stiffness ratios can be derived by 
solving Terzaghi’s consolidation equation, adapted for axial symmetrical co­
ordinates, for an infinitely long expanding cavity in a porous medium. Certain 
aspects of cavity expansion in an elastic perfectly plastic soil are also 
incorporated into the analysis.
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Solving TerzaghVs consolidation equation.
The dissipation process of pore pressures generated due to penetration of a 
probe into a saturated medium is a complex process but can be approximated 
by Terzaghi's one dimensional consolidation equation expressed in radial co­
ordinates :
âu
~dt
= c^ â2u + âu^
where:
K^à'2 rârj
u, t, c are as defined earlier. 
r = radius under consideration
2.5
A section showing the stationary probe and the surrounding material 
immediately after penetration arrest is shown in Figure 2.13(a). R  is the radius 
of plastic deformation and equals r0(G/cv) 0'5 . No increase in pore pressure 
occurs at radius R at time zero (immediately after penetration arrest). As time 
passes, an increase in pore pressure migrates outward from the probe. As the 
distance from the probe increases, the change in pore pressure decreases. 
Therefore a radius r exists where the increase in pore pressure would never be 
more than negligibly small, independent of time. A realistic assumption 
regarding the magnitude of /  needs to be made. Randolph and Wroth (1979) 
recommend a value between 5 and 10 times R. (The solution of Terzaghi's 
equation is fairly insensitive to the choice of /  Its influence on the expressions 
for the theoretical dissipation curves is therefore negligible. This has also been 
reported by Levadoux and Baligh (1980).
The following expression describing the variation of pore pressure with time 
during the consolidation period as a function of the radius is a general solution 
to Terzaghi's equation:
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2.6
where: B, a, X and jj, are constants.
Jo = Bessel function of zero order of the first kind.
Y0 = Bessel functions of zero order of the second kind.
By substituting the initial logarithmic pore pressure into Equation 2.6 and 
keeping in mind that the general solution to the problem involves the 
summation of all the possible solutions, the following expression relating pore 
pressure to radial distance and time can be obtained:
The linear combination Jt{A.r) + f i  Y/Zr) is called a cylinder function of the 
zth order and is written as C/.rJ.
Determination o f the constants defining the cylinder functions
In order to determine the constants X and ju from the boundary conditions, an 
expression for the outward radial displacement from the probe (ÿ  is required. 
The expression is obtained in a similar manner as Equation 2.7. The expression 
is:
a2tC0{Xnr) for r0 <r <r 2.7
where % = 0 for r> r*
^ = 7 ^ r S ;F ' e"“î'Ci ( V )  for r0 <r <r 2.8
# =
F it) for r>  r* 2.9
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where: G* = —— 2.10
( l-2 y )
with G = the initial shear modulus before plastic
deformation occurs 
v = Poisson’s ratio
The other symbols have the meanings as described previously. An expression 
for FftJ can be found by ensuring continuity at r  = r*.
The following boundary conditions govern the solution:
i)
oIIKn at
Ü)
oIIKn at
iii)
ot as
iv) U = U0 at
v) u —^ 0 as
vi) u —> 0 as
vii) ^  = 0 
a -
at
f= 0 for r >T0
r = r0 for t>0
r —> oo for t>0
t= 0 for r> r0
7 —> oo for t>0
t cc for r > r 0
r = r0 for t> 0
From the boundary conditions:
£ = 0 at r = r0 for t>0
and —  = 0 at r = r0 for t> 0
dr
it follows that: Ci(^r0)  = Ji(/Lr0)  + n.Y}(À.r0)  = 0  2.11
Also, from the condition:
u = 0 at r = r* for t >0
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it follows that: Co(sLr*) = J0(X.r*) + } iY o (X .f)  = 0 2.12
By solving Equations 2.11 and 2.12 simultaneously the values of X and // can 
be determined. Randolph and Wroth (1979) recommended that a summation of 
the first fifty terms of the series expression for u would provide sufficient 
accuracy. It is therefore necessary to determine the first fifty values of X and ju.
Determination o f constants Bn
Randolph and Wroth suggested that it would be sufficient to determine only the 
first fifty Bn terms in the series expression for u. which is a function of the 
initial pore pressure distribution. This can be derived from the theory of 
Fourier-Bessel analysis. At time t = 0 Equation 2.7 becomes:
" o = 2 X Co ( V )  2.13
71=1
By multiplying both sides of the equation by rC0(Xnr) and integrating between 
ro and r the following expression is obtained:
l \ r C a(Xnr)dr = & [ r  *2 C?(V*)-»i2C?(V.)] 2.13(b)
The initial pore pressure distribution is assumed to be logarithmic as shown in 
Figure 2.13(a), i.e.
w0 = 2cu \n(R !r) r0 < r < R
w0 =0  R < r  <r*
By substituting u0 with the logarithmic pore pressure distribution in Equation 
2.13(b) and integrating, the following expression is obtained when Bn is made 
the subject of the equation:
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B J c u [ C o ( V o ) - C q ( ^ ) ] 2.14
where the symbols are as described previously.
Determination o f the constantan
The only remaining constant required to define Equation 2.7 is the 
separation constant used during the solution of Terzaghi's equation by 
separating the variables (r and f). It can be shown that (Carslaw and Jaegar 
1959):
Normalising the theoretical dissipation curve.
It is possible to eliminate cu from the expression for Bn, by defining B„ so that 
Bn =Bn . cu. cu can now be eliminated from the right hand side of Equation 2.7 
by dividing both sides by cu. This procedure normalises u with respect to cu. 
Time can be normalised as follows:
Dissipation
The solution to Terzaghi’s equation produces the dissipation curves for excess 
pore pressures at the pile face presented in Figure 2.13(b). It is assumed that 
only elastic deformations occur during consolidation. These curves were 
normalised by the undrained shear strength and not the initial excess pore 
pressure. The expression for excess pore pressure as obtained from solving 
Terzaghi’s equation can be used to determine the radial pore pressure 
distribution during various stages of consolidation. It was found that very rapid 
dissipation takes place at the pile shaft shortly after penetration has been
CCn — Xn.ro 2.15
2.16
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stopped. This rapid dissipation results in a rapid increase in pile bearing 
capacity shortly after installation, as has often been observed in the field.
The validity of the consolidation solution is further confirmed by the similarity 
between predicted bearing capacity and that predicted as shown in Figure 2.14 
(Randolph et al., 1979).
These equations describing the dissipation of excess pore pressure around an 
expanding cavity were used by the author to produce an expression for the 
normalised theoretical rate of dissipation curves in Chapter 4.
The writer has used the approach by Randolph and Wroth, described above, to 
derive an equation for the dissipation of pore pressure in terms of normalised 
pore pressure (with respect to uo) and normalised time. An equation for 
normalised rate of dissipation has then been derived (see Chapter 4).
2.3.3 A finite element approach 
Introduction to the finite element method
The finite element method is a numerical method through which approximate 
solutions for differential equations can be obtained. It originated in the field of 
structural analysis as a method by which to estimate displacement, strains and 
stresses, about 1960. The method has been extended into fields such as fluid 
mechanics and heat transfer, in fact, any type of problem which can be 
described by a differential equation. Only a short description of the method is 
presented here. Many text books have been written on the subject (e.g. Fenner 
1986).
The finite element method, as applied to structural analysis, is described to 
generally illustrate the principles of the method:
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The first step of the method consists of dividing the body or material mass 
being investigated into a finite number of discrete regions or elements. 
Mathematical expressions must be available to represent the stiffness of each 
element. Separate elements are connected at nodes where mutual 
displacements are enforced. By analysing the stiffness of the separate elements, 
the behaviour of the entire structure can be simulated. A stiffness matrix (K) 
can be assembled to represent the stiffness of the entire structure.
Loads on the structure are reduced to point loads acting on discrete nodes of 
the elements comprising the structure. A load matrix (R) equivalent to the 
actual load system on the structure can be assembled.
The unknown displacements of the nodes (q) are calculated by solving the 
following relationship:
K .q  = R  2.17
Once the displacements have been solved they can be differentiated to obtain 
the strains. By applying a suitable stress-strain relationship the strains can be 
converted to stresses.
The method of analysis described is applicable to problems in which materials 
behave elastically. When analysing the behaviour of soils, pure elastic 
behaviour is generally not an accurate reflection of the actual behaviour of the 
material. An extension of the finite element methods, non-linear finite element 
methods, was developed to solve problems of this kind. The general 
methodology of the non-linear finite element method is described below.
In analysing the stresses and strains in a material mass behaving non linearly, 
subjected to known loads, the stress-strain curve is broken down into segments 
that is small enough so that the modulus of elasticity can be taken as a constant 
over that strain increment. A stiffness matrix (K) is assembled corresponding
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to the first segment on the stress strain curve and displacement calculations are 
carried out using Equation 2.17. The strains are converted to stresses from 
which the equivalent nodal loads are calculated . The calculated nodal loads 
are then compared to the actual nodal loads on the structure. If the calculated 
loads are less than the imposed loads, a stiffness matrix corresponding to the 
next segment on the stress-strain curve is assembled and another displacement 
calculation is carried out. This displacement is an additional displacement to 
the first displacement. The displacement increments are now converted to 
stress increments and subsequently to load increments as described previously. 
The iteration is repeated until the sum of the calculated load increments equal 
the actual imposed loads. There are a number of numerical techniques to 
calculate the size of the increments to ensure optimal convergence. The most 
common are the Newton Raphson and the Tangent Stiffness methods. It may 
be required to divide the stress-strain curve into very small segments to obtain 
a solution that converges and a very large amount of computations will 
subsequently be required. Non-linear finite element methods tend to be 
unstable if the restrictions of the method are not strictly complied to.
Great care must be taken during setting up of the finite element mesh to ensure 
that sufficient accuracy is reached at the required positions on the body under 
investigation. The mesh should be refined in critical areas (divided into smaller 
elements) to ensure that the solution converges to the correct result. It is 
essential that the user of a finite element program should be well versed with 
the theory behind the method to ensure that realistic solutions are obtained. 
Equally important is a knowledge of the limitations of the method e.g. the finite 
element method does not fully satisfy equilibrium requirements.
Finite element analyses by Levadoux and Baligh
a) Uncoupled two-dimensional solutions
Levadoux and Baligh (1980a) conducted uncoupled two-dimensional linear 
finite element analyses of the dissipation process around 18° and 60° cones.
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The finite element program used in the analyses was originally developed to 
solve heat transfer problems. By substituting temperature with excess pore 
pressure and difiusivity with permeability the well known uncoupled Terzaghi- 
Rendulic equation is obtained:
—  = cV2» 2.18
ât
where u = excess pore pressure
c = coefficient of consolidation 
V = the Laplacian differential operator
The finite element mesh used is presented in Figure 2.15. The boundaries of 
the mesh are impervious except along the outer cylinder boundary where zero 
pore pressure was maintained. A one-dimensional finite element analysis was 
conducted in order to assess the adequacy of the two-dimensional analysis and 
to determine suitable time steps. The one-dimensional mesh consists of 20 
elements with nodes located at the same radii as the top row of elements in the 
two-dimensional mesh. Good agreement was obtained between the pore 
pressures estimated by the finite element analysis and a closed-form expanding 
cavity solution developed by Levadoux and Baligh. An initial distribution of 
excess pore pressures as estimated from the strain path method was used.
The pore pressure distribution at various time steps as determined from the 
two-dimensional mesh for an 18° cone is shown in Figure 2.16.
Levadoux and Baligh reported that the results obtained for pore pressure 
dissipation along the shaft of the probe were very similar to those obtained 
from the one dimensional (cylindrical) consolidation analysis. . Deviations 
occurred near the tip of the probe because of the three-dimensional nature of 
the consolidation in this area.
Levadoux and Baligh attempted to determine the amount of dissipation data 
which should be recorded in order to be able to estimate accurately the
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coefficient of consolidation. The coefficient of consolidation profile at a test 
site in Boston Blue Clay was examined by estimating the coefficient of 
consolidation for various levels of dissipation. It was reported that significant 
scatter occurred where less than 40% dissipation had occurred. Only when 
50% or more of the dissipation curve was analysed, could good agreement 
between the anticipated and estimated coefficients be obtained. This thesis 
addresses this issue and presents a formal interpretation technique for 
dissipations where only the very first portion is of the dissipation test is 
available.
b) Determination o f the coefficient o f permeability
A site at Saugus, Massachusetts, was extensively researched by the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, (MIT), during the 1970’s. The Saugus 
site is located near the coast line next to the Interstate 95, north of Boston. The 
soil profile at Saugus consists of 25 ft peat, sand and stiff clay that overlie 130 
ft of Boston Blue Clay. Soil parameters were obtained from laboratory tests, in 
situ tests, embankment monitoring during construction, and a planned 
embankment loading to failure (D’Appolonia, Lambe and Poulos, 1971). 
Baligh et al. (1980) compiled a comprehensive set of soil parameters from 
these extensive research projects and used the data to evaluate piezo probe 
dissipation tests carried out at this site. The coefficients of consolidation that 
Baligh et al. (1980) used in this comparison were from the following sources:
• Germaine (1978) carried out constant rate of strain consolidation on 
six good quality undisturbed samples from depths 40 ft to 100 ft at 
the Saugus site.
• Profiles of the coefficient of consolidation were estimated by Davis 
and Polous and by Duncan (MIT, 1975) on the basis of in situ pore 
pressure measurements that were conducted in the foundation clay 
under the 1-95 embankment centreline, about 2000 ft from the piezo 
probe site.
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• A range of swelling coefficients of consolidation, backfigured by 
Bromwell and Lambe (1968) on the basis of in situ pore pressure 
dissipation measurements in a thick Boston Blue Clay (BBC) 
deposit due to a wide excavation for the construction of the Student 
Centre at MIT. The soil deposit underlying MIT contains a 50 ft 
BBC layer with very strong similarities to the BBC below 50 ft at 
the Saugus site.
Baligh et al. (1980) compares these results in a lengthy discussion and 
concludes that the probe coefficients of consolidation compare well with the 
backfigured coefficients while the laboratory coefficients were consistently 
lower by a factor of 2 to 8. Baligh et al. (1980) finally concludes that "this is a 
difficult task involving significant uncertainties..."
c) Coupled two-dimensional solutions
A coupled analysis implies that pore pressure response during the consolidation 
process is influenced by changes in total stresses. Biot’s consolidation theory is 
therefore employed. Levadoux and Baligh conducted two-dimensional finite 
element analyses of the dissipation process around an 18° cone using a finite 
element formulation for unsteady saturated fluid flow in a porous isotropic 
elastic material.
Due to the computational limitations at the time, a coarser mesh than that used 
for the uncoupled analysis had to be used (see Figure 2.17). The results of the 
pore pressure calculations at various times are shown in Figure 2.18. The 
results of the coupled analysis are indicated by dotted lines while uncoupled 
results (determined from the same grid) are indicated by solid lines.
It can be seen from Figure 2.18 that the effect of coupling is small shortly after 
dissipation starts, but gradually increases as time passes. Also, the effect of 
coupling is more significant closer to the probe tip than further away. This is 
well illustrated by Figure 2.19 where coupled and uncoupled dissipation curves 
at various locations on the probe are presented. Pore pressures on the shaft are
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the least affected because the situation approaches a one-dimensional 
cylindrical state. The Mandel-Cryer effect (increase in pore pressure after 
penetration arrest) is exhibited near the shoulder of the cone in the coupled 
solution. The effect of coupling becomes more pronounced closer to the tip of 
the probe.
d) Effect o f mesh size
The effect of the coarser mesh was evaluated by comparing the results 
presented in Figures 2.16 and 2.18. Pore pressures on the shaft are not 
significantly affected. Pore pressures at the probe shoulder and face are 
considerably affected at early times but less so at larger times. Pore pressures 
near the apex are strongly affected by the mesh size. A fine mesh size is 
required, especially near the tip of the probe.
Finite element analysis by Acar, Tumay and Chan, (1982)
Acar et al. (1982) analysed the dissipation process of excess pore pressures 
around a probe by means of a two-dimensional axisymmetrical linear uncoupled 
finite element analyses. The finite element code was written by the authors. 
The initial pore pressure distribution shown in Figure 2.20 was assumed. This 
pore pressure distribution was estimated from data obtained from pile driving 
(Chan, 1982).
The finite element mesh extended to a distance of 25 probe radii. This outer 
boundary was assumed as free draining (zero excess pore pressure was 
maintained). The top and bottom boundaries were taken as impervious. The 
finite element mesh is shown in Figure 2.21.
a) Anisotropy
The effect of anisotropy in permeability was examined and it was found that the 
dissipation process around the probe is primarily controlled by the horizontal
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permeability. Changes in the ratio between the vertical and horizontal 
coefficient had a very small effect on the dissipation curves obtained from the 
finite element analyses. The results are shown in Figure 2.22.
b) Effect o f cone angle and position o f the filter element
The effect of the cone angle on the consolidation process was examined. Sharp 
cones generate smaller pore pressures than blunt cones. The resulting pore 
pressure gradient is also lower. This causes slower dissipation than in the case 
of blunt cone. Acar et al. therefore recommended the use of the 60° cone.
The pore pressures at various locations on the probe were analysed to 
determine the optimum position for the filter element through which pore 
pressures are measured. The finite element analysis showed that dissipation 
takes place much slower along the shaft than close to the tip of the probe. It is 
therefore beneficial to locate the filter element close to the tip if testing time is 
to be reduced.
c) Coefficient o f consolidation distribution around the probe
Cone penetration imposes severe straining on the material in the immediate 
vicinity of the tip. Strains can amount to as much as 50% (Levadoux and 
Baligh, 1980b). A highly disturbed region exists up to about 5 radii from the 
cone axis, with a less disturbed region further away. Acar et al. (1982) assumed 
that the coefficient of consolidation in the inner disturbed zone will be higher 
than that in the outer zone. The reason for this is not clear. The influence of a 
range of ratios of horizontal coefficients of consolidation inside and outside this 
zone on the normalised theoretical consolidation curve was examined and the 
results are presented in Figure 2.23. It can be seen that the coefficient of the 
outer undisturbed zone dominates the dissipation process.
Acar reported that vertical coefficients of consolidation obtained from 
laboratory tests are about 10 to 20 times lower that the values obtained from 
piezocone dissipation results (c/,). No details on the type of laboratory tests
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were given but reference was made to the MS thesis of Chan (1982). It was 
further reported that piezocone coefficients of consolidation resembles 
coefficients backcalculated from observed settlements of embankments on soft 
cohesive soils better than laboratory determined values. No details of the back- 
analysis was given in the publication but reference was made to publications by 
Al-Dhahir et al. (1970) and Mitchell and Gardner (1975) in this regard.
Coupled analyses by Goh and Fahey
Goh and Fahey (1991) conducted self-boring pressuremeter and piezocone 
tests at a site near Perth in Western Australia. Dissipation of pore pressures 
was monitored after expansion/penetration has been interrupted. The results 
were compared with values from predictions made by a one-dimensional finite 
element program incorporating expanding cavity theory. The expanding cavity 
simulation incorporated the Modified Cam-clay soil model and Biot coupled 
consolidation. Expansion was therefore modelled as a one-dimensional plane 
strain problem.
A sharp piezocone (apex angle 12.7°) had been used in the field tests to ensure 
that the test resembled cylindrical cavity expansion as closely as possible. Pore 
pressure measurements were taken four diameters behind the cone shoulder. A 
stress transducer was used to measure the horizontal stress four diameters 
behind the cone shoulder. The results from the field tests were simulated by a 
one-dimensional finite element analysis with a mesh extending to 200 probe 
radii. Goh et al. (1991) give the results of the pressuremeter simulation by finite 
element analysis, but this section will be restricted to a discussion of the 
piezocone analysis only.
The insertion of a piezocone has the effect of expanding a cavity from zero 
radius to the radius of the probe. It is not possible to numerically expand a 
cavity from zero radius due to singularity problems. In Goh and Fahey’s
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analysis the cavity was expanded from 0.1 times to probe radius to the final 
radius.
Results
The total and excess pore pressures during six dissipations, as estimated by the 
program and measured in the field, are shown in Figure 2.24. The model 
severely overpredicts total stresses at all stages during the dissipation. The 
maximum pore pressures prior to dissipation are predicted fairly well, but not 
the values during dissipation. The predicted pore pressures closely resemble 
one observed dissipation curve, but this it thought to be coincidental.
Estimated pore pressures during dissipation significantly overpredict their true 
values. Work by Levadoux and Baligh (1980b) on the strain path method 
indicated that lower pore pressures than predicted by the expanding cavity 
method can be expected along the probe shaft. This one-dimensional cavity 
expansion model does not successfully predict the stress regime around a 
penetrating cone. This may be due to the fact that proper modelling of cone 
penetration requires a two-dimensional analysis.
Goh and Fahey report that the discrepancies in the model may be due to stress 
relaxation effects shortly after penetration interruption. This is, however, fairly 
unlikely because, as the cone shoulder passes a point, a significant reduction in 
stresses occur at that point and in this case pore pressures are measured a 
significant distance behind the cone shoulder. Goh and Fahey also reported 
that no evidence of stress relaxation (a sudden drop in total stresses 
immediately after penetration interruption) was found in the case of cone 
penetration.
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2.4 Stresses during dissipation
During cone penetration excess pore pressures are generated around the 
penetrating probe because of the undrained conditions under which penetration 
takes place i.e. pore pressures cannot dissipate rapidly due to the low 
permeability of the surrounding material. When the penetration process is 
interrupted the pore pressures start dissipating. The initial pore pressure 
distribution is one of the most important factors governing the dissipation 
process. The highest pore pressures are generated along the face of the cone, 
as illustrated in Figure 2.25.
From Figures 2.16 and 2.18 in it can be seen that shortly after penetration is 
stopped, consolidation is limited to a zone close to the probe tip. During the 
duration of the test the zone in which pore pressure changes take place 
gradually increases. The consolidation zone around the probe can be divided 
into two zones. In the zone immediately around the tip pore pressure 
dissipation occurs i.e. the soil is loaded (in terms of effective stresses). This 
zone moves radially outward from the cone face producing, what Baligh et al. 
(1980) consider to be a Mandel-Cryer effect (an increase in pore pressure after 
interruption of penetration) if the filter element is located on the cone shoulder 
or further away along the shaft.
In the zone further away from the probe the pore pressure initially increases as 
the positive excess pressures move outward from the probe. At the same time 
the pressure inside it decreases constantly. A radius will eventually be reached 
where the pore pressure increase at the boundary is negligible. At this stage 
the pore pressure will start decreasing from the outside to the inside until 
complete dissipation has occurred. Soil in this zone is therefore initially 
unloaded and later reloaded during the consolidation/dissipation process.
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2.5 Factors affecting the results of dissipation analyses
In conducting pore pressure dissipation analyses around a probe, certain 
decisions or assumptions need to be made regarding:
• the initial conditions prior to dissipation,
• the extent of the zone surrounding the probe to take into account 
during the analysis and
• the anisotropy of the material being analysed.
In this section the effect on the estimated dissipation curve derived from 
different initial pore pressure distributions, the size of the zone of surrounding 
material and permeability anisotropy, will be investigated.
2.5.1 Initial pore pressure distribution
Levadoux and Baligh (1980a) examined the dissipation process of excess pore 
pressures by employing linear uncoupled one-dimensional consolidation 
analyses. Three initial pore pressure distribution patterns were examined viz. 
constant, linear and logarithmic distributions. The normalised excess pore 
pressure distributions at various normalised time steps as obtained from their 
analyses are shown in Figure 2.26. Time was normalised as follows as 
proposed by Soderberg (1962):
2.19
where: T  = normalised time
c = coefficient of consolidation
t = normal time 
r -  probe radius.
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It can be seen from Figure 2.26 that pore pressure dissipation takes place much 
more quickly in the case of a logarithmic pore pressure distribution than a 
constant distribution. The differences in time required for dissipation is better 
illustrated in Figure 2.27. (Dissipation curves around spherical and cylindrical 
cavities are shown.) It is obvious that the dissipation process is very sensitive 
to the initial excess pore pressure distribution that is assumed.
2.5.2 Radius o f the zone affected by penetration
According to the theory of expanding cavities the radius of the zone of soil
affected by the insertion of a probe equals ^ G / cu x R where R  = probe
radius. Acar et al. (1982) reported that excess pore pressures generated by the 
penetration process extend to 20-25 times the radius of the probe. It is 
reported by Levadoux and Baligh (1980) that the excess pressures extend to 20 
times the pile radius while Randolph and Wroth (1979) comments that the size 
of this zone effected by the dissipation process is approximately 5 to 10x72. 
The consolidation process is therefore controlled by the zone of soil in the 
immediate vicinity of the probe ranging from 80mm to 400mm radially and is 
only slightly influenced by the soil further away.
2.5.3 Anisotropy in permeability
Due to the fact that the horizontal permeability of clay is normally higher than 
the vertical permeability, the horizontal coefficient of consolidation is also 
higher than the vertical coefficient of consolidation. Uncoupled linear finite 
element analyses conducted by Levadoux and Baligh (1980a) and Acar et al. 
(1982) revealed that the effect of changes in the vertical coefficient of 
consolidation on the consolidation process is very small, especially during the 
initial stages of consolidation. The consolidation/dissipation process around a 
probe is therefore primarily governed by the horizontal coefficient of 
permeability.
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2.6 Summary
In this literature review an attempt has been made to summarise the main trends 
in the interpretation of piezocone dissipation tests and, more specifically, the 
derivation of a theoretical normalised dissipation curve on which these 
interpretations rest. The approaches developed so far are diverse in character 
and complexity.
All current methods of obtaining the coefficient of consolidation from 
piezocone dissipation tests require that a substantial portion of the dissipation 
curve is available, and normally more than 50%. The most realistic of all these 
approaches is the strain path analysis by Baligh et al. (1980). Even here, 
however, the finite element analysis carried out to simulate the dissipation of 
the excess pore pressures predicted by the strain path method is a simple 
uncoupled heat-dissipation type analysis which puts in doubt the validity of 
their dissipation curves. A fully-Biot-coupled consolidation analysis of the 
strain path predicted excess pore pressures would be required in order to 
produce a more realistic dissipation curve. It must however be borne in mind 
that even this dissipation curve would only be valid for one soil type, Boston 
Blue Clay, and not for all clays.
The work of Goh et al. (1991) is seen as novel, but has yielded dissipation 
curves which are not realistic. Considerable further research would seem 
necessary before it might be anticipated that such an approach would yield 
worthwhile results.
The expanding cavity solution presented by Randolph and Wroth (1979) to 
simulate the dissipation around a newly installed pile is a general closed-form 
solution to a very similar problem. However, the normalisation of excess pore 
pressure with undrained shear strength is inappropriate for the interpretation of 
piezocone dissipation tests. These equations would require further development 
in order to produce dissipation curves normalised with respect to the initial
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excess pore pressure. Such an approach would, however, result in a set of 
properly normalised dissipation curves for a range of stiffness ratios.
None of these researchers have attempted to produce a formal interpretation 
method for incomplete piezocone dissipation tests. Neither have any of them 
addressed the issue of the rate of dissipation of the normalised theoretical 
dissipation curves. No attempt was made to develop an interpretation 
technique based on the rate of dissipation or piezocone dissipation tests. The 
dissipation slope theory developed by the author in this thesis addresses this 
issue and continues to develop and demonstrate a technique to interpret 
incomplete dissipation tests. For this analysis it is necessary to have a 
normalised theoretical rate of dissipation curve. This cannot be derived from 
any of the work covered in this review. The author has set out to determine 
these curves for the application of his theory. This will enable the interpretation 
of a dissipation test where only the very first portion of the test is available.
The importance of determining the ambient pore pressure for the interpretation 
of piezocone data has been mentioned and quantified by Baligh et al. (1980). 
There is however no formal procedure to determine the ambient pore pressure 
from incomplete dissipation tests. Since all dissipation tests in clays are 
theoretically incomplete, there is a serious shortcoming in current piezocone 
interpretation procedures. A method by which to determine the ambient pore 
pressure is developed by the author in this thesis.
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Figure 2.1: Pore pressure distribution as determined by Soderberg (1962)
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Figure 2.2: Shear distribution as determinedfrom cavity expansion. 
(Ladanyi, 1963)
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Figure 2.4: Predicted deformation pattern around a 60° cone. (Levadoux
eta l, 1980)
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Terzaghi’s equation. (Randolph et al, 1979)
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3 DEVELOPMENTS OF PIEZOCONE EQUIPMENT
The early development of the piezocone took place in the period 1977 to 1982. 
From publications and other evidence it appears that the development took 
place at about the same time in South Africa, Europe, Canada and the United 
States. Since the piezocone is based on the CPT, it is appropriate to give a 
short history of the development of the CPT.
Therefore this chapter will deal with the following:
• historical review of the CPT
• the piezometer probe
• international review of piezocone development
• detailed review of piezocone development in South Africa
3.1 Historical Review of CPT
The reporting on the developments of cone penetration testing has been 
dominated by four specialist international symposia, viz. :
• 1974 1st European Symposium on Penetration Testing, ESOPT I, 
Stockholm.
• 1982 2nd European Symposium on Penetration Testing, ESOPT II, 
Amsterdam.
• 1988 1st International Symposium on Penetration Testing, ISOPT I, 
Orlando.
• 1995 International Symposium on Cone Penetration Testing, CPT’95, 
Linkoping, Sweden
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These have been closely followed in significance by the following :
• 1969 Conference on In-situ Investigations in Soils and Rocks, London.
• 1975 AS CE Speciality Conference on In-situ Measurement of Soil
Properties, Raleigh.
• 1981 ASCE Symposium on Cone Penetration Testing and Experience,
St Louis.
• 1983 ASCE Speciality Conference, Geotechnical Practice in Offshore
Engineering, Austin.
• 1983 International Symposium on In-situ Testing, Paris.
• 1986 ASCE Speciality Conference, In-situ 86, Blacksburg.
• 1995 Advances in Site Investigation Practice, London.
The regular International Conferences on Soil Mechanics and Foundation
Engineering have also been the forum for a number of publications on cone 
penetration testing, from the Fifth in Paris, 1961; to the Thirteenth in Delhi, 
1993.
The regional conferences on Soil Mechanics and Foundation Engineering, 
particularly those for the European Region, have also been the source of a 
number of valuable papers on cone penetration testing.
Many of these conferences and in particular the two ESOPTs and ISOPT 
indicate the state of the art of cone penetration testing and these, together with 
Sanglerais book, The Penetrometer and Soil Exploration (first published in 
1972), more than adequately describe the position up to the early 1970’s. No 
attempt is made herein to repeat these historical reviews for this early period, 
except in a brief summary in the following section.
Cone penetration testing in its present form began in the Netherlands in the 
1930’s. The original purpose was to determine the depth and density of sand 
strata in the multilayered sands, silts and clays so that piles could be designed. 
Buisman (1935) and Barentsen (1936) are credited with the earliest
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publications on what was then called sounding. By the late 1930’s the Soil 
Mechanics Laboratory in Delft had developed the equipment and interpretation 
so that it was in regular use for site investigations. At that stage the cone 
penetrometer was seen essentially as a miniature pile test to failure and the 
consequent pile design was simply scaling up the load by the ratio of the cone 
diameter to the proposed pile diameter and applying a factor of safety.
The rods and cones changed little from the Barentsen mantle cone until the 
advent of the Begemann friction sleeve in 1953. This did not however become 
widely used until his 1965 publication describing the use of the friction sleeve 
as an aid to determine the soil profile. These continue in use today and the 
standards for the equipment and its operation are described in the International 
Reference Test Procedure produced by the Working Party of the Technical 
Committee on Penetration Testing of the International Society of Soil 
Mechanics and Foundation Engineering (1988). In the 1970’s electric cones 
were being produced (de Ruiter, 1971) with the same cone area as the previous 
mechanical cones but with some differences in shape, viz. no requirement for a 
mantle. The electric cones were developed primarily because of the impetus 
given to cone penetration testing by the offshore oil industry, since these cones 
could be operated underwater either from remote controlled submersible rigs or 
from diving bells. It was estimated from data collected by the Technical 
Committee on Penetration Testing that by 1983, of the 150 000 m of CPT 
carried out annually, about 120 000 m used the mechanical cone, about 10 000 
m used the electric cone and 20 000 m used the piezometer probe.
Piezometer Probe
The piezometer probe was the forerunner of the piezocone. It could measure 
only pore pressure. (Torstensson, 1977; Baligh et al., 1980)
The earliest significant reference to the influence of the pore pressures 
generated during cone penetration on the penetration resistance was by
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Schmertmann (1974) at ESOPT I. In a discussion on the effects of pore 
pressures generated during penetration of the quasi static cone bearing 
pressure, qc, Schmertmann described the effects from a theoretical basis, noting 
in particular that they could be either positive or negative, and if ignored, could 
lead to either over conservative or under conservative interpretations of shear 
strength from cone pressures. No cone penetration test equipment was at that 
stage available to measure simultaneously cone and pore pressures, but reports 
had been published on the influence of pore pressures on the penetration 
resistance of instrumented piles and on the installation of conventional 
piezometers . The following paragraphs give an historical overview.
The only paper in ESOPT I, 1974, apart from the Schmertmann paper 
mentioned above, which made any other significant reference to the influence 
of pore pressures was that by Janbu and Senneset which discussed effective 
stress interpretation of in-situ static penetration tests. They and Schmertmann 
were primarily concerned with the proper interpretation of cone penetration 
testing to obtain shear strength parameters. The other papers at ESOPT I 
dealing with what was then called Dutch sounding or static penetration testing 
were almost exclusively concerned with two aspects: the growing use of 
electrical cones, which had been given a great impetus by the offshore oil 
industry, and the development of correlations of cone and friction sleeve values 
with shear strength, compressibility and soil type.
In 1975, a number of publications appeared which described the measurement 
of pore pressures during the penetration of piezometer probes. The Raleigh 
ASCE Specialty Conference on the In-situ Measurement of Soil Properties, 
1975, contained three papers referring to pore pressure sounding instruments 
or piezometer probes, viz. by Torstensson, by Wissa, Martin and Garlanger, 
and by Massarsch, Broms and Sundquist. All three papers described piezometer 
probes in which pore pressures alone were measured during penetration, i.e. no 
facility existed for measuring cone pressures. The Torstensson and Wissa 
probes were very similar to one another and also to that described by Penman. 
The Wissa probe had a small cone angle, 20°, compared to the 60° conventional
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cone penetrometers, and had a small filter element at the tip. Massarsch et al. 
(1975) described a probe which had filter elements at a number of positions and 
demonstrated the significance of the position on the pore pressures recorded. 
All systems gave electrical outputs to chart recorder systems at the surface via 
cables threaded through the rods. Both Torstensson (1975) and Wissa et al. 
(1975) noted that the excess pore pressures generated during probing could be 
measured, as could the rate of dissipation of pore pressures upon ceasing 
penetration. The observations made by Wissa et al. (1975) were particularly 
interesting and they commented that during penetration of the probe the soil 
surrounding the probe fails in undrained shear. As a result, dense or stiff soils 
generate negative excess pore pressures when penetrated by the cone, whereas 
loose or soft soils develop positive excess pressures. The rate of excess pore 
water pressure dissipation with time after pushing of the probe is stopped is a 
function of the permeability and compressibility of the soil surrounding the tip 
of the probe. They noted that it should be possible to develop theoretical 
relations between these soil properties and the time rate of dissipation of excess 
pore pressure; nevertheless, until such relations were to become available, the 
data would give only a qualitative indication of the type of soil being 
penetrated.
In 1975 Richards et al. described a piezometer probe which measured 
differential pressures in the sea floor, primarily for the purpose of obtaining a 
better understanding of submarine slope stability. The opening statement of the 
paper is quoted verbatim :
“More than a decade ago it was proposed that the likely relationship 
between excess pore water pressure in cohesive sediments and potential 
submarine slides, slumps and possibly turbidity current could be 
investigated by the in-situ measurement of pore pressure in sea floor 
sediments (Richards, 1962). Negotiations with the Norwegian 
Geotechmcal Institute (NGI) in 1964-5 led to the acquisition by the 
University of Illinois, Urbana, of two differential piezometer probes and 
a counter computer in 1966. This paper describes the probe system that 
was built around these units and the results of its limited testing at sea
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in 1967. Previously the system was mentioned by Richards (1968) and 
Richards and Keller (1968). One test was very briefly summarised by 
Lai et al (1968)".
In 1975, Levillain described a piezometer cone, la sonde piezometrique, which 
measured only pore pressures. The primary purpose was to emphasise the 
pneumatic pressure-measuring system which could be installed in a number of 
different piezometers i.e. not necessarily only in the cone push in type. No 
results of testing in soils were given.
In 1976 Parez, Bachelier and Sechet described the equipment and results 
obtained from a piezometer probe, but again only for measuring pore pressures, 
and not cone pressures. They used both a cylindrical filter in the shaft of the 
cone and individual small filters in the face of the cone, and noted that very 
similar results in pore pressure were obtained for both cones. They placed 
strong emphasis on the necessity for a rapid-response instrument. The primary 
purpose of the work reported was to assess effective stresses around cones and 
hence adjust both cone and friction sleeve resistances to be used in the design 
of piles.
In 1978 Schmertmann published a comprehensive report on the use of the 
Wissa (1975) type piezometer probe to assess the liquefaction potential of 
saturated fine sands. He noted that the rate of dissipation of pore pressure 
could perhaps form the basis of estimating permeability and described the de­
airing procedures and precautions required to keep the filters saturated in the 
field.
In 1978, Baligh, Vivatrat and Ladd published a comprehensive research 
document on the exploration and evaluation of engineering properties for 
foundation design of offshore structures which concentrated on cone 
penetration testing. This, inter alia, described further testing with the Wissa- 
type piezometer probe with the filter at different positions. It also summarised 
current theories on cone penetration. It noted that pore pressures dissipated
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once penetration ceased, and that a study of dissipation rates and hence 
consolidation characteristics was being undertaken separately.
In 1979, Peignaud, described the driving of a cone-shaped piezometer into 
clayey soils. He discussed the influence of the filter position on the pore 
pressures recorded and noted that this would make it difficult to compare test 
results obtained using different cones. The tests were carried out at different 
penetration rates which was the primary emphasis of the work. In the clays 
tested the pore pressures generated were negative during penetration and 
became positive after dissipation to values dependent on the overburden 
pressure. At the range of penetration rates tested (i.e. 5, 10 and 25 mm/s) the 
negative excess pore pressures generated were penetration-rate dependent but 
the final pressures were very similar for all rates.
In 1980 three research reports were published, two on pore pressure 
dissipation after cone penetration (Baligh and Levadoux, 1980; Levadoux and 
Baligh, 1980) and a third on pore pressures during cone penetration in clays 
and cone penetration tests offshore the Venezuelan coast (Baligh, Azzouz and 
Martin, 1980). These detailed reports followed up the 1978 reported work. 
The cones used were the Wissa type, both 18° and 60°, and with the filter 
elements in different positions, and had not changed since the 1975 versions 
other than in some relatively minor details.
Also in 1980, Baligh, Vivatrat and Ladd presented a paper on soil profiling 
using pore pressure ratios which was a summary of the work described in their 
1978 research report.
Piezocone
From 1981 onwards, in the space of two or three years, piezocone penetration 
testing (i.e. measuring both cone and pore pressures simultaneously) was
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developed from an experimental tool to an off-the-shelf commercial piezocone 
system.
The author was responsible for three papers in this period viz., at the ASCE 
Symposium on Cone Penetration Testing and Experience, St Louis, 1981, at 
ESOPT II Amsterdam, 1982 and at the International Symposium on In-situ 
Testing, Paris 1983 and was involved in a fourth at the 10th International 
Conference on Soil Mechanics and Foundation Engineering, Stockholm 1981. 
These described the South African development of, and experience with, a new 
piezocone which for the first time measured cone and pore pressures 
simultaneously.
As far as the author is aware these papers, and others at the same conferences 
discussed below, were the first to describe such piezocones. The author’s 
papers, as well as giving results for a number of sites where piezocone testing 
had been carried out, also gave a method of deriving coefficients of 
consolidation from pore pressure dissipations and a method for soil 
identification from a comparison of generated pore pressures with cone 
pressures.
At the ASCE Symposium on Cone Penetration Testing and Experience, 1981, 
there were a number of papers describing piezocones and testing viz. Baligh et 
al; Battaglio et al; Campanella and Robertson; de Ruiter; Marr; Muromachi; 
Tumay et al; and that by the author and a colleague, Jones and Rust. Two 
further papers on similar piezocones were published by Franklin and Cooper 
(1981) and by Parez and Bachelier (1981). Franklin and Cooper referred to 
their cone as a prototype developed from the Wissa probe in so far as the pore 
pressure measurements were concerned. The cone had a filter at the tip and 
included strain gauge load cells for both cone and friction sleeve measurements. 
They did not draw firm conclusions from the limited testing in recent sands, but 
confirmed general trends previously observed by others using the Wissa probe. 
The paper indicated that the probe itself performed without problems provided 
that de-airing was carefully done and subsequent saturation ensured.
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Parez and Bachelier (1981) described a piezocone with a conventional cone 
pressure measuring system and a cylindrical pore pressure measuring system in 
the shaft some distance above the cone, i.e. strictly not a piezocone but having 
some of the same purposes. On the basis of the simplified approach of a 
cylindrical dissipation model used for sand drain design they suggested a time 
factor could be derived, for the estimation of coefficients of radial 
consolidation.
At the Second European Symposium on Penetration Testing, 1982, ESOPT II, 
some of the same authors had further publications and there were also papers 
from Abelev; Laçasse and Lunne; Marsland and Quarterman; Rocha Filho; 
Senneset et al.; Smits; Sugawara et al.; Tavenas et al.; Torstensson; Tumay et 
al.; Zuidberg et al. and from the author and colleague, Jones and Rust, (1982). 
Of the 86 papers on cone penetration testing 16 described piezocones and gave 
test results.
In 1982 two papers were published in the Canadian Geotechnical Journal by 
Roy, Tremblay, Tavenas and La Rochelle which described a piezocone and its 
use in sensitive clays, and in 1983 by Campanella, Robertson and Gillespie on 
testing in deltaic soils. Later in the same year Robertson and Campanella 
published a paper in two parts on interpretation of cone penetration tests in 
sands and in clays. These were in essence state-of-the-art papers based on 
world-wide experience recorded in the referenced literature.
In the following few years relatively little was published on piezocone testing 
that made any significant advances in the equipment or test methods, but the 
theoretical understanding had improved as better insight into the soil behaviour 
around a penetrating cone could be obtained from many more detailed field 
observations coupled with laboratory testing.
At the 11th ICSMFE, San Francisco, 1985, Campanella et al. and 
Jamiolkowski et al. presented reviews of recent developments of in-situ testing
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and new developments in field and laboratory testing which indicated little new 
development since ESOPT II in 1982.
At the ASCE Speciality Conference, In-situ 86, Blacksburg, a number of 
papers were published on piezocone testing by Keaveny and Mitchell; Lunne et 
al; Mayne; Olsen and Farr; and Robertson et al. At ISOPT I in 1988 at 
Orlando, Campanella and Robertson presented a special lecture on the current 
status of the piezocone test. Essentially these conferences had little new to 
report since the burst of information in 1981/82, but it reflected a much broader 
acceptance of the method and the search for greater understanding of the 
results obtained. Special lectures were also given on cone penetration testing 
by Parkin, Mitchell, Jamiolkowski et al, Hughes, and Wroth. There were 
nineteen technical papers on piezometer cone testing out of a total of sixty CPT 
papers. Other than those describing special purpose cones, the remaining 
papers barely described the cones themselves; they concentrated on the results 
obtained from actual testing and derived relationships for defining 
overconsolidation, shear strength parameters, consolidation parameters and soil 
classification. Four of these discussed overconsolidation or stress history viz. 
Mayne and Bacchus; Rad and Lunne; Sugawara; Sully, Campanella and 
Robertson. The importance of the OCR in predicting the behaviour of soils was 
stressed.
The paper by Houlsby and Teh, who used a strain path method and a large 
strain finite element analysis to determine a theoretical range for the cone 
factor, Nk, as well as the distribution of induced excess pore pressures during 
penetration. An “Alternating Direction Implicit finite difference method” was 
used with uncoupled Terzaghi-Rendulic consolidation to model the dissipation 
of these excess pore pressures. This was discussed in Chapter 2.
Four of the papers at ISOPT I described the use of pore pressure dissipation 
tests in order to derive coefficients of consolidation viz. Lutenegger et al.; 
Senesset et al.; Sills et al.; and Tang Shi-dong et al.. The methods used are all 
similar and could almost be called conventional by this stage. The paper by Sills
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et al. is particularly valuable in that it compared coefficients of consolidation 
derived from the piezocone (using the approach of Baligh and Levadoux, 
1980), from laboratory tests and from back analysis of the settlement of an 
embankment.
In CPT’95 conference in Sweden the author presented three papers dealing 
mainly with CPTU interpretation techniques. A remarkable feature of the 
conference was the vast scope of new CPT developments, such as the seismic 
cone, the resistivity cone and a whole array of “enviro-cones”. Some new 
developments in piezocone equipment were presented. A paper by Larsson 
describes the “Use of a thin slot as filter in piezocone tests”. Rust, van der Berg 
and Jacobsz described the interpretation of incomplete dissipation tests to 
obtain the ambient pore pressure. A further development of a new, highly non 
linear, load cell to enhance the sensitivity of the measurement of the cone 
resistance was also discussed. There were two further papers by the author. 
The first deals with numerical stratification using piezocone data (Vermeulen 
and Rust, 1995) and the second deals with the prediction of embankment 
settlement from piezocone data (Jones and Rust, 1995).
3.2 Development of a Piezocone in South Africa
Initial Development -1978. (Cl)
The first publications by Wissa, Torstensson, Schmertmann, and others on the 
piezometer probe prompted the idea of incorporating a piezometer into an 
electrical CPT cone. The author then designed and built what was probably 
(from above discussion) the first piezocone in the world. This section deals 
with the development of the piezocone by the author. It starts with the very 
first conceptual drawings and concludes with the present system. To distinguish 
between the various models, they are consecutively numbered Cl to the present 
C 6.
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For practical reasons it was decided to keep as close as possible to the outside 
dimensions of the established electrical cones so that existing correlations and 
experience could be utilised. A load cell for measuring the cone pressure as 
well as a pressure transducer for measuring the pore water pressure had to be 
incorporated within the limiting dimensions of the probe. A porous ring filter 
element which allows the pore pressures to be transmitted to the transducer 
was placed just behind the tip, where it was expected to be subject to least 
wear or damage, whilst being close enough to the tip to measure the pore 
pressure responses during penetration. Figure 3.1 is the original drawing of the 
first conceptual layout of the piezocone.
After the layout was decided, the design parameters for the instrument were 
established. These consisted of the following:
• maximum expected load
• maximum expected pore pressure
• accuracy of measurement
• load cell design
The standard N.V. Goudsche Machine Fabriek probing rig with a maximum 
capacity of lOOkN would be used to advance the piezometer probe. This 
capacity therefore limited the maximum design load of the load cell to lOOkN. 
At first it was envisaged that a commercially-available load cell would be 
incorporated in the probe as a load measuring device, but none was suitable. 
Consequently, a custom-built strain-gauge-based load cell was designed. This 
was necessarily a compromise between accuracy and maximum capacity. The 
load cell consisted of four 90-degree, 120-ohm Kyowa KFC-2-D15-11 strain 
gauge rosettes in one fully compensating bridge, configured to record only 
axial loading and to compensate for any eccentric loading and temperature 
changes. Figure 3.2 shows a sketch of the load cell layout. The load cell was 
constructed out of stainless steel with an allowable stress of200MPa.
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A 5 volt excitation voltage was used for the strain gauge bridge. The gauge 
factor, K, of the Kyowa strain gauges was 2. In this configuration the 
maximum differential output from the load cell would be lOmV which appeared 
adequate. In practice however, when the response for the least significant stress 
was calculated, the output was very low. For instance, a typical in-situ soil 
shear strength of 15kPa for soft clays would produce a cone resistance of 
approximately 200kPa resulting in a load of 0.2kN on the load cell and a 
differential output voltage of only 0.02mV. A TOA strip chart recorder was 
used at a full scale sensitivity of ImV with 100 divisions on the chart resulting 
in a resolution of O.OlmV/division. Although this was relatively crude, it had to 
suffice for the initial piezocone trials.
Pressure transducer
A pore pressure transducer was incorporated to measure the dynamic pore 
pressure response during probing. The design criterion was aimed at measuring 
rapid pressure responses with an absolute minimum volume change to produce 
a “stiff” system. This became particularly important when soil with a very low 
permeability was probed, since this would severely restrict flow through the 
porous filter. For this reason the pore pressure transducer had to be as stiff as 
possible and of the smallest possible dimensions to minimise compliance by 
restricting the amount of water that needed to flow into the system to induce 
full electronic response. The sub-miniature Kyowa PS-xx KA was selected 
which had overall dimensions of only 0.6mm high and 5mm diameter. All of the 
cavities were kept to a practical minimum to enhance the stiffness of the 
pressure-measuring system. An unknown factor was the anticipated maximum 
pore pressure during penetration, which would determine the pressure range of 
the Kyowa transducer. Initially the Kyowa PS-2 KA, which had a maximum 
pressure rating of 200kPa, was used. The advantage of the low pressure rating 
was the high sensitivity and resolution within the expected range. Although 
pore pressures of larger than 200kPa were anticipated, it was known that these
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transducers could withstand an occasional 100% overload without any damage. 
The ratings of the transducer were as follows:
• excitation voltage 3 volt
• input & output resistance 120 ohm
• sensitivity ImV/V at full load
• pressure capacity 200kPa
Thus the maximum differential output voltage was 3mV at 200kPa and 
0.015mV for IkPa. This was in line with the output from the load cell and 
would also be recorded on the ImV full scale setting of a chart recorder.
5 volt and 3 volt power supplies were built for excitation of the transducers and 
fed down a 50m, 8 core screened cable that connected the piezocone to the 
readout units.
The first piezocone results
The initial field trial was carried out in November 1978 at Bafokeng Impala 
Platinum mine near Rustenburg on one of the newly-constructed tailings dams. 
The cable was pre-threaded through 20 rods, each 1m in length, and connected 
to the power supply and chart recorder which was set at ImV sensitivity. The 
piezocone was pushed vertically down into the mine tailings with the probing 
rig at the standard 20mm/sec in 1m lengths. After each metre the probing was 
temporarily halted, the next rod connected to the string of rods and probing 
continued. The chart recorder, set to a chart speed of lOmm/min, was switched 
on during penetration to record the cone resistance and pore pressure.
Tailings dams generally consist of highly stratified deposits. This layering is due 
to the deposition process. The layer thickness generally varies between 50mm 
and 500mm. The test results from the first hole at the Bafokeng tailings dam 
were most encouraging. Figure 3.3 is a section of a typical chart recorder trace
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from this site. Judging from the literature review in the previous section, this 
may well be the very first piezocone test ever carried out.
The sensitivity of the piezocone to layering was outstanding. The cone 
resistance showed the layering but seemed to lack the sensitivity. It was very 
interesting to note that the cone resistance and pore pressure were completely 
out of phase in the sense that a rise in cone resistance would result in the pore 
pressure decreasing and vice versa. In the more sandy layers with higher cone 
resistance, the pore pressures generated during penetration were low, and 
sometimes below hydrostatic pressure, while in the softer, more clayey layers 
the pore pressures increased rapidly to values much higher than hydrostatic. It 
was therefore quite easy to distinguish between the different soil layers, 
indicating that this test was well suited for soils identification.
Another interesting observation was that the pore pressure generated during 
penetration would dissipate during the stoppages at the rod changes which 
were typically about 1 minute long. It was decided to leave the chart recorder 
on and measure the pore pressure during the rod changes and so the first 
dissipation tests were carried out quite by chance. The pore pressure dissipated 
along what appeared to be a classic dissipation decay curve back to the 
hydrostatic pressure. After a few dissipation tests it was noted that the 
dissipation rate differed from test to test and seemed to be governed by the 
permeability of the surrounding soil. This indicated that it might be possible to 
determine the in-situ permeability of the soil.
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Shortcomings o f the equipment
The field trials indicated problem areas where the piezocone system needed 
upgrading. In short:
• it was necessary to amplify the output from the load cell as well as 
the pore pressure transducer to enable the measurement of very 
small significant readings
• the zero stability of the load cell needed to be improved
• recording the data during penetration on a time base was simply not 
satisfactory. A system whereby the chart in the chart recorder was 
advanced in synchronisation with the depth of penetration was 
required
• the porous ceramics used as filter elements broke during penetration 
and could therefore not be used again. Different types of porous 
materials had to be considered for this purpose.
Piezocone Development 1978 to 1980 (C2)
The 1977 Cl piezocone results were so promising that it was decided to pursue 
this method of testing and to try to overcome the shortcomings of the initial 
system.
The signals that were generated by the load cell and pressure transducer in the 
1977 piezocone were inadequate. The differential outputs had to be amplified 
about 1000 times to give output voltages of 10V and 3V for the load and 
pressure transducers respectively in order to assure a sufficiently high 
resolution. A piezo-amplifier system with the following capabilities was built:
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• an instrumentation amplifier for the load cell and pressure 
transducer outputs respectively
• 5 V and 3 V excitation voltage supplies for the transducers
• 5 V power supply for an optical encoder.
One of the main concerns at the time was the fact that the excitation voltage as 
well as the signals from the transducers were transmitted through the same 50m 
screened cable. Therefore the very small transducer signals as well as any 
electronic noise induced by the 50m cable would be amplified 1000 times. This 
meant that if the electronic noise was of the same order as the signals, it would 
nullify the significance of the output. The following steps were taken to 
maximise the signal to noise ratio:
• excitation voltage: two separate battery packs were used in 
conjunction with two integrated circuit (IC) power supply stabilisers 
(LM317K) to stabilise the excitation voltages at 3V and 5V 
respectively. These two circuits were completely separate, each 
with their own pair of conductors to the two transducers.
• amplifiers: the two amplifiers had completely separate circuits with 
separate stabilised power supplies. The amplifiers where Intel 7605 
IC’s.
A choice had to be made between straight-forward DC amplification and 
modulated AC amplification. In the latter case the excitation is an AC voltage; 
the amplifier enhances and demodulates the signal resulting in a DC output. 
The advantage is that electronic interference from outside cannot influence the 
signal. This seemed to be the obvious choice, however, only expensive, high 
quality, individually screened cable could be used to reduce the adverse 
inductance from the neighbouring cables on the signal carrying conductor. The 
cables were easily damaged in the field and replacing cost was quite high so this
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option was ruled out. It was also anticipated that the close proximity of the 
rods during a test could have some capacitance influence which would interfere 
with the AC signals.
The problems anticipated with DC excitation were the effects of electronic 
noise and zero drift. After taking all these factors into account, it was decided 
to opt for DC excitation and amplification.
The stability and sensitivity of the Cl load cell were inadequate and required 
improvement. Both the instability and zero drift appeared to originate from the 
choice of steel for the load cell. The stainless steel could not be tempered to 
allow higher stresses and produce a more stable load cell. A tempered high 
tensile steel, EM24B, was used for the manufacture of the 1980 load cells 
resulting in greater allowable strain in the steel, of the order of 2000 micro 
strain, to produce a more sensitive load cell. Figure 3.4 shows the layout of the 
1980 (C2) piezocone. Figures 3.5a, 3.5b, 3.6a and 3.6b are the detailed design 
drawings of the 1980 piezometer probe.
Linear optical encoder
In the Cl system the chart recorder was set to advance the paper at 
lOmm/minute during penetration to record the cone resistance and pore 
pressure on a time basis. The cone is supposed to advance at a rate of 20±5 
mm/second by using a constant flow hydraulic valve on the thrust unit. 
Although the penetration rate was well within the specification, it was not 
constant. This resulted in inaccurate interpretation of layer thickness and 
positions. An optical encoder was incorporated into the system and connected 
to the head of the piston of the probing rig to turn the encoder as the piston 
was advanced. The encoder sent 5 volt square-wave pulses to the chart 
recorder resulting in a 10mm advance in the chart paper for each metre probed. 
This resulted in chart readings with depth rather than time, making it possible
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to determine more accurately the depth and thickness of each soil layer 
penetrated.
Position o f the filter element
The optimum position of the porous filter was not clear. Initially it was decided 
to place a ring element immediately behind the tip where it was expected to 
suffer least damage and still be close enough to the tip to measure the pore 
pressure responses during penetration (see the Cl drawings, Figure 3.1 and 
3.2). However, the question arose as to whether the measured pore pressure 
during penetration would be affected by the position of the porous element. It 
was decided therefore to build a probe that could measure the pore pressure on 
the face of the cone, and compare these readings with those from the cone 
having the element just behind the tip (Jones and Rust 1982). Figures 3.6a and 
3.6b shows the tips with the ring element behind the cone and with the porous 
elements on the face of the cone respectively.
Trial runs were carried out in alluvial deposits at the Umgababa flood plain in 
Natal. The results from the probe with the porous elements on the face of the 
cone were disappointing since the element clogged while penetrating clay layers 
(Jones and van Zyl, 1981). This led to a sluggish response in the more 
permeable layers. In those cases where results were obtained, the recorded 
pressure seemed to be influenced by the pressure on the cone tip. This influence 
became evident at the rod changes where the pore pressure would drop as soon 
as the load was taken off the cone, rendering the dissipation tests virtually 
useless. The idea of recording the pore pressure on the face of the cone was 
then discarded and it was decided to carry out all future piezocone testing with 
the porous element just behind the cone.
The porous ceramics used as filter elements in the Cl system were too brittle 
and broke during penetration. A new ceramic was required for each hole. Since 
these ceramics were not available in the correct size, they had to be modified by 
hand to fit into the probe tip. Porous plastic was tried. Although it was not
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cheap, nor freely available, it was easy to cut the discs. In the subsequent field 
trials the porous plastic elements performed very well but it was still necessary 
to use a new filter for each hole. These filters were used as standard equipment 
from this time on.
Problems encountered with the C2 system
Although it produced improved results, the C2 system was far from perfect. 
The main problems were:
• the reproduction of the results for reporting purposes had to be done 
manually which was an extremely time-consuming exercise. In many 
cases the cost involved for reproduction was higher than the cost of the 
probing. Moreover, the accuracy and resolution of the analogue chart 
recorder were lost in the reproduction process and the end results 
looked untidy. Figure 3.7 shows an example of the manually produced 
results.
• the newly-built amplifier did not perform as well as expected. The zero 
stability was still a problem. The parallel variable resistor that was used 
to balance the bridge was not temperature compensated and this 
resulted in zero drift.
Developments from 1980 to 1982 (C3)
The shortcomings of the 1980 piezocone had to be overcome and in particular 
a new data capturing system was required. Manual reproduction of the 
piezocone results from the analogue chart was quite unacceptable and it was 
decided to opt for digital data logging. The piezocone system would then 
consist of the following:
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• the load cell, pressure transducer and cable from the C2 piezocone
• chart recorder
• optical encoder
• a new digital data logger.
The digital data logger used had the following features:
• a four channel differential instrumental amplifier
• a 10 bit analogue-to-digital converter
• digital tape recorder
• excitation voltages to the transducers and the optical encoder
• a microprocessor controlling the internal workings of the logger
• the ability to trigger a scan in synchronisation with the incoming 
signals from the optical encoder
• RS-232 serial communications port for data transfer to a computer 
for processing.
Since a commercially-available digital data logger could not meet these 
requirements, it was necessary to build a custom-designed logger. The author, 
in collaboration with Micros Systems, designed and manufactured the 
VEKALOG. The development of the VEKALOG was funded by Van Niekerk, 
Kleyn and Edwards Consulting Engineers (from which the name is derived).
Synchronised digital recording of both the pore pressure arid cone resistance 
during probing was now possible. The next step was to reproduce these results 
true to scale and depth in an acceptable format for reporting and interpretation. 
A program was written for a Prime mini computer which would transfer the 
data from the data logger to a permanent computer storage medium. A second 
program was written to reduce and plot the data.
This system worked well. The logger was robust and reliable. But the DC
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amplifiers were slightly unstable at the highest amplification setting and this 
was disconcerting when probing very soft soils.
While the C3 piezocone was a veiy successful system, it could only be used 
locally because the data reduction phase had to be done on a non-portable 
Prime mini computer. This shortcoming was amply illustrated by the 
unsuccessful tender for piezocone testing in Hong Kong harbour. An important 
prerequisite of this tender was for test results to be available immediately after 
project completion. This requirement could not be complied with and the 
tender offer was turned down.
Piezocone development 1982 to 1985 (C4)
The unsuccessful tender for the Hong Kong harbour project, as well as the 
prospect of a number of piezocone projects in the United States of America, 
led to the decision to design and build a portable system. Personal computers 
(PC’s) were becoming more popular and available. The most common were 
Apple, Hewlett Packard and Sharp. The logical step was to incorporate a PC in 
the data capturing and reproduction system. The following criteria was decided 
upon:
• the original chart recorder and optical encoder would be used
• a PC would be used for direct data capturing from the piezocone in 
the field. Data capturing would be affected at an approximate rate 
of 10 Hz on all the channels. The storage, processing and 
reproduction would be carried out by the same PC. The PC would 
interface with a portable A3 flat bed plotter.
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• a third generation piezo amplifier would have to be built since the 
C2 amplifier did not function satisfactorily and the C3 one was built 
into the digital data logger which was not going to be used again.
After evaluating the PC market the Sharp MZ80B micro computer with an 8 
bit Z80 processor, 64kb RAM, an on-board tape drive and a dual stand-alone 
floppy disk drive was chosen. The BASIC interpreter on the Sharp was fairly 
fast and contained powerful graphics capabilities. Another advantage was that 
the keyboard, the screen and the tape drive was all housed within one robust 
unit. Sharp SA (Pty) Ltd. agreed to assist with the project by designing and 
manufacturing an analogue to digital (A/D) input-output (10) circuit board for 
the Sharp MZ80B. The outcome was an A/D board which had 16 analogue 
input channels multiplexed into one 8-bit A/D converter and one four-bit digital 
input/output channel. The 8-bit converter limited the highest number to 255 
therefore the maximum resolution was only 0.4% of full scale. An attempt was 
made to overcome this limit by incorporating a programmed soft-switch scaling 
option which would switch to the next scale as soon as the incoming signal 
reached a certain level. The transient period which existed after switching 
rendered the first few readings after each new setting incorrect and the soft- 
switching option was abandoned. The settings of the amplification switches on 
the amplifier were sensed by the digital input channel and recorded by the 
Sharp together with the reading. The input readings to the Sharp required 
synchronisation with the incoming pulses from the optical encoder. This was 
achieved by sensing the optical encoder with one of the A/D channels. The data 
processing and reproduction were carried out using the same PC connected to 
a Watanabe A3 flat bed plotter.
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C4 amplifier
The main problems of the previous amplifiers were the signal-to-noise ratio and 
zero stability. The C4 amplifier design aimed to overcome these problems and 
included the following features:
• down the hole amplification. It was considered that the 
unacceptable signal-to-noise ratio resulted from a signal of the order 
of only ImV being sent up a 50m cable. To eliminate this problem 
the transducer signals would be amplified 1000 times by a set of 
miniature amplifiers built into the piezocone tip to boost the signal 
before transmission. The outer dimensions of the miniature 
amplifiers were limited to only 15mm by 150mm.
• the balancing of the bridge with variable resistors in parallel with the 
bridge caused drift in all the previous amplifiers. In the C4 amplifier 
an operational amplifier would be used as a buffer amplifier in such 
a way that the reference of the output signal might be pushed up or 
down with a trimming potentiometer to give a zero output for zero 
load. A similar set of buffer amplifiers would be used to split the 
signal for the two analogue inputs to the Sharp and to the chart 
recorder.
The amplifier section would thus consist of two separate units. The first would 
be a set of mini “down the hole” amplifiers and the second a signal conditioner 
box containing all the buffer amplifiers, power supplies, scale switches and 
trimming potentiometers.
The piezometer probe projects in the USA called for a piezocone that could 
record the conventional sleeve friction as well as the cone resistance and pore 
pressure (Rust, van Zyl and Follin, 1984; Jones and Rust, 1982). The complete
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layout of the C4 tip is shown in Figure 3.8 with the design drawing of the 
additional sleeve-plus-cone load cell in Figure 3.9.
Evaluation o f the C4 system
The portable PC-based system worked very well and the piezometer probe 
projects that were carried out in the USA were successful. The quality of the 
results was excellent and the portability of the system made the application 
much more flexible. The fact that the recording was done by a BASIC program 
proved veiy convenient since it was possible to tailor the sampling rate, file 
format and other parameters to the needs of each individual project. There 
were however some shortcomings:
• the files that were created on the floppy disk under the Sharp 
Operating System could store only 64kB per file which is equivalent 
to about 15m of probing data. This meant that more than one data 
file was needed for holes deeper than 15m.
• the floppy drive did not transport well and it was decided to use the 
on-board tape drive instead.
• the tape drive proved to be reliable but very slow. This resulted in 
delays between rod changes during operation of the probe, while 
data transfer to tape took place, which nearly doubled the time to 
probe a hole.
• even though care was taken to keep the PC well protected on site, 
the keyboard did become gritty and after some use a number of keys 
frequently failed to operate.
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• the PC was not very well suited to large volume data processing 
and the time taken for reproduction was much to long.
• the “down the hole” amplifier worked exceptionally well. It was 
stable with no detectable noise. However a major shortcoming was 
highlighted when the rods broke in one of the holes at Gas Hills, 
Wyoming, USA and the very expensive down-the-hole triple 
instrumentation amplifier was lost, together with the C4 tip. After 
this experience it was decided to abandon the down-the-hole 
amplifiers and instead incorporate the same quality amplifiers into 
the signal conditioning box at surface. The amplifiers performed 
remarkably well in this configuration and there was no apparent loss 
in stability or any worsening of the noise compared to the same 
amplifiers “down-the-hole”. This was due to the fact that the hybrid 
IC amplifiers were far superior to any of the previous amplifiers 
used with the piezocone.
The added friction sleeve functioned well and the friction ratio could be readily 
determined. However, because the pore pressure data was much more sensitive 
to layering and soil type than the conventional friction ratio, the friction ratio 
was superfluous most of the time. The change in pore pressure response was 
much more marked from one type of material to the next compared to the 
change in friction ratio.
Development from 1986 to 1988 (C5)
The rapid development of PC’s soon rendered the Sharp PC, which now 
represented outdated technology, obsolete. The new generation IBM 
compatible PC’s all used the DOS operating system and utilised the Intel 8088 
or 8086 processors which were much more powerful than the old Z80 
processor. Hard disks were also incorporated in these PC’s as a large data
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storage medium which could easily deal with the large files containing the 
piezocone results. The knowledge and experience gained from the previous 
systems made it possible to combine their best components and interface it with 
a modem 16-bit PC.
The following combination was used:
• the chart recorder and optical encoder
• the amplifier, tip and signal conditioning box from the C4 system
• the VEKALOG was modified to bypass its internal amplifiers and 
re-commissioned
• Olivetti M24. A program was written in PASCAL to interface with 
the VEKALOG.
• a Roland plotter used in conjunction with the Olivetti to reproduce 
the results.
The VEKALOG together with the amplifier proved to be a reliable and robust 
data acquisition unit. It was however no easy task to interface the VEKALOG 
with the Olivetti.
This C5 piezocone worked very well. Most of the mechanical and electronic 
problems were avoided. However, the advances in the electronics field were so 
rapid that many of the pieces of equipment, especially the data logger, became 
outdated. (It is interesting to note that subsequently, the author modified his 
self boring pressure meter to interface with the data logger and pressure meter 
tests were successfully carried out (Rust and Jones 1989)).
The present day (1994 to 1996) system (C6)
Powerful laptop computers superseded the first generation of portable 
computers. The next development would make use of the new technology and
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a new data acquisition system was developed around one of these PC’s. A 
disadvantage of this choice was that these computers were in a process of very 
rapid development and that many or all of the laptops would be outdated in a 
year or two. Very stringent requirements were set for the selection of the 
laptop.
• It must be one of the top brand models such as IBM, Hewlett 
Packard or Toshiba for maintenance and continuity.
• It had to be able to accommodate the analogue to digital (A/D) 
expansion board on an internal 16 bit bus.
• It should have maximum computing power, storage facilities and 
expansion options for future development.
• The display should be of the highest quality.
The only supplier that could meet these requirements was Toshiba with its 
T3200 and T4200. These were the only laptops that could accommodate an 
internal full height 16 bit expansion card and, to the author’s knowledge, this is 
still a unique feature of the Toshiba computers among the top brand names. 
The Toshiba had an active TFT colour screen in the T3200SXC model. The 
added advantage of having colour and the quality of the display was apparent 
and it was decided to opt for this laptop. In short the specifications were as 
follows:
• 80386 SX 25 MHz processor.
• active TFT colour screen
• one 16 bit and one 8 bit expansion slot
• 120Mb hard disk and 3 1” floppy drive.
To enable the laptop to capture data from the piezocone an analogue to digital 
converter (A/D) was installed on the internal 16 bit bus. The evaluation of an 
A/D board is not only based on the bit size of the converter (ranging from 8 to 
20 and higher) but rather on the significance of the least significant stable digit.
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In general the best choice is the A/D converter with the smallest bit size that 
will have sufficient resolution for a particular application with maximum 
emphasis on stability of the least significant digit. The final choice was a full 
industrial standard 12-bit Eagle PC-30C board with the following 
specifications:
• 12 bit dual slope integrating A/D converter
• 16 analogue input channels (multiplexed)
• 2 x 16 bit analogue output channels
• 2 x 8 bit analogue output channels
• 4 x 8 bit digital to digital handshaking channels
• 100 kHz maximum sample rate
• direct memory access for high speed logging.
The performance of this board was outstanding. It proved to be such a vital 
part of the system that it more than justified its initial high cost. The additional 
features of the board left scope for further development and research.
The C6 Piezocone amplifier (piezoamp)
The piezoamp was entirely rebuilt using hybrid IC instrumental amplifiers with 
buffered operational amplifiers for offset correction which offered the best dc 
amplification possible. It also contained all the necessary power supplies for 
excitation as well as a buffered split-up into two analogue outputs.
Piezocone software and “autopilot”.
The use of the Toshiba T3200SXC laptop and Eagle PC30C card for data 
logging resulted in a powerful and versatile system. A family of programs was 
developed. The first was an “autopilot” data logging program which enabled
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the logging system to function automatically during probing. This was made 
possible by including two sensors on the probing rig, interfaced with the A/D 
board and laptop. The first sensor would give a “read optical encoder and 
scan” signal as soon as the rods were being advanced by the rig. The second 
sensor would give an “end of meter” signal which would eliminate the first 
sensor signal, increment the depth by one meter, append the data and 
automatically go into the “do dissipation” program. All the necessary 
connectors and override switches were also built into the amplifier system. This 
system is completely automatic once probing commences. It also automatically 
logs dissipation data during each rod change to maximise the information 
gained from each sounding. The interpretation of these short dissipation tests 
are dealt with in detail later in this thesis. This program also allows dissipation 
tests to be carried out at any required depth at the press of a button.
The probing and dissipation results are stored in two separate ASCII files with 
detailed headers containing the date, time, site, cone ID and any other relevant 
information.
Three further programs were written, one for data reproduction, the second to 
facilitate the interpretation of the dissipation data and the third to assist in 
profiling (Vermeulen and Rust, 1995).
The format of the ASCII files are such that they can easily be imported into 
spreadsheet programs to assist in any kind of data manipulation. A typical 
piezocone result obtained with this system is presented in Figure 3.10
New Developments
Firstly it must be said that the system has met all expectations and that the 
Toshiba laptop- Eagle A/D card proved to be a powerful and versatile 
combination.
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One of the shortcoming of the present piezocone is however, that although the 
cone has now been refined to its ultimate sensitivity and resolution, it is still 
lacking in the resolution required for the cone resistance of very soft clays. This 
can currently be solved by using a special low capacity probe for these clays. It 
is, however, often the case that harder layers exist within the profile which 
could overload the load cell. The author is currently developing a highly non­
linear load cell with a high sensitivity at low end and a low sensitivity, high 
capacity at the high end. Overload load cells are not new and several are 
available on the market. To the authors knowledge they all use overload 
sleeves and the problem with this type of design is:
• The sensitivity of the low capacity load cell is still limited by the fact 
that the active strain gauges measure the average axial deformation 
of a cylinder.
• The load cell is difficult and expensive to machine.
• The calibration break point of the load cell shifts every time the load 
cell is opened for servicing, etc. as well as with temperature 
changes. To try and eliminate this the overload sleeve is often 
instrumented with a set of strain gauges complicating the electronics 
even further.
The configuration of the load cell currently being designed and tested by the 
author should overcome all the above mentioned shortcomings. The load cell 
can best be described as a spring that progressively closes up on itself. A series 
of 200 micron wire-corroded slots are placed in a configuration to facilitate 
this. One set of strain gauges are strategically placed to maximise sensitivity 
and at the same time compensate for eccentric loading and torsion. The load 
cell was simulated with a finite element analysis. The first trials were very 
encouraging but development costs are proving to be very high.
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Another new development is in the logging software. Dissipation tests are 
extremely time consuming and may reduce the daily probing output by as much 
as 50%. The author is devising a program that carries out “real-time” 
processing of the initial phases of the dissipation tests to estimate the initial 
slope, (772so), and predict the time for 50% dissipation (t5o) as well as the 
ambient pore pressure u0. This should reduce the time spent on dissipation tests 
dramatically.
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Figure 3.1: The first sketch o f the piezocone by the author, 1978 (Rust,
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Figure 3.2: First schematic drawing o f the layout o f the Cl load cell
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Figure 3.3: Example o f the first chart recording o f piezocone testing,
Bafokeng, South Africa, November 1978 (Cl piezocone).
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Figure 3.5a: Design drawings o f the C2 piezocone load-cell.
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Figure 3.7:  Example o f manually produced C2 piezocone results.
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Figure 3.8: Layout o f the C4 piezocone (Jones and Rust, 1982)
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Figure 3.9: Design drawings o f the cone-plus-sleeve, C4, load-cell
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4. INTERPRETATION OF INCOMPLETE DISSIPATION TESTS
As noted in Chapter 2, the interpretation of incomplete CPTU dissipation tests 
has always been problematic. This section presents a systematic method of 
dealing with these tests.
The first part of Section 4.1 is a derivation of the initial slope theory. This 
suggests that it should be possible to derive the coefficient of consolidation 
from the initial normalised slope of the dissipation test. This approach requires 
a normalised theoretical dissipation curve for the piezocone which is derived in 
Section 4.2.
The dissipation slope theory is then applied to real field data in Section 4.4. 
Several projects were chosen as case records to validate the method. The 
author carried out a series of research projects on the South African East Coast 
(Rust and Jones, 1990; Jones and Rust, 1992) to assess settlement predictions 
of embankments on soft alluvial deposits by using piezocone data. Although the 
research projects were aimed at assessing the amount of settlement, many 
dissipation tests were carried out in a wide variety of soils which was used as a 
database for this application.
Section 4.5 deals with a procedure to establish the ambient pore pressure from 
incomplete dissipation tests. This was applied to the above-mentioned research 
projects as well as to investigations of gold mine tailings dams at Merriespruit, 
Freestate Gold Fields and Wes Driefontein Mine on the East Rand, South 
Africa. This presented the opportunity to compare the predicted ambient pore 
pressure with complete dissipation tests as well as piezometer readings.
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4.1 Development of dissipation slope theory
This section should be read with Section 2.3.2 dealing with the derivation of 
radial dissipation by Gibson and Lumb (1953) as well as Randolph and Wroth
(1979) where they expressed the rate of excess pore pressure dissipation 
around an impervious spherical cavity, assuming plane strain and axial 
symmetry as:
âu
~ôt
— c \ ô  (  âu r —
r â ’K & + s{f) 4.1
where u = the excess pore pressure at time t and radius r
r = radial distance from axis of symmetry 
c = coefficient of consolidation 
t = time 
git) = integration constant
It is interesting to note that, apart from the constant of integration. Equation
4.1 approaches the Terzaghi one dimensional consolidation equation for large 
values of r. This might have been expected considering that in both cases there 
is only one degree of freedom and, at large radii, the geometry of the radial 
consolidation becomes similar to that of one dimensional consolidation.
One of the boundary condition states:
w -> 0 as r  -» oo for t> 0  4.2
This boundary condition implies that the integration constant, g{t) is zero and 
Equation 4.1 reduces to:
Which could also be written in the form:
âi ô 2u 1 du
ôt f r 2 r ôr
4.4
Equation 4.4 is also the form in which the equation appears in Gibson and 
Lumb (1953). Equation 4.4 implies that the rate of dissipation is a function of 
the coefficient of consolidation as well as the distribution of the excess pore 
pressures at time, t. If the assumption is made that the penetration of a 
piezocone in soil could reasonably be simulated by an expanding cylinder with 
the associated pore pressure response and dissipation processes, then equation 
4.4 can be considered in the following way. At a point in space and time the 
pore pressure can be normalised by the initial excess (or dynamically induced) 
pore pressure at that point. The notation is slightly changed to reflect what is 
generally accepted as the notation for piezocone testing.
Let 4.5
where U = normalised pore pressure at any time t
u = pore pressure at any time t 
u0 = ambient pore pressure
and ÀM — uT uQ 4.6
ut = total piezocone pore pressure at f = 0
Att= generated dynamic or excess pore pressure at f = 0
Consider that dU _ cU du 
ôt ôu ôt
4.7
Since u0 as well as ÀM are constant.
dU_ _ _1_ 
âu À„
4.8
Substituting 4.5 and 4.8 in 4.7 results in:
dU _ c 
ôt À„
d 2u 1 du
~aj J r 7~â:
4.9
Equation 4.9 represents the normalised rate of dissipation curve with respect to 
t.
Let mst =
cU_
a 4.10
The time t can be normalised using Terzaghi’s non-dimensional time factor, T:
T = ct 4.11
where r = radius of probe
Consider the following:
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â ü  _ dU ât
~dï~~ôt'dr 4.12
from 4.11 —  =ôt _ ô~ôr~~ôr
r Tr^
\  c j
Substituting 4.9 and 4.13 in 4.12 results in:
4.13
ÔU _ r 2 
ÔT~ k.
ô u 1 ôu
d r2 r ôr
4.14
Equation 4.14 reflects the rate of dissipation of the normalised pore pressure 
with respect to T  at time t. Let this rate of dissipation beMjr where:
4.15
Equations 4.9 and 4.10 can be combined to give:
c
mst ”  A~
Ô U 1 ÔU
â '2 r ôr
or msAu _ ô2u 1 ôu
ôr2 r ôr
4.16
Similarly Equations 4.14 and 4.16 can be combined to give:
ô 2u 1 ôu
â-2 r ôr
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or K ,A „ _ d u  1 ôu
~Ô^Jr~r~â‘
4.17
Eliminating the right hand side of Equations 4.16 and 4.17 results in the 
following:
M A  _ " A
This equation (4.18) implies that, in general, at time t after t0
c - ^ - r 2 4.19
M st
The coefficient of consolidation can be determined at any stage during the 
dissipation process by the ratio of the slope of the normalised curve, with 
respect to f, to the slope of the normalised dissipation curve with respect to T.
Let mso =mst a tt  = 0 4.20
and let Mso =Mst at t = 0 4.21
The parameters mso and Mso are the dissipation rates at f = fo i.e., the initial or 
maximum dissipation rates of the normalised dissipation rates with respect to t 
and T  respectively.
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Substituting 4.20 and 4.21 in 4.19 gives:
c = -^ 2 -r2 4.22
M . .
This equation implies that it should be possible determine the coefficient of 
consolidation from the initial part of the dissipation curve and is referred to in 
this thesis as the “dissipation slope method”.
Comparing the dissipation slope method with the classical approach
The classical approach of expressing the coefficient of consolidation for radial 
drainage in terms of the Terzaghi time factor, T  and time t is as follows:
Tr2c = ----- 4.23
From to Equations 4.22 and 4.23 the following relationship exists between Mst, 
mst, T  and t:
m r 2 Tr2
or = — 4.24
This implies that the ratio of the rate of dissipation of the normalised 
dissipation curve to the rate of the theoretical dissipation rates at any time t is 
the same as the ratio of the theoretical time T Xo t for any percentage 
consolidation (or any other time f). More specifically, for Mso and mso at f = 0 
vs. Tso and t50 the following relationship is true.:
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m So _ r5o 4.25
M so t50
or 5^0^  = r50MJO 4.26
Since T5o and Mso are constants for the normalised theoretical curve, this 
implies that:
Tso Mso -  constant 
Let Tso MSo = Kmt 4.27
It further implies that:
tso mso ~ constant 
Let tso mso = kmt 4.28
Therefore kmt will be a constant for all real dissipation tests regardless of the 
soil (assuming that the Terzaghi’s consolidation theory holds) and should have 
a value equal to the theoretical value, Kmt. This will be further explored in 
Section 4.4.2.
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4.2 Derivation of a theoretical normalised dissipation curve.
The application of the initial slope theory requires a normalised theoretical 
dissipation curve. The initial parts of these curves are of particular interest. A 
number of researchers have used a variety of theoretical approaches to produce 
these curves (see Chapter 2). All the theoretical approaches have their 
shortcomings.
In particular, expanding cavity theoiy can be used to calculate an initial pore 
pressure distribution with a simple soil and consolidation model. Since it 
assumes an infinitely long expanding cylinder it is not possible to analyse the 
effect of the position of the filter or other aspects of the geometry of the cone. 
On the other hand it does offer a closed-form solution where the stifihess ratio 
can be taken into account.
The strain path approach (Baligh et al, 1980) is a more sophisticated technique 
which attempts to give a realistic numerical representation of what actually 
occurs around the cone during penetration, for the particular case developed by 
the authors, in Boston Blue Clay. Baligh et al. used a multi-parameter soil 
model with an uncoupled finite element analysis to obtain a normalised 
theoretical dissipation curve.
These two approaches were used by the author as a basis to obtain theoretical 
normalised rate of dissipation curves for application to the initial slope theory.
4.2.1 Theoretical rate o f dissipation curve from  expanding cavity theory.
This derivation is based on the work of Randolph and Wroth (1979) which was 
reviewed in Chapter 2. This section uses the equations derived by Randolph et 
al. for theoretical dissipation curves from expanding cavity theory to simulate
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the consolidation around a pile. Their normalisation procedure with respect to
manipulation of their equations was necessary. This section should be read in 
conjunction with Section 2.3.2.
Normalising the theoretical dissipation curve.
Consider Equations 2.7 and 2.14. It is possible to eliminate cu from the 
expression for Bn, i.e. Bn = Bn\c u. cu can now be eliminated from the right 
hand side of Equation 2.14 by dividing both sides by cu. Time can be 
normalised by using the Terzaghi time factor T:
where: T  = normalised time,
and the other symbols have meanings as defined earlier in Chapter 2. 
This results in the following equation:
The expression can further be normalised to ensure a pore pressure range from 
zero to one by dividing Equation 4.29a by the initial excess pore pressure at 
time f = 0 as expressed in Equation 4.29b:
the undrained shear strength, cM, is inappropriate for this analysis so further
c = coefficient of consolidation
4.29a
- { t  = 0) = ±B:Co(Kr)
v n = l
4.29b
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The final expression for the normalised theoretical dissipation curve is 
therefore:
2 X c 0(V )< r“-r 
U = ^ - i ------------------ 4.30b
2 X Q ( V )
n=\
The theoretical curves depend on the G/cu ratio. G/cu affects the roots (An) 
which influences a„. It also influences the radius of plastic deformation (R). A 
family of theoretical curves can be drawn up for a range of stiffness ratios. This 
is shown in Figure 4.1a and Figure 4. lb.
Tso can be written in terms of the stiffness ratio by substituting Uso in Equation 
4.30 as follows:
'ZB'mC0(Xs)*-*k
0.5 =   4.31
2 X C 0( V )
«=1
Tso values from Equation 4.31, for a range of stiffness ratios, are listed in Table
4.1
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Table 4.1. TSo values for a range of stiffness ratios
G/cu t50
10 0.4869
25 1.1959
50 2.1579
100 3.7405
200 6.3850
400 10.911
The initial slope theory requires the value of MSOt Mst at 7  = 0 . Mst is the first 
derivative of U with respect to T  of the normalised theoretical curve.
r
d_
2s;c0(AZ)e-=-r
n = l
Z ^ C 0(A„r)
2 > a ^ ; C 0( ^ r ) e-“"
----------------------
Z ^ C 0(2 „r)
72=1
4.32
An unique rate of dissipation curve can be derived for a specific stiffness ratio. 
Figure 4.2a and Figure 4.2b shows the family of theoretical normalised rate of 
dissipation curves for a range of stiffness ratios derived from Equation 4.32.
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The initial or maximum rate of normalised dissipation, MSo occurs at T = 0 in 
Equation 4.32.
t-aXCoCAz)
Therefore: M so =   4.33
Z X W , r )
«=1
Equation 4.33 gives the set of Mso values for a range of stifihess ratios 
presented in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2. Mso values for a range of stiffness ratios
G/cu Mso
10 -5.83
25 -2.41
50 -1.35
100 -0.770
200 -0.440
400 -0.249
The product ofM so and Tso, Kmt
An interesting relationship between Mso and Tso was demonstrated in the 
derivation of the dissipation slope theory, Equation 4.27, i.e.
Tso-Mso =  K mt
where K m t = constant
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No assumptions were made about the distribution of the initial pore pressure or 
stiffness ratio in this derivation which implies that Kmt is an independent 
constant for all theoretical dissipation curves based on the Terzaghi theory. 
This can be applied to the results of Equations 4.31 and 4.33 listed in Tables
4.1 and 4.2. The results are presented in Table 4.3. It can also be shown in 
graphical form. Figure 4.3, which shows that Kmt is approximately constant 
ranging, between -2.72 and -2.90, with an average of -2.84 and is independent 
of the stiffness ratio. The variation of K m t  may be due to the fact that only the 
first 50 roots of the Bessel Functions were taken into account in the calculation 
of Tso andMJ0. This will be discussed in Chapter 5.
Table 4.3. Values of K m t  for a range of stiffness ratios
G/cu Tso Mo Kmt
10 0.486 -5.83 -2.83
25 1.195 -2.41 -2.88
50 2.157 -1.34 -2.90
100 3.740 -0.770 -2.88
200 6.38 -0.440 -2.81
400 10.91 -0.249 -2.72
Average Kmt -2.84
This is an important relationship since it eliminates one of the variables, (G/cu), 
and predicts that the same relationship applies to real field dissipation tests. The 
practical implications of this relationship will be presented in Section 4.4.2 and 
discussed in Section 5.1 and 5.2.
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4 .2.2 The strain path method with a CRISP analysis.
The strain path approach as applied to CPTU dissipation analysis by Baligh et al.
(1980) is discussed in Section 2.2.3. The essentials of the approach are as follows:
The strain path method is an approximate method to analyse problems where strains 
are governed by kinematic requirements. The method is an approximation in that 
the strain field will be a simplification of the actual conditions as strains are slightly 
dependent on material properties. The limitations of the soil model employed by 
the method are a further source of approximation. Due to the difficulty in accurately 
measuring deformations in the laboratory, especially at small strains, problems are 
experienced in assessing the accuracy of the response to strains estimated by the 
method. However, good agreement was obtained between measured shear induced 
pore pressures and those predicted by the model (Baligh et al., 1980).
A major drawback of this approach is the complexity of the soil model needed to 
justify this analysis. The model must predict stresses induced by a complex strain 
path. Once the analysis is done it reflects the induced stresses during penetration 
and will therefore give an approximation of the excess pore pressure distribution 
at the beginning of the dissipation test for the particular clay represented by the 
soil model. It is not very practical for the investigation of the influence of soil 
parameters on the pore pressure distribution such as the stiffness or shear strength. 
This particular analysis was done on a multiparameter model for Boston Blue Clay 
which has a stiffness ratio (G/cu) of 96 (Baligh et al. 1980). The result of this 
analysis can, however, be used for comparison with the expanding cavity analysis. 
This will give a valuable independent theoretical normalised dissipation curve for 
a stiffness ratio of about 100 arrived at from a very sophisticated model with few 
of the severe assumptions made in the expanding cavity analysis. This will then be 
compared with the theoretical curve derived from the expanding cavity theory.
It must be borne in mind that it is not possible to get a theoretical dissipation curve 
from the strain path method. The method merely gives the initial pore pressure
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distribution. A further analysis is needed to model the dissipation of the pore 
pressures utilising finite elements or other numerical methods.
CRISP analysis.
Baligh et al. (1980) used a finite element program based on the Terzaghi-Rendulic 
theory to model the dissipation of the excess pore pressures predicted in the strain 
path method. This assumes that the total stress on the probe during dissipation will 
be constant with time and that the dissipation of pore pressures will be reflected 
by an identical increase in effective stress. The author carried out a Biot-coupled 
consolidation analysis using CRISP to model the dissipation process around the 
cone. The following procedures were followed and assumptions made to be able 
to carry out the analysis:
• A finite element grid was set up with 984 nodes and 920 elements ranging 
12.5 probe radii below the apex of the cone, 12.5 above and 24 radii radially.
• A large grid of 50 cone diameters radially was set up to establish the radial 
boundary influence
• The excess pore pressures as predicted by the strain path analysis carried out 
by Baligh et al. was digitised for input to CRISP.
• An eight noded axisymmetric element with full Biot-coupled consolidation 
was used for the analysis.
• An elastic soil model was used.
A series of analyses were carried out with time steps ranging over four orders 
of magnitude to evaluate the influence of the time steps on the results.
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• A series of analyses were carried out to verify the validity of the time 
normalisation. This included varying the Young's modulus, Poisson's ratio, 
and permeability respectively over a range of values to produce a series of 
normalised curves which could be compared.
Finite element grid.
An axisymmetric finite element grid was set up as shown in Figure 4.4. It consisted 
of 12 super nodes and 6 super elements. This in turn was divided up into 984 nodes 
and 920 elements. All the analyses were carried out using this grid.
A much larger grid was set up to evaluate the effect of a the drainage boundary 100 
radii from the probe. The large grid had a total of 1804 nodes and 1720 elements. 
This grid is shown in Figure 4.5
;
Initial excess pore pressures.
The distribution of excess pore pressures as predicted by Baligh et al. (1980) from 
the strain path approach, discussed in Section 2, is shown in Figure 4.6 This was 
used as the initial pore pressure distribution for the CRISP analysis. The finite 
element grid was superimposed on the pore pressure distribution contours and 
digitised. No attempt was made to repeat the strain path analysis carried out by 
Baligh. The initial pore pressure distribution for the finite element analysis is shown 
in Figure 4.7
Element and soil model
An axisymmetric eight noded element with a full Biot-coupled consolidation model 
was used for this analysis. The soil model was an elastic model and the assumption
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was made that no further plastic strain or would take place during dissipation of 
the excess pore pressures. This is discussed in Chapter 5.
Time steps.
The CRISP analysis is sensitive to the size of the time steps between successive 
iterations and care should be taken to ensure that.sufficiently small time steps are 
taken, especially in the initial phases of consolidation where the rate of dissipation 
is the highest. A series of analyses were carried out to compare the results of 
different time steps, in terms of the normalised time T, ranging four orders of 
magnitude. It was also imperative that small time steps were taken, especially at 
the start of dissipation, in order to derive The normalisation of time is:
1cwhere c = ------  4.34
mTw
and m - —
E' 0 -v ')
m = modulus of volume compressibility 
yw = density of water 
E  = effective Young's modulus, 
v' = effective Poisson's ratio 
The following soil properties were taken as reference properties
E' = 4.15 MPa
v' = 0.25
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&= 2.5 . 10"9 m/sec 
This implies that, for the standard set of parameters:
f =259.2 7
Time steps were taken as listed in Table 4.4 column 1 and 2 for all the following 
analyses. The sensitivity of the analysis to the time steps was evaluated by reducing 
the time steps by two and four orders of magnitude respectively and repeating the 
analysis. These time steps are listed in columns 3 to 6 . The comparison is shown 
in Figure 4.8 a and b.
Normalisation o f time
A series of analyses were carried out to evaluate the validity of the normalisation 
of time with the Terzaghi's non-dimensional time factor:
Firstly, the sensitivity of normalisation with respect to the Young's modulus, E, 
was examined. Three analyses were carried out with the Young's modulus as the 
original value of E ' 2xE'and 0.5x7 respectively. The results are shown in Figure 
4.9.
Secondly, the effect of the Poisson's ratio on normalisation was examined. The 
original Poisson's ratio of 0.25 was compared to a Poisson's ratio of 0.3 and 0.35 
respectively. The results are shown in Figure 4.10. This plot shows that there is 
hardly any distinction between the graphs in that they lie on top of each other.
The effect of varying the permeability, k, is fundamentally exactly the same as 
varying the time steps by the same factor which has already been investigated.
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Table 4.4. Time steps used or the finite element analysis
Standard set of time 
increments AT and T
Comparative short time increments T
A T T A T T A T T
0,05 0,05 0,0005 0,0005 0,000005 0,000005
0,05 0,1 0,0005 0,001 0,000005 0,00001
0,1 0,2 0,001 0,002 0,00001 0,00002
0,3 0,5 0,003 0,005 0,00003 0,00005
0,5 1 0,005 0,01 0,00005 0,0001
1 2 0,01 0,02 0,0001 0,0002
1 3 0,01 0,03 0,0001 0,0003
1 4 0,01 0,04 0,0001 0,0004
1 5 0,01 0,05 0,0001 0,0005
1 6 0,01 0,06 0,0001 0,0006
1 7 0,01 0,07 0,0001 0,0007
1 8 0,01 0,08 0,0001 0,0008
1 9 0,01 0,09 0,0001 0,0009
1 10 0,01 0,1 0,0001 0,001
2 12 0,02 0,12 0,0002 0,0012
2 14 0,02 0,14 0,0002 0,0014
2 16 0,02 0,16 0,0002 0,0016
2 18 0,02 0,18 0,0002 0,0018
2 20 0,02 0,20 0,0002 0,002
2 22 0,02 0,22 0,0002 0,0022
2 24 0,02 0,24 0,0002 0,0024
2 26 0,02 0,26 0,0002 0,0026
2 28 0,02 0,28 0,0002 0,0028
2 30 0,02 0,30 0,0002 0,003
10 40 0,1 0,40 0,001 0,004
10 50 0,1 0,50 0,001 0,005
50 100 0,5 1 0,005 0,01
100 200 1 2 0,01 0,02
200 400 2 4 0,02 0,04
400 800 4 8 0,04 0,008
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Large grid
The distribution of the excess pore pressure after 63% dissipation at the base of the 
cone, or 7=  22, is shown for the standard grid as well as the large grid. This is for 
visual comparison only. The predicted dissipation curves were almost identical for 
the pore pressures measured just behind the shoulder of the cone. This result is 
shown in Figure 4.11.
Theoretical curve from CRISP analysis.
These analyses show that the time steps are adequately small and that the time 
normalisation is in fact a proper normalisation procedure and takes the parameters 
it is dependent on properly into consideration. The dissipation of the pore pressure 
around the cone as predicted by Baligh et al. (1980) for Boston Blue clay using the 
strain path method and analysed using CRISP with a fully Biot-coupled 
consolidation model is presented as a normalised theoretical dissipation curve in 
Figure 4.12 together with the theoretical curve for a stiffness ratio of 100 from the 
expanding cavity theory and Terzaghi-Rendulic consolidation.
The initial slope theory requires the first derivative of this curve. This was obtained 
numerically by calculating the incremental slopes between successive time steps 
of the finite element analysis shown in Figure 4.12. This rate of dissipation curve, 
together with the dissipation slope curve derived from the expanding cavity theoiy, 
is shown in Figure 4.13 .
These comparisons are discussed in Chapter 5
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4.3 Overview of the application of dissipation slope theory and curve fitting.
The interpretation of long CPTU dissipation tests is well established and normally 
assumes that at least 50% of the dissipation test has been monitored and that the 
ambient pore pressure is known. In the majority of dissipation tests this is not the 
case. They are often stopped prematurely for a variety of reasons which will be 
discussed later. These incomplete tests were normally discarded and valuable 
information lost.
This Section gives an overview of the application of the dissipation slope theory 
to the interpretation of these incomplete tests. Section 4.4 elaborates on each of 
these techniques with details of the applications.
The incomplete dissipation test
According to theory all dissipation tests are incomplete since the ambient pore 
pressure is the asymptote of the dissipation process. In general there are two types 
of incomplete dissipation tests:
• Firstly, practically all dissipation tests carried out in material of very low 
permeability such as clays are incomplete. To carry out a test to more than 
80% dissipation may take many hours or even days. Most of these tests are 
carried out to 50% dissipation which is considered to be sufficient if the 
ambient pore pressure is known. There are, however, many dissipations 
which are stopped prematurely at say 5% or 10% dissipation which never­
theless might require a test period of an hour or even more. These are 
normally attempts at carrying out long dissipation test which are abandoned 
because of the excessive time. These tests are therefore deliberate attempts 
at carrying out dissipation tests and not chance events. All dissipation tests 
in clays can be classified as “long incomplete dissipation tests”. A typical 
result is shown in Figure 4.14
• The second type comprise very short incomplete dissipations which mostly 
occur by chance. They are normally carried out in silts or silty sands, 
particularly mine tailings, where complete dissipations are often carried out 
and are generally not much longer than 15 to 30 minutes. After this time a 
stable ambient pore pressure is recorded and so complete dissipation tests 
are quite common in these soils (see Figure 4.14). If however, for arguments 
sake, only the first 30 seconds of the dissipation is recorded it would 
constitute a “short incomplete dissipation test” as shown in Figure 4.14. 
These are the most common incomplete dissipation tests because of the vast 
amount of CPTU testing carried out in tailings dams as well as the way in 
which dissipation tests are recorded. The CPTU system developed by the 
author incorporates a fully automated data acquisition system as discussed 
in Section 3 of this thesis. This so-called “autopilot” system automatically 
detects whether the probe is being advanced or not. Whenever probing is 
stopped for what ever reason (addition of a rod, etc.) the data acquisition 
system will automatically start a dissipation test. When probing is resumed 
it automatically terminates the dissipation test and resumes logging CPTU 
data. This results in a large number of incomplete dissipation tests with a 
duration commonly of 30 to 60 seconds.
Determination o f the coefficient o f consolidation
The interpretation of the coefficient of consolidation from complete or near 
complete dissipation tests involves the use of a normalised theoretical dissipation 
curve to produce a unique T5q for the material with a specific stiffness ratio. Then:
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The dissipation slope theory predicts that:
" E ' 2
where: Mso = the initial slope of the theoretical dissipation curve.
Mso is, like Tj#, a constant for a specific normalised theoretical dissipation curve. 
It should therefore be possible to determine the coefficient of consolidation from 
the initial slope of a dissipation test.
A further consequence of the dissipation slope theory is that the product of Mso 
and J 50 is a constant, K ^ ,  and that the product of mso and t5 0  from dissipation 
tests is also a constant, kmt. Furthermore, kmt should be equal to K ^ t  for all 
dissipation tests, irrespective of the soil type or stiffness ratio, for the dissipation 
slope theory to hold true.
This will be tested by applying the theory to field data from the Bot River 
embankment, one of the sites covered in a research project carried out by the author 
on the South African east coast to evaluate the performance of embankments on 
soft alluvial soil.
Ambient pore pressure.
By analysing the dissipation curves, valuable information regarding the 
consolidation and permeability characteristics of the material being investigated 
can be obtained. This requires that the dissipation test be normalised with the initial 
excess pore pressure to obtain a pore pressure range decreasing from one to zero. 
Before this is possible it is essential that the ambient pore pressure prior to 
penetration must be known. Levadoux and Baligh (1980) report that the ambient 
pore pressure (w0) is very seldom determined from complete dissipation results 
because of the excessive time. Therefore u0  is most often estimated. This represents 
a cause of serious errors, especially in the case of materials where sub- or
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over-hydrostatic pore pressures occur naturally (i.e. flow) or where the position of 
the phreatic surface cannot be estimated reliably. The effect of normalising 
observed pore pressure dissipation curves with the wrong ambient pore pressure 
is illustrated in Figure 2.11(a). Significant errors in the consolidation and 
permeability properties estimations will be a unavoidable consequence.
A method by which to estimate accurately the ambient pore pressure from 
incomplete dissipation curves is presented in Section 4.5. If the normalised 
theoretical dissipation for the material is known (depending on the stiffness ratio 
and position of the filter) it is possible to normalise the incomplete dissipation test 
by assuming a value for u0  to normalise the dissipation curve and the canying out 
a curve fitting to the theoretical curve. This is an iterative process and software has 
been developed to assist in the process. The curve fitting is remarkably sensitive 
to the choice of u0  and therefore gives quite accurate results. These are compared 
to the results from long "complete" dissipation tests as well as piezometer readings. 
This process will be elaborated on and demonstrated in Section 4.5.
4.4 Application of initial slope theory to incomplete dissipation tests
The application of the initial slope theory was assessed by applying it to the results 
of two research projects carried out by the author (Rust and Jones (1990) and Jones 
and Rust (1992) on the performance of road embankments crossing floodplains on 
the South African east coast. Other findings of these research projects have been 
published in two papers, Jones and Rust (1991) and Jones and Rust (1995). Long 
piezocone dissipation tests are not done very frequently because of the excessive 
time involved. Therefore only five of the sites covered by these research projects, 
which had long dissipation tests, were selected as a source of data for the application 
of the dissipation slope theory. Field data from only one site was used to compare 
the dissipation slope coefficients of consolidation with backfigured coefficients of 
consolidation.
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This section will give an overview of the projects followed by a short description 
of the geology and available data at each site. This data will be used to evaluate 
the initial slope theory.
4.4.1 Embankment research projects
In the early 1990's the author carried out two research proj ects for the South African 
Road Board, Department of Transport, Research and Development Advisory 
Committee (RDAC), (Rust and Jones, 1990; Jones and Rust, 1992), to investigate 
the settlement performance of road embankments along the South African east 
coast. All these embankments had more than 10 years performance- monitoring 
data and an attempt was also made to gather as much of the original site 
investigation and laboratory data as possible. These sites were then systematically 
re-investigated by carrying out piezocone tests and back-analysing the performance 
of the embankments with all data available. This was done to establish a procedure 
for the evaluation of alternative floodplain crossings as well as to assist in the final 
design of a future embankment using the piezocone. This research was documented 
in the two reports cited above and was also published at the 11th African Regional 
Conference (Jones and Rust 1991) and at CPT'95 in Linkoping, Sweden (Jones 
and Rust, 1995).
Background
Road development throughout South Africa and particularly in Natal experienced 
a dramatic increase in the late 1960's and early 1970's. Due to favourable economic 
conditions and increased traffic growth major roads and freeways were designed 
and constructed including sections of theN3, Durban-Johannesburg; N2, along the 
Natal south coast; Durban Outer Ring Road, N2, Natal north coast, the Southern 
Freeway within Durban and other provincial roads. In addition railway and harbour 
development at Durban and Richards Bay was undertaken.
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During the same period Richards Bay harbour was being developed and with it the 
new railway line for coal transport from the Reef. The harbour works involved 
similar extreme geotechnical problems of structures and embankments on deep 
very soft alluvial deposits. Development of this area has necessarily led to civil 
engineering works over recent geological deposits which were previously avoided 
because of the difficult engineering conditions, and has produced considerable 
quantities of geotechnical data.
The topography of the Natal coast comprises a narrow relatively low-lying coastal 
strip about 2 to 3 km wide in the south from Port Shepstone up to about Mtunzini 
(Tugela) in the north. From there northwards the coastal strip widens and becomes 
noticeably flatter so that in the Richards Bay area the coastal plain is about 20 km 
wide. Although the well- populated coastal zone is relatively low in elevation and 
flat compared with the hinterland, it is nevertheless moderately hilly to the extent 
that a modem freeway standard road restricted to maximum gradients of about 3% 
requires fills and cuttings of up to about 10 m to 15 m. There are numerous rivers 
along the Natal coast. There are 40 rivers in the 300 km stretch which require a 
bridge crossing, i.e. one bridge every 7 km.
Settlement
Settlements of embankments on the soft recent alluvial deposits in Natal have been 
as much as 50% of final embankment height. Not only are such large settlements 
a major problem, but the fact that they may take many years after the opening of 
the road to stabilise considerably exacerbates the difficulties. The direct costs, and 
the indirect costs of disruption to traffic necessary to rehabilitate settlements of 
embankments are high. Where embankments are contiguous with fixed structures 
even relatively small differential settlements create a very obvious problem. The 
less severe problem of settlement along an embankment may not be so dramatic, 
but in the long term the resulting differential settlements may also cause 
unacceptable deterioration in riding quality.
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The parameters representing consolidation are the coefficients of volume 
compressibility and consolidation. The influence of stress history on the behaviour 
of soils, including recent alluvial deposits, is marked and measurement of the 
overconsolidation ratio is essential. In addition to the settlement due to primary 
consolidation, the local yield, the immediate or pseudo-elastic settlement and the 
secondary compression need to be addressed.
It should be noted that a formal data base for embankment performance in South 
Africa does not exist, and one of the considerable difficulties faced by the author 
was assembling a sufficient number of reliable performance records of 
embankments to justify detailed back analysis.
The geology o f the Natal coastal region
The geology of Natal and the Natal coast in particular has been extensively 
described by Brink (1985), Francis (1983), King (1962, 1972), King and Maud 
(1964), Maud (1968), Moon and Dardis (1988), and Orme (1974, 1976).
The following account of the geology serves to point out the complexity of the 
estuarine deposits and hence the major difficulty in carrying out effective 
geotechnical investigation and design.
The geological history of the area has been well defined and is briefly described 
below, but there has been considerable discussion regarding the geomorphological 
processes relating to Southern Africa much of which has centered on the Natal 
hinterland and coastal zones - Figure 4.15(a) to 4.15(c) shows the geology of Natal 
(with legend and lithology) and Figure 4.15(d) shows the maj or rivers of the coastal 
area.
The oldest rocks are the granites of the late Proterozoic. They occur in a band 
approximately parallel to the coast running from Margate in the south to 
Empangeni in the North, a distance of about 300 km. The band is intermittent but 
is generally from 10 km to 30 km wide and is either at or close to the coast in the
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part south of Durban and say 25 km inland to the north of Durban. The granites 
vary from the highly weathered deeply incised materials which form the scenically 
impressive Valley of a Thousand Hills between Durban and Pietermaritzburg, to 
the hard rock outcrops of the mouths at the Ibilanhlolo Rivers at Ramsgate on the 
extreme south coast.
The granite intrusion was followed by the sedimentation of the Gondwana Era. 
The quartzitic sandstones of the Natal Group of the Cape Supergroup were 
deposited in this period. They form a broad band approximately 50 km wide 
following the coastline and surround the granites, except at the south where the 
granite outcrops at the coast.
Although some of the more quartzitic sandstones have resisted weathering and 
have resulted in cliffs and sharply defined valleys, e.g. in the Kloof area, generally 
the sandstones are deeply weathered.
Approximately one half of the Natal rivers rise in the granite and sandstone belt a 
distance of about 50 km from the sea, and these rivers traverse the granite and 
sandstone for most of their lengths before crossing a narrow coastal strip of more 
recent rock types, viz. the Dwyka Formation and Karoo Sequence rocks.
The tillites, cemented glacial till, occur in a narrow fringe surrounding the Natal 
Group sandstones. The fringe is generally no more than about 5 km wide other than 
in the south where the main road between Port Shepstone and Harding traverses 
about 25 km of tillite.
Following the glaciation the Karoo basin was subjected to the major depositional 
period, the Karoo Sequence, which covered most of South Africa. In Natal this 
sequence is dominated by the Ecca Group shales. These occur both along the coast 
in a narrow fringe adjacent to the Dwyka tillites and primarily in a band about 35 
km wide from the southern Natal boundary up to Pietermaritzburg from where it 
widens to cover most of northern Natal.
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Beaufort Group shales and fine grained sandstones occur in southern and mid Natal 
inland of the Ecca Group shales. Many of the Natal rivers rise in this area, in the 
narrow overlying fringe of the Molteno, Elliot and Clarens Formations or in the 
lavas of the Drakensberg Formation.
The Karoo sediments are very extensively intruded by dolerite dykes and sills 
which in much of the area, because of their greater resistance to weathering than 
the shales, dominate the landscape and control the river courses.
The Drakensberg mark the easterly edge of the Great Escarpment which divides 
the interior plateau from the coastal region. The escarpment marks the edge of the 
continental upwarping whereas the east is a downwarped zone. Erosion of the latter 
towards the coast defined the escarpment. Subsequent periods of tectonic uplift 
and the ongoing erosion processes resulted in the removal of much of the Karoo 
rocks and in Natal exposed the underlying Dwyka, Cape Group sandstone and the 
granites.
Of more recent and direct influence on the rivers of Natal have been the global 
climate changes and eustatic sea level changes. The Natal rivers form part of the 
eastward drainage system from the escarpment to the coast. Gradients are steep in 
the upper reaches, resulting in an ongoing degradational process. In the lower 
reaches, however, because of changes in eustatic sea levels or to tectonism the 
gradients are no longer steep and deposition occurs, hence the formation of the 
estuarine materials.
A further factor in the fluvial depositional process is the occurrence of unusual 
weather conditions. In Natal in recent times the most marked of these has been 
Cyclone Demoina resulting in the violent floods of January 1984 during which 
both extensive shallow deposition took place in some flat coastal lands and at the 
same time the Mfolozi River scoured the St Lucia estuary to a depth of 6 m.
A number of the Natal rivers end in lagoons, often separated from the beaches by 
a ridge of sand dunes. Others have estuaries, whilst a few discharge directly into
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the sea with no intervening zones of more marked deposition. The majority of rivers 
traverse flatter coastal zones which because of their topography have provided the 
routes for the transportation systems, viz. road and rail. It is in these areas that the 
depositional history has been most complex.
The coastline was essentially determined by the end of the Cretaceous. Since then 
the coastline has been subject to smaller changes induced by tectonic movements 
together with eustatic sea level changes. Several cycles of transgression and 
regression occurred during the Tertiary and Pleistocene periods and beaches have 
been defined at various levels along the Natal coast e.g. +30 m and ±60 m. Along 
much of the coastline Pleistocene dune ridges are prominent and previous beach 
deposits are found in these.
The detail of the shore line is determined not only by the major geological historical 
events but also by the marine processes of erosion and deposition. Generally these 
processes have not directly influenced the inland deposits except where barriers to 
the lagoons are continuously being formed and destroyed leading to changes in 
level in the lagoons.
Estuarine Deposits
The sediments in the estuaries may be derived both from inland and also from the 
sea during a transgression period or through longshore drift and tidal action. Many 
of the estuarine deposits contain fragments of shells, both along the south coast 
and in the Durban Bay and Richards Bay silty clays there are marked zones of 
shells. These clays however are not marine clays in the usual geotechnical sense 
of being deposited in a marine environment.
The depths to bed rock of the Natal rivers vary considerably and are proportional 
to the size of the rivers. For example the Tugela, the largest river, has a channel 
depth of over 55 m, as have the Mfolozi, Mkomazi, Mhlatuze and the Mgeni, which 
are the largest of the rivers.
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Generally the medium sized rivers, for example the Tongaat, Mhloti andMtwalume 
have bed rock channels of about 30 m below mean sea level, and the smaller rivers 
have channels 20 m deep and less.
The present depths at the river mouths, or a few kilometres upstream where most 
of the drilling has been carried out for road or rail bridges, indicates that the sea 
levels were originally much lower than now, since the river channels previously 
continued to the old mouths across the continental shelf. The sea level must then 
have been lowered to -130 m before being restored to its current level during the 
Flandrian transgression. In this period fluvial, lagoonal and marine deposition took 
place progressively from inland. The depositional pattern however is not simple 
due to the relatively minor regressions within the main transgression and also due 
to periodic flooding. The marine deposits are sands generally containing shells 
which were carried into the estuaries by wave and tidal action during the 
transgression. These marine deposits are found towards the sea end of the estuaries.
A further category of marine deposits is represented by the sand bars and spits 
which are a feature of many of the Natal rivers. These marine sands are, however, 
transported upstream only a very short distance and are also subject to removal 
during floods.
Engineering significance
The estuarine deposits which give rise to the majority of the engineering problems 
are those deposited under lagoonal conditions. In broad terms the finer silts and 
clays were deposited in the deeper water and the fine sands and silts in the transition 
zone between these and the coarser fluvial sands. During the period of rising sea 
levels the river-borne deposits built up, creating barriers between the main river 
course and the tributaries. This resulted in the development of small lakes or 
backwaters e.g. Sea Cow Lake on the Umhlangane tributary of the Mgeni, in which, 
because of the still water conditions and the sediments of the shorter tributaries 
being predominantly derived from shales, the deposits are often amongst the softest 
most organic clays found in Natal.
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Subsequent flooding and scouring has removed many of the earlier Flandrian 
sediments and these have been replaced with more recent sediments so that the 
stratigraphie succession may present a very mixed sequence both vertically and 
transversely across an estuary. The materials can vaiy from considerable 
thicknesses of almost uniform organic black silty clays, as at the Umhlangane, 
through highly variable deposits of silty sands and clays to predominantly deep 
fine to medium sands as at the Tugela. Care must however be taken in characterising 
any of the rivers in this way since a short distance upstream or downstream the 
deposits may be quite different.
Climate
The climate of Natal is subtropical and the predominantly summer rainfall (largely 
thunderstorm) gives a mean annual precipitation of over 900 mm. This includes 
the upper Tugela basin and the central to northern Zululand area where the rainfall 
is lower. In the area of Natal considered in this thesis, i.e. from the southern 
boundary at the Mtumvuna river to Richards Bay 300 km to the north, the mean 
rainfall is considerably higher. It comprises high rainfall areas, over 1250 mm along 
the Drakensberg, the source of the major rivers, an intervening zone of lower 
rainfall, 750 -1000 mm, and a coastal strip also of high rainfall of over 1250 mm. 
This area of Natal is characterised by having perennial streamflow up to about the 
Tugela, whereas further north the lower rainfall inland and the flat wide sandy 
coastal plain lead to high infiltration.
Site selection
The selection of sites for consideration in this thesis was restricted to those 
investigated during the two RDAC research projects (Rust and Jones (1990) and 
Jones and Rust (1992). The methodology of the research was to carry out CPTU's 
at these selected embankments at positions which were not expected to be 
influenced by the settlement, but would yet be representative of the 
before-construction conditions. This presupposed that original geotechnical
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investigation information would be available, and for those cases where the 
situation necessitated embankment monitoring this was almost inevitably so.
Eleven sites were selected for the research project (see Figure 4.15(d)) but only 
five of these sites had sufficiently long piezocone dissipation tests to justify their 
inclusion in this thesis. These project sites are listed below :
Manzanyama - 
Umlalazi - 
Mzimkulu - 
Goukamma- 
Bot River -
Richards Bay - one embankment
Natal N coast - one embankment
Natal S coast - one position at one embankment
Cape E coast - one embankment
Cape S coast - two positions at one embankment.
The records of the laboratory tests and monitoring performance of the first four 
embankments were not used for comparison with the piezocone dissipation test 
results. However, these dissipation tests were used to investigate the applicability 
of the dissipation slope theory by comparing long “complete” dissipation tests from 
these sites interpreted according to the tj# method with the same dissipation tests 
interpreted according to the dissipation slope theory. These sites will therefore only 
be discussed very briefly below.
The records from the Bot River site were more comprehensive. These included 
laboratory tests as well as settlement and piezometer records during and after 
construction. A backanalysis was carried out for the Bot River site to determine 
the coefficient of consolidation for comparison with the dissipation coefficients. 
This site will be discussed in more detail below.
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Umlalazi
The N3 road project at Umlalazi included two embankments as indicated on the 
site plan Figure 4.16. One of these is the national road north approach embankment 
to the Umlalazi river bridge and the second, about half a kilometre to the north-east, 
is across part of the flood plain of the Umlalazi where a minor tributary enters.
The embankments are each about 200 m long and up to 8 m high. The original 
extensive investigations (1979) resulted in the prediction of large settlements 
together with stability problems during construction. Vertical sand drains and sand 
blankets were incorporated to reduce these problems. Good monitoring results 
were available over a five year period from the start of construction until 1992 and 
these show that settlements of 1,3 m and 1,8 m occurred at the first and second 
embankments respectively. The subsoils at the first embankment comprise recent 
alluvium of sands, silty and clayey sands and clayey silts from 3 m to 16 m deep, 
the deepest being furthest from the present river course. At the second embankment 
the subsoils are up to 15 m deep, and comprise finer sediments of clayey silt and 
silty clay. Figure 4.17 shows a typical piezocone result MLA5 carried out at this 
site. The piezocone results at this, and all the other sites, serve to show the soil 
profile in more detail and to give a qualitative assessment of the consistency and 
extent of the main clay layers. All the dissipation test results are listed in Table 
4.12 and the long dissipation test results are listed in Table 4.13. Plots of the 
dissipation tests are included in Appendix A.
Mzimkulu
The Mzimkulu embankment on the Natal south coast national road carries the 
freeway over an existing railway line, which is on a fill, and across the Mzimkulu 
river. The embankment follows a subsidiary north-south old tributary valley to the 
Mzimkulu. The embankment is up to 15 m high and the relevant section is about 
600 m long. The geotechnical investigation was carried out in 1981 and some
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laboratory test data was available. As a result of the analyses the embankment was 
constructed during 1987 - 1988 as a preloaded fill ahead of the final construction. 
Settlement records were available from three sections of the embankment and 
showed settlements of 0.36 m, 1.20 m and 1.65 m. The subsoils comprise up to 17 
m of layers of silty sands, clayey silts and silts which were extremely variable both 
laterally and longitudinally at the embankment position due to the sloping 
topography in the relatively narrow valley . Figure 4.18 is a site plan of a section 
of the fill and shows the position of the fill as well as the position of a typical 
piezocone test, UMZ2 shown in Figure 4.20(a) and 4.20(b). A geological section 
is shown in Figure 4.19. All the dissipation test results are listed in Table 4.12 and 
the long dissipation tests are listed in Table 4.13. Figure 4.19 shows a geological 
section of the site. General soil indices from this site are shown with some of the 
other sites in Figure 4.42. Plots of the dissipation tests are included in Appendix 
A.
Goukamma
The national road through the Goukamma river valley in the Eastern Cape was 
improved by extensive realignment and the construction of a new river bridge. 
Local experience had shown that severe settlement problems could be expected 
across the flood plain and hence a comprehensive investigation was undertaken in 
1985. Installation of vertical band drains, with a sand blanket, and staged 
construction were recommended to minimise the stability and settlement problems. 
Despite these precautions post-construction settlements have occurred leading to 
severe cracking along one embankment at the southern end of the flood plain and 
significant settlements requiring repairs at the north approach embankment to the 
Goukamma river bridge.
The embankment is about 6.5 m high and 70 m long. Construction began early in 
1986 and was completed about one year later, including a 2m surcharge. The rate 
of construction was controlled by the monitoring of piezometers and settlements. 
The monitoring was discontinued one year after completion; however after a break 
of a further year surface settlement records were re-instituted because settlement
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had not stopped. These surface settlement records have continued until 1992 and 
the total measured settlement has been about 1.5 m.
The subsoils consist of an upper 3 m thick layer of silty sands underlain by 20 to 
30 m of very soft clayey silt and silty clay. Figure 4.21 is a site plan showing Area 
C where piezocone test GOU_C3 ( Figure 4.23(a) and 4.23(b)) was carried out. 
Figure 4.22 is a geological section of the site. All the piezocone dissipation test 
results from this site are listed in Table 4.12 and the long dissipation test results 
are listed in Table 4.13. Plots of the dissipation tests are included in Appendix A.
Manzanyama
The project comprised an 850 m long viaduct to carry a 10 m wide harbour access 
road over railway lines and the Manzanyama canal. The approach embankment at 
the north end is only about 3 m high and has been monitored over a length of about 
60 m adjacent to the piled viaduct. The recorded settlement over a five year period 
has been about 1.3 m which has necessitated remedial measures. The subsoils 
consist of about 2 m of silty sands deposited recently by hydraulic filling; over 10 
- 15 m of very soft silty clay (Lagoonal clay); over estuarine sands and silts; over 
firm to stiff silty clay (Estuarine clay); over silty sands; over stiff silty clay (Lower 
Lagoonal clay) to a depth of about 45 m . Figure 4.24 shows a site plan of the site. 
A typical piezocone test MAN2 is shown in Figures 4.25 and 4.26. The results of 
all the piezocone dissipation tests are listed in Table 4.12 and the long dissipation 
test results in Table 4.13. General soil indices from this site are shown with some 
of the other sites in Figure 4.42. Plots of the dissipation tests are included in 
Appendix A.
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Bot River
A back analysis was carried out for this thesis on the performance data and 
laboratory tests from the Bot River site. The Bot River site will therefore be 
discussed in more detail than the previous sites.
The Bot River embankment is on a Cape Provincial Trunk Road 28 and is the west 
approach embankment to the Bot River bridge. The embankment is about 0.5 km 
long with an almost constant height of about 6 m over the relevant section, which 
is about 0.3 km long.
This site lies just to the south of the Natal geology discussed in the previous section. 
The geology of the area comprises shales of the Bokkeveld series underlain by 
quartzites of the Table Mountain Series. At the site itself the shales are decomposed 
to a horizon of residual soil which is overlain by variable alluvial deposits.
A site investigation was carried out by Steffen, Robertson and Kirsten Geotechnical 
Engineers (SRK) in 1975, Report 236/1, for the geotechnical design of the 
embankment. This investigation included four 150mm rotary drilled boreholes, 
BH1 to BH4, at the positions shown on the site plan and long section. Figure 4.27 
and Figure 4.28 respectively. Undisturbed sampling, using 75mm thin walled 
sample tubes, and standard penetration tests (SPT's) were carried out. Both 
undisturbed sampling and SPT's were carried out in boreholes BH1 and BH3. 
Near-continuous undisturbed sampling was carried out in borehole BH2 with SPT's 
being carried out only when no sample was recovered. In borehole BH4 only SPT's 
were carried out. The samples from all these holes were used for soil description 
as well as laboratory testing. The detailed borehole logs are shown in Appendix B. 
The merits of the drilling, sampling and testing are discussed in Chapter 5.
Laboratory testing at Bot River
Samples were selected from the relevant strata and submitted to Gemlab Pty. Ltd. 
and Soiltech Laboratories for testing. The following tests were carried out:
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a) Triaxial tests:
A total of four triaxial tests were carried out, one total strength test and four 
effective strength tests. The results of these tests are shown in Appendix B. Table
4.5 gives a summary of the triaxial tests results. The cz values are high for a very 
soft, normally consolidated, recent clay. This is probably due to experimental errors 
and reflects the uncertainties in these laboratory test results.
Table 4.5. Summary of triaxial tests carried out at the Bot River site
Borehole Depth (m) cu or c' (kPa) 4>' Triaxial test
BH2 2.95 19
Saturated; consolidated at 15kPa; undrained 
test
BH1 2.0 17.7 27°
Saturated, consolidated undrained with 
pore pressure measurements.
BH2 1.5 12.7 33°
Saturated, consolidated undrained with 
pore pressure measurements.
BH3 4.7 14.7 22°
Saturated, consolidated undrained with 
pore pressure measurements.
b) Consolidation tests:
Eight consolidation tests were carried out on 50mm diameter, 19mm high samples. 
The compression curves (void ratio vs. effective stress) are shown in Appendix B. 
Unfortunately the time-settlement curves were not included in the report and all 
efforts to obtain the original lab data have been fruitless. However, the report has 
a table of the coefficients of consolidation derived from these curves and these are 
presented in Table 4.6.
c) Permeability test:
One constant head permeability test was carried out on a sample from BH2, 2.95 
to 3.7m. This test was carried out in a triaxial cell at an effective confining pressure 
of lOOkPa and three consecutive flow measurements (with vertical drainage)
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yielded a permeability of 3.1- to 3.2xl0"9m/sec. The sample size was 35mm 
diameter by 79mm high. The result of this test is shown in Appendix B.
Table 4.6. Coefficients of consolidation from oedometer tests (extracted from 
the Bot River Report, SRK 236/1)
Borehole Depth (m) cv (m2/sec) Soil description
BH1 2.0 3.2xl0'8 Soft to firm siltv clav
BH1 7.6 2.1x1 O'8 Soft clayey silt
BH2 1.5 6.0x10"8 Verv soft clavev silt
BH2 8.0 2.2xl0"8 Verv soft clavev silt
BH2 11.35-11.80 5x1 O'6 Medium dense silty medium sand
BH2 12.65-13.16 6x10*6 Medium dense siltv medium sand
BH3 4.5 4.9x1 O'8 Very soft clavev silt
BH3 12.3 3.7x10'7 Verv soft fme sandv clavev silt
d) Grading analyses andAtterberg Limits:
A total of ten samples were submitted for grading analysis and hydrometer testing. 
Atterberg limit tests were also carried out on these samples using the Casagrande 
method. The results of these tests are shown in Appendix B. These results are also 
shown on a soil classification chart in Appendix B as well as Figure 4.42 where it 
is shown with soil indices from the other sites. A summary of these results is listed 
in Table 4.7.
Bot River embankment construction
The design of the Bot River embankment was based on the above-mentioned 
laboratory tests and construction started on the 9th of April 1976. The construction 
was carried out in two stages, viz. an initial 4m lift followed by a further 2m, and 
in addition, a 1m high surcharge at the position of the proposed bridge abutment 
to minimise subsequent lateral loads and negative skin friction on the bridge piles. 
It was recommended that the embankment be placed on a 400mm sand blanket to 
ensure free vertical drainage of the underlying clay during consolidation. The top
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of the embankment was 13.4m wide with 1 (vertical) to 2.5(horizontal) side slopes 
which resulted in a total embankment width of approximately 45m.
Table 4.7. Soil properties, Bot River
Hole
No.
Depth
(m)
Initial
void
ratio
Natural 
diy 
density 
(kg/m ^
Natural
moisture
content
(%)
Liquid
limit
%
Plasticity
index
Clay fraction 
(%) (<0.002mm)
Siltfraction(%)
(0.002-0.06mm)
BH1 0.7-1.3 50.6 20.4 35.0 59.0
BH1 3.2 39.5 18.6 38.1 36.9
BH1 4.3-4.6 52.2 31.0 53.1 44.9
BH2 0.7-1.3 1.43 984 59.8 71.3 21.9 23.2 69.3
BH2 3.0-3.7 1130 70.0 66.5 24.7 27.2 57.8
BH2 6.5-12 1140 51.4 52.9 19.6 26.9 53.1
BH2 8.0 1.715 972 64.7 47.5 17.0 19.5 55.5
BH2 11.4-12 0.374 1940 14.5
BH2 12.6-13 0.476 1770 19.3
BH3 6.0-6.5 41.5 14.9 14.9 66.0
BH3 12-1.1 27.7 9.8 7.0 12.0
BH3 9.8-10 22.3 10.2 18.0 27.0
Settlement and pore pressure monitoring were conducted at four sections along the 
embankment, at 8530,8630, 8730 and 8830. Monitoring positions and instruments 
are listed in Table 4.8. Fairly detailed records are available for the construction 
period from 1976 to 1981 with intermittent readings thereafter. Settlement and 
piezometer data from Section 8730 are shown in Figures 4.30 to 4.33.
Table 4.8. List of instrumentation at Bot River embankment
Section 8530m 8630m 8730m 8830m
Settlement
plates 1L and 1R 2L and 2R 3L and 3R 4L and 4R
Pneumatic
piezometers
Nol 3m and 
No2 7,5m
No3 3m and 
No4 8m
No5 3m and 
No6 11m
No7 3m and 
No8 10m
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The total settlements along the embankment have varied from about 0.4 m at the 
western end to about 1.9 m close to the bridge abutment. Only small and uniform 
settlements have taken place since construction and no remedial measures have 
been necessary.
Piezocone tests were carried out by the author as part of the RDAC research project 
(Rust et al. 1990). Access was difficult and most of the holes were carried out on 
the southern side of the embankment except for holes BOT9 and BOTIO. The 
positions are shown on the site plan, Figure 4.27. Piezocone test BOT5, carried 
out at 8730m, is shown in Figure 4.29. The other piezocone soundings, BOT6 to 
BOTIO, are included in Appendix A. Dissipation tests were carried out in all these 
holes and a graph of all the interpreted dissipation tests are included in the 
piezocone sounding logs. All the “complete” dissipation test results are listed in 
Table 4.12 and the long dissipation test results are in Table 4.13. Plots of all the 
dissipation tests from this site are included in Appendix A.
Bot River back analysis
As mentioned above, there were four instrumented sections, at 8530m, 8630m, 
8730m and 8830m respectively. The backanalysis at only one of these sections, 
8730m, was considered for this thesis. This is the only section where the subsoil 
can clearly be divided into two separate layers. This is not possible at any of the 
other sections where much more complex soil profiles exist. Furthermore, the 
apparent lack of visible fabric at this section (log BH2) compared to the abundance 
of fabric at all the other sections was evident from the borehole logs as well as the 
piezocone soundings. In particular, BOT5 (Figure 4.29) from 2.8m to 8 .8m shows 
a remarkably homogeneous layer of very soft clay with only minor layering evident 
from 8 .8m to 13m followed by a sandy layer to the end of the sounding. At all the 
other sections there is evidence of numerous lenses and thin layers of different soils 
as described in the log of BH3 and can, for instance, be seen in the BOT9 sounding 
(Appendix A). The continuity of these lenses or layers is not clear but they will 
have a significant influence on the overall horizontal and vertical permeability and 
thereby complicate any attempt at a backanalysis at these sections.
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First backanalysis
The first back analysis for the Bot River embankment was carried out by Mr. K. 
Schwartz (SRK Report No S.236/3, September 1978) only 19 months after start of 
construction. At that time the fill had been at a constant height of approximately 
3.5m for 10 months and the back analysis was based on the settlement and 
piezometer records taken during that period. It is not clear from the report what 
assumptions were made or how the analysis was carried out, but the cv value at 
Section 8730m was estimated to be 0.164 cm2/min, which is 2.73x10"7 m2/sec.
Asaoka back analysis
A second back analysis was carried out for the RDAC report (Jones and Rust, 1992) 
using an “autoregressive procedure” suggested by Asaoka (1978). This is a 
convenient graphical method for the determination of the final settlement as well 
as the coefficient of consolidation from portions of a settlement curve. This 
procedure is based on the Terzaghi consolidation theory and has been used by other 
researchers (Sills, Almeida and Danziger, 1988) for similar analyses. Coefficients 
of consolidation, cv, were calculated at all the settlement-plate positions for the two 
periods where the fill height was constant for a considerable length of time, i.e. 
200 to 500 days at 3.55m and 700 to 900 days at 5.2m (see Figures 4.30 to 4.33). 
The following cv values (Table 4.9) were calculated for the very soft clay layer 
(upper 10m) for these two periods at Section 8730:
Table 4.9. Asaoka coefficients of consolidation, cv, at Section 8730, Bot River
Plate No. Period (days) Coefficients of consolidation, cv (m2/sec) 
from Asaoka analysis
3L 200-500 5.04xl0"7
3L 700-900 4.00xl0'7
3R 200-500 4.85xl0"7
3R 700-900 7.01xl0"7
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Finite difference back analysis
A one dimensional finite difference back analysis was carried out by the author for 
Section 8730 to determine the coefficient of consolidation of both the dominant 
subsoil layers. According to the log of BH2 and BOT5, the top layer is a soft to 
very soft clay and the bottom layer is a medium dense, silty medium and fine sand. 
The following assumptions were made:
• Only Section 8730m was analysed for the reasons given above.
• Vertical drainage was assumed, with free draining boundaries at the top and 
bottom of a two layered system. The layers consisted of a clay layer from 0 
to 10 m followed by silty sand to 16m. Depth increments of 0.5m and time 
steps of 0.125 days were assumed for the analysis. The possible influence 
of horizontal drainage is discussed in Chapter 5.
• The dissipation records for piezometers No.5 (3m) and No.6 (11), at Section 
8730m, for the two periods, 200 to 500 days and 700 to 900 days, were 
modelled.
• The settlement records for settlement plates No.3R and No.3L, at Section 
8730m, for the same two periods were modelled.
• The construction phases were modelled as a linear increase in load over the 
appropriate time. The pore pressure response due to the loading was propor­
tionally reduced to force a fit to the measured excess pore pressures from the 
piezometer readings at the beginning of each analysis period.
• A ratio of moduli of volume compressibility (twv) between the top and bottom 
layers was needed for the analysis. This was based on the oedometer results 
from BH2. Four oedometer tests were carried out, at 1.5m and 8.0m, in the 
top clay layer and at 11.35m and 12.65m in the bottom silty sand (see 
Appendix B). The mv vs. effective stress graphs were determined and are
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shown in Figure 4.34. The ratio of the mv between the top and the bottom 
layers is shown in Figure 4.35. It can be seen that the ratio ranges from 6.3 
at low effective stress to approximately 2.4 to 3.5 at higher stress. However, 
the bottom layer is at a higher stress than the top clay layer and the ratio of 
the mv at 50 to 125 kPa in the top layer to 125 to 200kPa in the bottom layer 
ranges from 4.5 to 5.4. The ratio was taken as:
77Zv(tOp)/772v(b  ottom) = 5.
• Coefficients of consolidation for both layers were determined by iterating 
the coefficients for both layers simultaneously until a best fit for the pore 
pressure dissipation at the appropriate piezometer depths, for both dissipa­
tion periods simultaneously, were reached. The finite difference dissipation 
curves for Piezometer No.5 for both analysis periods are shown in Figures 
4.36 and 4.37 together with the recorded data. Figure 4.3 8 shows the analysis 
for Piezometer No.6 for the first period, 200 to 500 days together with the 
recorded data. It can be seen that the measured data are quite erratic, 
especially for Piezometer No.6 . The data for the second period (700 to 900 
days) from Piezometer No. 6 data was unusable, so no analysis was attempted 
for this period. The distribution of excess pore pressure with depth, predicted 
by this analysis, at 350 and 450 days after the beginning of construction, are 
shown in Figure 4.39.
• The settlement curves for these two periods were modelled by iterating the 
modulus of volume compressibility for the upper layer and assuming the 
bottom layer to V5 the value of the top layer (see discussion above). The two 
periods were analysed separately to produce two moduli for each layer (one 
for each layer as well as for each period). The increase in effective stress that 
caused settlement was assumed to be due to the dissipation of excess pore 
pressures only (ôcr1 = 8u). The comparison of the measured vs. calculated 
settlements are shown in Figure 4.40 for the first period and in Figure 4.41 
for the second period. The backfigured twv values are presented in Table
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4.10 and shown, for comparison, in Figure 4.34 at their appropriate effective 
stresses.
All the parameters obtained from the finite difference backanalysis are presented 
in Table 4.10.
Table 4.10. List of parameters from finite difference backanalysis
Record period Cv clay (top layer) (m2/sec)
cv silty sand 
(bottom layer) 
(m2/sec)
/My clay (top 
layer) (MPa' )
mv silty sand 
(bottom layer) 
(MPa1)
200-500 days 1.16xl0"7 120xl0*7 1.78 0.36
700-900 days 1.16xl0*7 0.62 0.124
Coefficients o f consolidation at Bot River
In addition to the laboratory and backfigured coefficients of consolidation, the 
permeability test carried outinBH2 2.95-3.7m can yield a further cv value. It would, 
however, be necessary to obtain an mv for this material from an appropriate 
oedometer test in order to substitute in the following equation:
k
No oedometer test was carried out on this sample. However, oedometer tests were 
carried out in the same borehole, in the same clay layer, at 1.5m and 8.0m 
respectively. The permeability test was carried out at a confining pressure of 
lOOkPa. The mv at 125kPa for these two oedometer tests were 0.9 and l.TMPa''1 
respectively which yields coefficients of consolidation of 3.2x10" m /sec and 
1.8xl0"7m2/sec respectively.
The coefficients of consolidation for Section 8730 are summarised in Table 4.11.
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Table 4.11. Summary of laboratory and backfigured coefficients of 
consolidation for Section 8730m, Bot River
Laboratory coefficients of consolidation
Test Layer Borehole %  2 (xlO m /sec)
Oedometer tests
Clay
BH2 1.5m 0.60
BH2 8.0m 0.22
Silty sand
BH2 11.35-11.8m 50.0
BH2 12.65-13.16m 60.0
Permeability test Clay BH2 2.95-3.70m 1.8 to 3.2
Back-analysed coefficients of consolidation
Method of 
analysis Date of analysis Layer
Instrument and 
time period 
analysed
Cv7 2(xlO m /sec)
Unknown September 1978 Clay 200-500days 2.73
Asaoka 1992
3L 200-500days 5.04
3L 700-900days 4.00
3R 200-500days 4.85
3R 700-900days 7.01
Finite difference Present
Clay
Piezometer 5 
200-500days 1.16
Piezometer 5 
700-900days 1.16
Silty sand Piezometer 6 200-500days 120.0
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Table 4.12. Piezocone dissipation test results from the five selected sites 
covered in the RDAC research project
Site Hole No. Depth (m) tso (sec) cv fron tso 
(m2/sec)
mso (sec"1) cv from mso 
(m2/sec)
kmt
Bot River BOT5 1 2253 5.38x10" -0.001 4.20x10" -2.253
BOT5 13 11 1.10x10^ -0.064 2.69x10* -0.704
BOT6 7 2296 5.28x10' -0.00103 4.33x10' -2.36488
BOT6 10 122 9.93x10-* -0.00735 3.09x10* -0.8967
BOT6 13 9.01 1.34X10"4 -0.0734 3.08x10* -0.66133
BOT6 14 7 1.73x10"" -0.0976 4.10x10* -0.6832
BOT7 5 4918 2.46x10"' -0.00054 2.27x10' -2.65572
BOT7 11 44.87 2.70xl0"5 -0.023 9.67x10-* -1.03201
BOT7 19 2.96 4.09x10"" -0.328 1.38x10"" -0.97088
BOT8 4.8 11.97 1.01x10"" -0.0801 3.37x10* -0.9588
BOT8 9 1291 9.39x10' -0.00119 5.00x10' -1.53629
BOT8 10.8 20 6.06xl0"5 -0.044 1.85x10* -0.88
BOT8 14.6 22 5.51xl0"5 -0.0393 1.65x10* -0.8646
BOT8 19 4.89 2.48x10"" -0.202 8.49x10* -0.98778
BOT9 13 8.9 1.36x10"" -0.119 5.00x10* -1.0591
BOT9 18 9.89 1.23x10"" -0.08989 3.78x10* -0.88901
BOTIO 7 253 4.79x10* -0.00484 2.03x10* -1.22452
BOTIO 10 32 3.79x10* -0.03368 1.42x10* -1.07776
BOTIO 13 11.97 1.01x10"" -0.075 3.15x10* -0.89775
BOTIO 18.1 49 2.47x10* -0.0204 8.57x10* -0.9996
Goukamma GOU-C4 9 502 2.41x10-* -0.00501 2.11x10* -2.51502
GOU-C3 5 255.02 4.75x10* -0.00392 1.65x10* -0.99887
GOU-C3 8 296.99 4.08x10* -0.00327 1.37x10-* -0.97065
Mzimkulu UMZ1 9 618 1.96x10* -0.00338 1.42x10* -2.08884
UMZ2 6 345.48 3.51x10-* -0.00328 1.38x10* -1.13225
Manzanjama MANZ2 16 2874 4.22x10' -0.00089 3.74x10' -2.55786
MANZ3 10 2833 4.28x10' -0.00101 4.24x10' -2.86133
MANZ3 17 82.28 1.47x10* -0.01009 4.24x10* -0.83032
Umlalazi MLA1 10 17.02 7.12x10* -0.04612 1.94x10* -0.78496
MLA1 13 52.5 2.31x10* -0.01492 6.27x10* -0.78327
MLA2 10 153.02 7.92x10"* -0.0049 2.06x10* -0.75013
MLA2 16 22.68 5.34x10* -0.02788 1.17x10* -0.63241
MLA3 5 891 1.36x10-6 -0.00276 1.16x10* -2.45916
4.4.2 Coefficient o f  consolidation from dissipation tests
This section demonstrates the application of the initial slope theory to the field data 
presented in the previous section.
• Firstly, long near-complete dissipation tests in the dominant clay layers from 
these sites were selected to be used as a basis to compare the two interpre­
tation methods, i.e. the conventional Zj# interpretation technique and the 
initial slope method, directly.
• Secondly, the initial slope method was compared with the laboratory test 
results and with backfigured coefficients of consolidation from Bot River.
Initial slope vs. Zj#
The t^o interpretation of dissipation tests is generally done by determining the time 
for 50% dissipation and comparing it with a theoretical curve by means of Tj# as 
follows:
T5 0  is dependent on the position of the filter element on the piezocone and the 
stiffness ratio of the soil. This is generally considered to be a good method of 
interpretation and is widely used in practice (CIRIA report, Meigh, 1987). This 
obviously assumes that the dissipation time is sufficiently long and that the ambient 
pore pressure is either known or could be determined with some degree of 
confidence.
The initial slope theory predicts that it should be possible to calculate the coefficient 
of consolidation from the very first part of the dissipation test as follows:
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As is the case for the T^q, theMso value is dependent on the choice of the normalised 
theoretical dissipation curve which in turn is dependent on the position of the filter 
element as well as the stiffness ratio of the soil. Itis therefore necessary to determine 
the most appropriate stiffness ratio for the material in which the dissipation tests 
were carried out.
Stiffness ratio
Many researchers have addressed the question of stiffness ratios of soils and the 
problems normally associated with this parameter are the uncertainties in the 
determination of the undrained shear strength as well as the strain dependence of 
the stiffness. Bjerrum (1972) reported that the ratio ofEyc%(vane) ranges from 500 
to 1500 where the lowest values applied to highly plastic clays, where the applied 
loads were relatively large (high strain). DAppolonia, Poulos and Ladd (1971) 
reported El/c u values for clays of "higher plasticity” in the range of 80 to 400. 
Torstensson (1977) chose a.E/cu range of 100 to 500 for his expanding cavity 
analysis. Randolph and Wroth (1979) chose a range of stiffness in terms of the 
shear modulus, G, of 25 to 400. The following relationship exists for elastic soil:
*  2Ç 5 ,
(!+ v') (1+ v„) 4.36
where: E ' = Drained Young's modulus 
V = Drained Poisson's ratio 
G = Shear modulus 
Eu = Undrained Young's modulus 
vM = Undrained Poisson's ratio
Assuming an undrained Poisson's ratio of 0.5 and a drained Poisson's ratio of 0.25, 
the above-mentioned ranges of stiffness ratios in terms of shear modulus are as 
follows:
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G/cu\ 166 to 500 Bjerrum (1972)
27 to 133 D'Appolonia, Poulos and Ladd (1971)
40 to 200 Torstensson (1977)
25 to 400 Randolph and Wroth (1979)
Baligh et al. (1980) noted that, according to work done by Azzouz et al. (1980), 
the range suggested by Torstensson corresponded to "high” strain levels in Boston 
Blue Clay. The table and graph by Azzouz et al. (1980) (Figure 4.43(a) and (b)) 
gives some indication of the range of stiffness ratios vs. strain levels for Boston 
Blue Clay. For the range in shear strain from 5xl0"4 to IxlO"1 the stiffness ratio 
ranges from 600 to 30.
The expanding cavity solution requires the choice of a unique stiffness ratio and 
assumes that this stiffness ratio applies to all the soil surrounding the probe 
regardless of strain level. Baligh et al. (1980) showed with their stress path analysis 
that very high strains occur close to the cone and that these strain levels decrease 
radially from the probe. Since the stiffness is strain sensitive, a range of stiffnesses 
will exist around the probe and therefore a range of stiffness ratios. The stiffness 
ratio required by the expanding cavity analysis should be seen as a mathematical 
constant to enable the equations to be solved and not the unique stiffness ratio of 
the soil.
Stiffness ratios for RDAC project sites
One of the objects of the RDAC projects (Rust et al; 1990; Jones and Rust, 1992) 
was to determine the coefficient of volume compressibility, mv, for 11 sites with 
at least 10 years settlement records. A correlation was drawn up between the 
average cone resistance, qc, in the dominant clay layers and constrained modulus, 
M  where:
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M=llmv. 4.37
and M  = a m.qc 4.38
The value of a m (constrained modulus coefficient) was found to be 2.75±0.55 
representing all the sites covered in the RDAC projects. A further well known 
correlation is that between the cone resistance and undrained shear strength 
(summary in Meigh, 1987):
Nfr values were also determined for the few cu values available at the various 
RDAC sites, but the cu values were mostly unreliable and no definite range of 
values was determined. At Bot River, Section 8730, an undrained triaxial was 
carried out on a sample from 2.95m and indicated a cu of 19kPa. The cone resistance 
at that depth was 0.36MPa which results in an value of 15.7 which is well within
the above-mentioned range.
From Equations 4.38 and 4.39, Mand cu can be written explicitly and the ratio of 
M/cu can be obtained. The average overburden pressure at these sites were small 
in relation to qc, say 20%, so:
4.39
where: qc = cone resistance
Njc = the "cone factor" normally in the range of 12 to 18
cu = undrained shear strength
Gvo = overburden pressure
Cu V c - V y o
4.40
M 4.41
with: jVfc=12 to 18
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and a m = 2.75±0.55 i.e. 2.20 to 3.30
Mtherefore: —  = 32 to 71
c*
This is a range of drained constrained modulus ratios for large strains applicable 
to the RDAC sites. The laboratory results from Bot River, Section 8730m gave mv 
values of 0.976 MPa"1 and 1.725 MPa"1 for the samples from 1.5m and 8m 
respectively at a stress of 125kPa (Figure 4.34) i.e. an average of 1.35 MPa"1. The 
undrained triaxial from 2.95 to 3.7m gave a undrained shear strength of 19kPa. 
This results in a drained constrained moduli ratio of 3 8.9 which falls just above the 
above-mentioned range. The following relationship exists betweenM, E  and G (see 
Equation 4.35).
M=E' Q —v 1) '/ 1- 2v')(1+v')J 4.42
G = r __
2 (l+v ')
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Assuming a drained Poisson's ratio of 0.25, the range of stiffness ratios, G!cu, is 
11 to 25 for the RDAC project sites. This is lower than any of the ranges suggested 
by the other researchers and the reasons for this could be the following:
• As mentioned Section 4.4.1, these embankments typically settle up to 50% 
of their height. This results in strain levels in excess of 10% which is higher 
than those considered by the other authors mentioned above(also see Figure 
4.43).
• Some uncertainty exists in the choice of parameters such as the Poisson's 
ratio and the overburden pressure.
• The assumption of elastic stress strain relationships at such large strains will 
certainly introduce errors.
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• The natural tendency to be pessimistic with the correlations of parameters 
with cone resistance could be significant.
However, in order to apply the expanding cavity solution and either the t^ Q or mso 
interpretation method, itis necessary to choose an appropriate stiffness ratio. Since 
the strain path analysis by Baligh et al. (1980) was done for a material with a 
stiffness ratio of 100, and there was no evidence to suggest that, at lower strain 
levels, the RDAC site clays could have a stiffness ratio of that order, a stiffness 
ratio, G/cU) of 100 was assumed. Curve fittings done in Section 4.5 and discussed 
in Chapter 5 suggests that this was probably not an inappropriate choice.
Coefficients o f consolidation from dissipation tests
From the expanding cavity normalised theoretical curves, for a stiffness ratio of 
100, Tv -  3.74 andMso = -0.771. In order to compare the two methods the long 
dissipation tests in the dominant clay layers from the RDAC research projects were 
evaluated using the t^ Q method as well as the initial slope approach. The results are 
presented in Table 4.13. The comparison of the interpretation techniques is shown 
in graphical form in Figure 4.44.
Table 4.13. Coefficients of consolidation for long dissipation tests from the t^ Q 
method as well as the dissipation slope method
Site Hole No Depth(m) t50 (sec) mso, (sec* )
c (fromfjo) 
m2/sec
c (frommjo)
m /sec
Bot River BOT5 7 2253 -0.00100 5.38x10-7 4.20x10-7
BOT6 7 2296 -0.00103 5.28x10-7 4.33x10-7
BOT7 5 4918 -0.00058 2.46x10-7 2.44x10-7
BOT8 9 1291 -0.00116 9.39x10-7 4.88x10-7
Goukamma GOU-C4 9 502 -0.00501 2.41x10-6 2.11x10-6
Umzimkulu UMZ2 9 618 -0.00338 1.96x10-6 1.42x10-6
Manzanjama MANZ2 16 2874 -0.00089 4.22x10-7 3.74x10-7
MANZ3 10 2833 -0.00101 4.28x10-7 4.25x10-7
| Umlalazi ML A3 5 891 -0.00276 1.36x10-6 1.16x10-6
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The coefficients of consolidation backfigured from the field monitoring data as 
well as the laboratory tests atBotRiver can also be compared to the values obtained 
from the dissipation slope method as well as the fj# method. This will be discussed 
in Chapter 5.
These long dissipation tests were carried out in the material that would most likely 
obey the assumptions of the Terzaghi-Rendulic consolidation theory. These 
dissipation curves also fit the theoretical curves very well and particularly the 
theoretical dissipation curve for a stiffness ratio of 100 (this will be demonstrated 
in Section 4.5). The typical indices and properties for this type of material can be 
found in the laboratory and field results for Bot River BH2; 0m to 10m (Table 4.7 
and Appendix B). This material is described in the borehole logs as a “very soft 
clayey silt”. This description is used in all the reports and investigations referring 
to this site and is based on the grain size distribution and Casagrande Chart. 
However, with 20% to 30% clay, 50% to 60% silt and a plasticity index of 
approximately 20 , this material behaves as a clay and should be classified as a clay. 
The corresponding dissipation tests are BOT5, 7m and BOT6 , 7m with /50's of 
2253 sec. and 2296sec. respectively (plots are given in Appendix A).
Many dissipations are, however, carried out in much more permeable materials. 
Examples of these dissipation tests can also be found at the Bot River site, and in 
particular BOT5,13m, BOT6,13m and 14m which have /50's of 11 sec., 9.01 sec. 
and 7 sec. respectively. The material is described as a “medium dense, silty, 
medium sand” and the laboratory and field data corresponds to BH2, 10m to 15m, 
Bot River (Appendix B). Typical short and long dissipation tests are shown in 
Figure 4.14 for visual comparison. These short dissipation tests are quite abundant 
since they can be carried out during rod changes and also because virtually all 
dissipations in mine tailings are of this type. However, they do not fit any of the 
theoretical curves for any of the stiffness ratios derived in Section 4.2.1 (see Section 
5.4). This questions the validity of the analysis of dissipations in type of material 
with either the t^ Q or dissipation slope method. It is quite likely that the 
Terzaghi-Rendulic theory does not apply to this fast draining soil and the initial 
pore pressure distribution will probably be very different from that for a soft clay,
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or the initial pore pressure distributions assumed for the derivation of the 
theoretical curves may not apply. This does complicate the interpretation of these 
tests, however, the dissipation slope theory predicts that kmt is a constant and is 
independent of the theoretical dissipation curve. This can be applied to the short 
dissipation tests to evaluate the validity of the dissipation slope theory for these 
dissipation tests.
Comparing Km t  and ^mt
The dissipation slope theory predicts that, for all dissipation tests, the following 
relationship exists:
™st _ T  
M r t
Or more specifically, for T50 and Mo-
*50-Wv„=^0*M»
where Tso.Mso — Kmt
homso = kmt
and KMt = kmt = constant
It has been shown (Table 4.3) that the theoretical value of Mso for a range of 
stiffness ratios ranges from -2.72 to -2.9 with an average of -2.84. This eliminates 
the need to know the stiffness ratio, or to have any knowledge of the theoretical 
curve, in order to compare the interpretation of the dissipation test using either the 
dissipation slope theory or the fj# method for any soil type.
All the long dissipation tests from various RDAC sites are presented in Table 4.13. 
These dissipation tests were analysed to determine kmt and the results are presented 
in Table 4.14.
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Table 4.14. The for long dissipation tests
Site Hole No Depth(m) tso (sec) rn^Csec'1) kmt
Bot River BOT5 7 2253 -0.00100 -2.25
BOT6 7 2296 -0.00103 -2.36
BOT7 5 4918 -0.00058 -2.85
BOT8 9 1291 -0.00116 -1.50
Goukamma GOU4 9 502 -0.00501 -2.52
Umzimkulu UMZ2 9 618 -0.00338 -2.09
Manzanjama MANZ2 16 2874 -0.00089 -2.56
MANZ3 10 2833 -0.00101 -2.86
Umlalazi MLA3 5 891 -0.00276 -2.45
The kmt data from Table 4.14 are shown in Figure 4.45. The solid line in the figure 
represents the theoretical value, K ^ t- Good correlation can clearly be seen. For 
further discussion see Section 5.1 and 5.2.
&MT vs* kmt f or °K dissipation tests.
As mentioned above, the dissipation tests represented in Table 4.14 are only the 
dissipation tests carried out in the dominant clay layers of the various sites and are 
therefore only the very slow dissipations. The kmt values for all the dissipation tests 
from the RDAC project were determined and plotted against t50. This is shown in 
Figure 4.46(a). It can be seen that the relationship does not hold for the quick 
dissipations where kmt drops to approximately 0.8 for dissipations with a Zj# less 
than approximately 200 seconds. It is not possible to quantify the contribution of 
either parameter to this discrepancy. This will be discussed further in Chapter 5.
If the theoretical curve from the expanding cavity theory for G/cu = 100 is applied 
to all dissipation tests, then the above-mentioned discrepancy is reflected in the 
derived cv's (see Figure 4.46(b)). The cv from Zjy for short dissipations are 
consistently higher than those derived from the mso method. This is also reflected 
in the piezocone plots as well as Table 4.12 . This, as well as the comparison with 
laboratory and backfigured cv values will be discussed in Chapter 5.
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4.5 Determination of ambient pore pressure from incomplete dissipation 
tests.
Dissipation tests may be carried out during cone penetration testing in order to 
obtain the ambient pore pressure. This is done by allowing the excess pore 
pressure generated during penetration to dissipate until static conditions are 
reached and the ambient pore pressure is recorded.
As mentioned in Section 4.3 and illustrated in Figure 4.14, incomplete 
dissipation tests can broadly be placed into two categories i.e. long incomplete 
dissipation tests and short incomplete tests. Essentially all dissipation tests in 
clays are long incomplete tests and only in extreme cases will long enough time 
be allowed for full dissipation.
Short incomplete dissipation tests are mainly chance events in quick draining 
material, such as sandy silts or mine tailings, where the first portion of a 
dissipation test is automatically recorded during any stoppage such as rod 
changes, etc. Deliberate attempts at carrying out dissipation tests in this type of 
soil normally results in a complete dissipation test and the recording of the 
ambient pore pressure at the end of the test. This is also illustrated in Figure 
4.14.
A procedure for estimating the ambient pore pressure from long and short 
incomplete dissipation tests will be presented. This allows a detailed and 
economical determination of the hydrostatic pressure regime from dissipation 
tests in a material with a low permeability. Short incomplete dissipation test can 
now also be interpreted to determine the pressure regime being investigated in 
much greater detail.
Description ofproposed procedure
The proposed procedure of finding the ambient pore pressure is essentially a 
curve fitting technique. It requires the choice of a trial ambient pore pressure.
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This value is then used to normalise the observed dissipation curve which is 
then fitted to a theoretical dissipation curve. The value of the ambient pore 
pressure resulting in the best fit to the theoretical curve is regarded as the most 
likely value of the true ambient pore pressure.
The technique and can be summarised in five steps:
• Select a theoretical dissipation curve to model the dissipation process.
• Choose a trial ambient pore pressure.
• Normalise the observed dissipation curve.
• Compare the fit of the observed curve to the theoretical curve.
• Select another trial ambient pore pressure and/or theoretical curve and 
repeat to determine the optimum fit.
The ambient pore pressure and theoretical curve producing the best fit of the 
observed curve to the theoretical curve is the most likely true ambient pore 
pressure and relevant theoretical curve. The stiffness ratio of the theoretical 
curve with the best fit is merely a theoretical stiffness ratio and should not be 
regarded as the actual stiffness ratio of the soil.
Normalising the observed dissipation curve
An observed dissipation curve may be normalised as follows:
2/ — UPore pressure: U = -------— 4.44
where: U = normalised pore pressure,
u = observed pore pressure at any time,
u0 = ambient pore pressure and
uT = initial pore pressure (before dissipation).
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Time: r  = M  = 4.45
*0 5^0
where T5o and t50 are the time for 50% dissipation from the theoretical and 
observed incomplete curves respectively. The determination of tso is illustrated 
in Figure 4.47.
Before an observed curve can be normalised, a trial G/cu ratio for the material 
under consideration needs to be adopted, because of its influence on the value 
of Tso. From experience G/cu =100 proved to be a good starting point. The 
determination of an optimum-stifihess ratio will be presented later in this 
section. Given the correct choice of G/cu and uo, the normalised curve would 
normally fit the theoretical curve well. The value of uo corresponding to the 
best fit is assumed to be the most likely value of the true ambient pore pressure.
Search procedures
The most likely value of the ambient pore pressure can be found by selecting a 
probable range for uq and using u0 values from the range to normalise the 
observed dissipation curve. Each normalised curve is then compared to the 
theoretical curve to obtain the best fit. It is generally not possible to determine 
the best fit to the selected theoretical curve by means of visual inspection alone, 
especially not from fairly incomplete test results. Search procedures were 
subsequently developed to search for the most likely ambient pore pressure 
value (%o) over a given range.
Error parameters for search procedure
Two error parameters were devised to determine the best fit numerically. The 
first method used by the writer calculated the root mean square of the 
difference between the last 10% of the observed curve and the corresponding 
part on the theoretical curve. The second method compared the average slope 
over the last 10% of the observed curve with the corresponding slope of the 
theoretical curve.
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Least squares approach
For illustration, refer to Figure 4.48 and 4.49. A normalised dissipation curve, 
where the assumed ambient pore pressure was lower than the actual value, is 
compared to the relevant theoretical curve in Figure 4.48. It can be seen that 
the curve matches the theoretical one very well except for the last portion of 
the curve. A normalised curve where the ambient pore pressure was chosen too 
high is presented in Figure 4.49. Again the initial part of the curve fits the 
theoretical curve fairly well, except for the last portion. This tend to illustrate 
that curve fitting should not be carried out over the entire range of the recorded 
curve because the early part of the curve would fit the theoretical curve well, 
irrespective of the ambient pore pressure chosen for normalisation. By 
examining the curve fitting over the last section of the recorded curve, a very 
good indication of its measure of conformability to the theoretical curve can be 
obtained. Satisfactory results were obtained by calculating the root mean 
square (RMS) of the difference between the theoretical and observed curves 
over the last 10% of the observed curve. The most likely ambient pore pressure 
would be the one corresponding to the lowest RMS of the errors. A typical 
RMS error versus uo plot is presented in Figure 4.50.
The least squares approach is more sensitive for u0 values chosen too high than 
for values chosen too low.
Slope difference method
From the discussion above, the need was identified for an error parameter that 
would be more sensitive to low u0 values than the least squares approach. It 
was found that the comparison of the end slope of the normalised observed 
curve to the theoretical curve at that point satisfied the criteria. As can be seen 
from Figure 4.50, the end slope of the observed curve differs substantially from 
the corresponding slope of the theoretical curve when the curve was 
normalised with lower than actual u0 values. However, when normalised with 
Uq values higher than the actual values, the slope does not differ considerably
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from the corresponding slope of the theoretical curve. Good results were 
obtained by using the average slope over the last 10% of the observed curve.
It should be borne in mind that the slope difference method is very susceptible 
to electronic noise in the test result because it uses the first derivative of the 
dissipation curve. When comparing the slope at the end of the observed curve 
with that of the theoretical curve, it is essential that that slope should be 
calculated between true data points, not affected by electronic noise. A typical 
plot of the absolute value of the slope difference (ASD) versus uQ is presented 
in Figure 5.4. The most likely u0 value according to the slope difference method 
would be the one corresponding to the minimum absolute value of the slope 
difference (ASD). It can be seen that the slope difference is less sensitive than 
the least squares approach i.e. the registered error is less that the least squares 
method.
Combining the error parameters
As illustrated in Figure 4.50, the two error parameters do not necessarily give 
the same ambient pore pressure for any given dissipation test and therefore 
needs to be integrated into a single error parameter. It may be argued that the 
end slope of the observed curve gives an indication of the course that the 
unrecorded part of the dissipation curve is likely to follow and therefore the 
ASD method should carry more weight than the RMS method. This, however 
depends on what percentage of the dissipation test was recorded. In the region 
of maximum curvature of the dissipation test the ASD will give a superior 
indication of the course of the unrecorded portion of the test. On either side of 
this region the curvature is relatively small and the RMS will produce a better 
correlation with the theoretical curve. The combination of the error parameters 
is therefore dependent on the amount of dissipation data available, i.e:
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CEP = RMS + w ASD 4.46
where: CEP = combined error parameter.
n = a coefficient varying depending on the 
amount of dissipation data available.
A process of combining the error parameters in different ratios was carried out 
and it was found that it was impractical to use Equation 4.46 in this form 
because the coefficient, n, is dependant on the ambient pore pressure which is 
not known and therefore introduces a further parameter into the iteration 
procedure. A systematic process was carried out to try and quantify a single 
value for n which would be reasonable for any amount of recorded dissipation. 
This proved to be quite difficult for the long "complete" dissipation tests 
available. Some dissipation curves seem to be totally insensitive to the value of 
n while others gave an indication that an n value of more than one improves the 
prediction of u0. An arbitrary w of 2 was chosen which, based upon experience, 
gave good results. It is recommended that additional research should be carried 
out, when more data is available, in order to determine the optimum ratio by 
which to combine the two error parameters to form the final error parameter 
for various amount of dissipation data available.
Determining the optimal theoretical curve
The proposed method by which to estimate the ambient pore pressure was 
tested by examining the long incomplete piezocone dissipation results listed in 
Table 4.13 as well as all the other dissipation tests in Table 4.12 from the 
RDAC research project presented in Section 4.4. In addition, dissipation tests 
carried out in mine tailings were also investigated using this technique. A 
distinct difference in behaviour was found between the short and long 
incomplete dissipation tests and therefore a distinction will be drawn between 
dissipation analyses for long and short incomplete dissipation tests in the 
following sections.
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Long incomplete dissipation tests
The process of choosing an appropriate stiffness ratio is fairly arbitrary since 
the stiffness ratio depends on, amongst other things, the stress level which is 
not addressed in this approach. Therefore the applicable theoretical curve to 
which to fit the normalised observed curve is not known. The optimal 
theoretical curve and hence a theoretical estimate of the stiffness ratio will be 
found by comparing the curvature of the normalised dissipation test with the 
theoretical dissipation curves for a range of stiffness ratios. Once the curvature 
of the normalised dissipation test is the same as that of the theoretical curve, 
the theoretical stiffness ratio of that theoretical curve will apply. It is not 
suggested that it is possible to establish the stiffness ratio of the soil in this way, 
it is merely a parameter that is used to establish the best fit between a family of 
theoretical dissipation curves and a observed dissipation curve.
An arbitrary stiffness ratio of say 100 could initially be assumed. The observed 
curve can now be normalised and compared with the theoretical curve using 
the procedures described above. This procedure will find the ambient pore 
pressure value that produces a good fit of the tail part of the observed curve to 
the theoretical one. The maximum curvature of the theoretical and observed 
curves can now visually be compared. If the stiffness ratio has been chosen too 
high, the maximum curvature of the observed curve will be more than that of 
the theoretical curve (see Figure 4.51). If it has been chosen too low on the 
other hand, the maximum curvature of the theoretical curve would exceed that 
of the observed one.
By adjusting the stiffness ratio, a theoretical curve can be found which gives the 
best fit to the observed curve. This in turn would produce the best estimate of 
the ambient pore pressure.
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Short incomplete dissipation tests
Short incomplete dissipation test results from quicker-draining material such as 
mine tailings do not fit the theoretically-derived curves. An empirical curve for 
these tests was developed by normalising and plotting a number of complete 
dissipation test results on top of each other. An arbitrary Tso value of 1.2 was 
chosen for the upper boundary to normalise the curves. (Any practical value 
could have been chosen.) All of the normalised curves fell within the envelope 
shown in Figure 4.52. By using the envelope as a theoretical curve, the ambient 
pore pressure from incomplete dissipation results in mine tailings can be 
estimated using the same procedures as described above. This will be discussed 
further in Section 5.3.
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Figure 4. la: Normalized theoretical dissipation curves from expanding cavity 
theory for a range o f stiffness ratios. (Randolph and Wroth (1979)
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Figure 4. lb: Normalized theoretical dissipation curves from expanding cavity
theory as in Figure 4.1a on a logarithmic scale (Randolph et al. (1979)
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Figure 4.4: Finite element grid for CRISP analysis.
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Figure 4.7: Initial pore pressure distribution usedfor finite element analysis.
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Figure 4.8a: Effect o f the influence o f time steps on the initial stages o f dissipation.
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Figure 4.9: The influence o f a range o f modulus values on time normalisation.
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Figure 4.10: The influence o f a range o f Poisson 's ratios on time normalisation.
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Figure 4.14: Typical long and short incomplete dissipation test results including a 
complete dissipation test.
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Figure 4.18 Site plan o f Umzimkulu.
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Figure 4.19: Typical geological section at the Mzimkulu site
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Figure 4.20a: Piezocone UMZ2 done at the Mzimkulu site, 0 to 15m
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Figure 4.20b: Piezocone UMZ2 done at the Mzimkulu site, 15 to 20m
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Figure 4.23b: Piezocone test GOU-C3 done at the Goukamma site, 15 to 27m
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Figure 4-24: Site plan o f the approach fill at the Manzanjama viaduct showing the
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0 to 15m
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Figure 4.26 Piezocone test MAN2 carried out at Abutment B, Manzamjana viaduct, 
15 to 27m
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Figure 4.29: Piezocone BOT5 carried out at the Bot River site
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Figure 4.33: Piezometer No. 6 (11m) at 8730m, Bot River embankment
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Figure 4.34: Bot River, 8730, BH2: Oedometer tests andfinite difference mv values 
vs. effective stress.
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Figure 4.37: Bot River, 8730: Finite difference analysis for Piezometer No.5, period 
700-900 days.
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Figure 4.38: Bot River, 8730: Finite difference analysis for Piezometer No. 6 , period 
200-500 days.
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Type of Soil
Index Properties
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. PSE
Portsmouth Clay 35 15 1.8 0.350 0.200 0.155
Haney Sensitive Clay 44 18 0.75 0.296 0.211
Boston Blue Clay 41 21 0.81 0.340 0.200 • 0.190
AGS CH Clay 71 40 0.370 0.250 0.220
San Francisco Bay Mud 88 45 1.04 0.370 0.250 0.280
Connecticut Valley 
Varved Clay 35-65 12-39 1.00 0.280 0.165 0.255
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Figure 4.43a and b: Shear strength and stiffness properties o f Boston Blue Clay,
Azzouz et al (1980)
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5 DISCUSSION
This chapter of the thesis discusses the interpretation of the incomplete 
piezocone dissipation test. Firstly, Section 5.1 addresses the theoretical as well 
as the practical limitations encountered in validating the dissipation slope 
theory. Section 5.2 compares coefficients of consolidation from the tso method 
with the coefficients from the dissipation slope theory. This leads to the 
comparison of kmt (see Section 4.1) from all dissipation tests. Section 5.2 
continues to compare coefficients of consolidation from the interpretation of 
dissipation tests using the dissipation slope theory with laboratory oedometer 
test results as well as backfigured coefficients from field data. Lastly Section
5.3 discusses the determination of the ambient pore pressure from incomplete 
dissipation tests.
The dissipation slope method was developed to facilitate the interpretation of 
incomplete dissipation tests. Far more of these tests are carried out in the 
normal process of piezocone testing than long “complete” dissipation tests, but 
previously these results could not be interpreted and were therefore discarded. 
The dissipation slope interpretation method developed in this thesis presents a 
formal interpretation technique for these tests. Theoretical manipulation of the 
Terzaghi consolidation theory suggests that it should be possible to derive the 
consolidation characteristics from the initial rate of dissipation at the very 
beginning of a dissipation test. This is referred to in this thesis as the 
“dissipation slope theory”. It requires, however, a theoretical normalised 
dissipation curve for the boundary conditions and geometry of the piezocone 
penetrating soil. This, in itself, is a geotechnical problem that has been 
addressed by various researchers using a range of theoretical approaches, each 
with its own set of simplifications and assumptions (see Chapter 2).
A further requirement of the dissipation slope method is that the ambient pore 
pressure is known. This is not always the case. Therefore a technique was 
developed to fit the incomplete dissipation test to the relevant theoretical 
dissipation curve. The asymptote of the theoretical curve is considered to be
the most likely prediction of the ambient pore pressure. This has proven to be a 
valuable technique in its own right. It enables a far more detailed pore pressure 
profile to be drawn up which could indicate perched water tables, excess pore 
pressures due to under-consolidation, vertical flow gradient due to under 
drains, etc.
5.1 Difficulties in validating the dissipation slope technique
The validation of the dissipation slope interpretation method rests on the 
theoretical justification of the technique backed up by the empirical correlations 
of the derived parameters. This requires a critical appraisal of both the 
theoretical approaches taken as well as the practical interpretation.
5.1.1 Problems with the validation o f the theory
Dissipation slope theory
The derivation of the dissipation slope theory from the Terzaghi consolidation 
equations is presented in Section 4.1 and demonstrates the theoretical 
possibility of determining the consolidation coefficient from the very first 
portion of the dissipation test by comparing the initial dissipation rate, mSCh with 
the theoretical normalised initial dissipation rate, Mso.
c = Æï° - r 2 5.1
M so
This is analogous to deriving the consolidation coefficient by comparing t5 0  
with T5 0 , which is the accepted interpretation method for long or “complete” 
dissipation tests, where:
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There is a simple relationship between these parameters, i.e.
5.3
or «Vso = M'Js* 5.4
where msot5o ~ kmt (a constant for all dissipation tests)
and M soT5Q = K m  (a constant for a normalised theoretical 
dissipation curve)
These two interpretation techniques share the same theoretical background and 
therefore all the theoretical limitations of the dissipation slope method also 
apply to the tso method. The intention is not to replace the tso method with the 
dissipation slope method but merely to use it as a tool to interpret short 
incomplete dissipation tests.
The derivation of the axisymmetrical radial consolidation equation by Gibson et 
al.(1953) and Randolph et al. (1979) is based on the principles of the Terzaghi 
consolidation theory and states (Equation 4.4):
(parameters are as stated for Equation 4.1)
The time normalisation procedure proposed by Soderberg (1962) and others is 
as follows:
â i â2u 1 âi
ôt ôti2' r âr
5.5
5.6
where r -  radius of the probe
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This normalisation procedure is discussed later in this section.
Difficulties in the validation o f the theoretical dissipation curves
The Terzaghi consolidation theory does not take changes in total stress into 
account and is therefore “uncoupled”. This is a limitation of the theory and will 
have an effect on its validity. However, this simplification does allow the 
theoretical manipulation to be carried out and serves as a useful tool to 
demonstrate the above mentioned relationships. Further discussion on 
consolidation-coupling for the determination of the theoretical curves is 
presented later in this section.
A further source of theoretical uncertainty is the derivation of the theoretical 
dissipation curve. The applicability of the dissipation slope method ( as well as 
the tso method) hinges on the credibility of this curve.
The approaches taken by various researchers in this field are well documented 
and were summarised in Chapter 2. All these methods have the following in 
common:
• mathematical simulation of the penetration process
• application of a constitutive soil and consolidation model.
The mathematical models most commonly used are cavity expansion 
(Torstensson, 1977, 1982; Randolph et al.,1979), finite elements (Acar et al., 
1982) and the strain path method (Baligh et al., 1980). The soil models range 
from simple elastic to complex multi-parameter models. The consolidation 
models are either coupled or uncoupled.
The dissipation slope method requires the first derivative of the theoretical 
dissipation curve, which presents a further set of complications, especially
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where numerical analysis is used. Two approaches were taken in this thesis and 
will be discussed in the following paragraph.
Expanding cavity vs. Strain Path
The expanding cavity approach used in this thesis is based on the work of 
Randolph and Wroth, (1979) for the mathematical simulation of dissipation of 
excess pore pressure around a pile. The details of their work were presented in 
Chapter 2. The closed-form solution for the normalised theoretical dissipation 
curve was obtained by manipulation of their equations for the distribution of 
excess pore pressure with time. This normalised equation was then 
differentiated with respect to T  to produce an equation for the normalised 
theoretical rate of dissipation curves, Mst vs. T.
JK. =■=*-=--------------------  5.8
IXCoM
M=1
(with parameters as defined previously.) 
and at f = 0
= JSL.----------------- 5.9
2Xc„M
M=1
This approach produces a convenient set of results but independent validation 
is necessary. All theoretical approaches have their limitations depending on the 
particular assumptions made in obtaining the solution. The shortcomings of the 
expanding cavity approach are:
• simplified geometry
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• simplified distribution of initial excess pore pressure
• assumptions about drainage boundary
• simplified soil model
The advantages of the expanding cavity approach are:
• closed form solution
• deals with a range of stiffness ratios
• possible to manipulate mathematically (in closed form)
The approach taken in this thesis to quantify the influence of the assumptions 
made in the expanding cavity approach has been to compare the result with a
method that has very few of these assumptions i.e. the strain path method with 
a fully consolidation-coupled CRISP finite element analysis. The advantages of 
the latter approach are:
• modelling of the geometry and penetration process
• determination of initial excess pore pressure distribution
• influence of drainage boundaries can be investigated
• complex soil model to determine stresses and initial pore pressure 
distribution
• Biot-coupled consolidation
The disadvantages are:
• Strain path analysis done for only one soil type
• Mso dependent on time steps in finite element analysis
Baligh and Levadoux (1980) used a multiparameter constitutive model for 
Boston Blue Clay to determine the stresses and pore pressures generated by the 
predicted strains of the strain path analysis. The details of their approach are 
presented in Chapter 2 and the predicted excess pore pressure distribution is
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shown in Figure 4.6. This was used as the initial pore pressure distribution for 
the CRISP analysis. Fig 4.7.
The strain path method addresses most of the shortcomings of the expanding 
cavity approach and the respective graphs for the normalised theoretical 
dissipation curves from these two approaches are given in Figure 4.12 (for the 
stiffness ratio of 100). The coincidence of the two theoretical curves is 
remarkably good taking into account the vastly different approaches used in 
their derivation. TVs occur at 3.7 and 5.6 for the expanding cavity and strain 
path methods respectively. Comparisons made by Meigh (1987) on published 
theoretical curves from a number of researchers, (Torstensson (1977, 1982), 
Baligh et al. (1980), and Acar et al. (1982)) which show substantial differences 
between theoretical curves from a range of theoretical approaches. T5o varies 
between 3.5 and 16 (Figure 5.1).
The strain path and CRISP analysis dissipation curve should by no means be 
regarded as the reference dissipation curve, nor should it be thought that this 
analysis represents the definitive dissipation analysis. It is merely used as a 
indicator of the influence of the assumptions and simplifications introduced to 
the expanding cavity analysis. There is no theoretical way to differentiate 
between the curves in geotechnical terms in order to judge whether the two 
dissipation curves are in fact close enough to each other, or for that matter, to 
real dissipation curves. This can only be done on an empirical basis, by judging 
whether the parameters derived from the use of these curves will be 
significantly influenced. Since the coefficient of consolidation is directly 
proportional to 7% there will only be a factor of 1.5 between the coefficients 
derived using these theoretical curves respectively. In geotechnical terms that is 
negligible. The same argument can be made for the dissipation slope method.
The dissipation slope theory requires the first derivative of the theoretical 
curve. Mo is the initial slope of this curve. Figure 4.13 shows M r vs. T  for the 
two methods. This figure is on a logarithmic scale and does therefore not show
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Mso i.e., Mst at T = 0. The Mo values are listed in Table 4.2. What Figure 4.13 
does show is the comparison of M r from the two methods as well as the trend 
towards M 0 as T  reduces, and it is clear that the two methods predict different 
Mso values. The expanding cavity Mo for a stiffness ratio of 100 is -0.77 and 
for the CRISP finite element analysis approximately -1.0 to -1.05. The ratio of 
the two M o ’s is 1.36, which is close to the value of 1.5 for the Tso ratio. The 
same argument holds for the coefficient of consolidation derived from either 
theoretical curve; the difference will be insignificant.
The expanding cavity theory gives a closed-form solution for Mr, and therefore 
Mo, while the finite element approach calculates the pore pressure at discrete 
points in time. The rate of dissipation from the finite element analysis, Mr, is 
calculated as the difference in the pore pressure for that finite time span. The 
theoretical Mo will be reached if the first time step tends to zero. There is, 
however, a practical limit to how small such a time span can be for any finite 
element analysis. At that limit the difference in the calculated pore pressure will 
be insignificant and will not reflect in the calculation. This limit will be 
influenced by many factors such as the element size, the precision of the 
computer (word length), etc.
Practical dissipations carried out in the field typically record the pore pressure 
every second in the initial phases of the test which translates to a 7  value of 
0.0001 to 0.001 for the first second. The initial slope is normally measured over 
the first 10 to 15 seconds and in a very slow draining material up to the first 
minute or two. This is in the region of T = 0.001 to 0 .01 . Mst from the finite 
element analysis in this region compares well with the expanding cavity method 
and produces a Mo of approximately -0.8 (Figure 4.13).
This favourable comparison seems to suggest that, within practical limits, the 
expanding cavity approach produces reasonable theoretical dissipation curves. 
The further advantage of the simplicity of the closed form solution made this 
the preferred solution.
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Further discussion on finite element analysis
The finite element analysis carried out in this thesis was a incremental time 
analysis of the dissipation of induced excess pore pressures with an elastic Biot- 
coupled consolidation element. The influence of following aspects of this 
analysis were investigated:
• time steps
• validity of normalisation
• grid size
A series of three analyses was carried out with successively smaller time steps. 
The first was done with a standard set of 30 time steps ranging from 0.05 to 
400 T  (normalised time) giving a total time of 800 T. The latter two analyses 
were carried out by reducing the time steps by two and four orders of 
magnitude respectively. The complete table of normalised time is presented in 
Table 4.4. Figure 4.8a and 4.8b shows the result of this analysis in graphical 
form. There is a smooth progression from the one curve to the next with only 
slight discrepancies where the graphs overlap.
The normalisation of time was investigated next. This was done by selecting a 
range of the parameters on which the normalisation is dependent and carrying 
out comparative analyses. The Young’s modulus was varied by a factor of 0.5 
and 2 respectively. The result is shown in Figure 4.9. Next the Poisson’s ratio 
was changed from 0.25 to 0.3 and then to 0.35. The result is shown in Figure 
4.10. Changing the permeability is fundamentally identical to changing the time 
steps which has already been investigated. All these graphs show that the 
normalisation of time takes all the factors it is dependent on properly into 
account and is a true process of normalisation.
The last aspect that was investigated was the distance to the drainage 
boundary. The standard grid used in the analysis extended to 24 piezocone
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radii. A large grid was drawn up which extended to 100 radii to establish the 
influence of grid size on the analysis. The results from the large grid were 
virtually identical to the standard grid. A comparison of the isochrones are 
shown at 7  = 22 for visual assessment only in Figure 4.11. The grid was 
therefore of adequate dimensions for the analysis.
Consolidation-coupling for the determination o f the theoretical curves.
A number of researchers in this field have addressed the issue of consolidation 
coupling in the determination of the theoretical dissipation curves (Acar et al., 
1982; Goh and Fahey, 1991, Levadoux et al., 1980). Their contributions are 
presented in Chapter 2. The process of penetration of the piezocone and 
subsequent dissipation is strain controlled and stresses are free to find 
equilibrium. The expanding cavity approach adopted in this thesis assumes 
uncoupled consolidation. That implies that the total limiting stress initially 
needed to expand the cavity to its present dimensions stays constant during the 
dissipation of the excess pore pressures, i.e., the change in pore pressure with 
time is equal to the change in effective stress:
ôcrr = —Su 5.10
For elastic soil the change in radial stress will be:
5.11
The deviatoric stress change will be:
Sq = Sar -  8g b 5.12
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The change in mean effective stress will be:
^ P '= ^ o-'r + S a 0 +Sa'z) 5.14
5.15
The ratio of the change in deviatoric stress to the change in mean effective 
stress is:
This ratio reflects the direction of the stress path during dissipation. For lower 
values of Poisson’s ratio, below about 0.3, this ratio is positive and is in fact 
greater than unity. This casts doubt on the validity of the assumption that the 
soil is unloading (decreasing q) and therefore deforming elasticity. It implies 
that further yielding might take place and that the change in pore pressure will 
be influenced by the change in total stress which in turn is dependent on the soil 
model. It does therefore seem as if consolidation coupling and a realistic soil 
model may be important. However, the expanding cavity theory does predict 
that at a very small distance of about 2 radii from the cavity the deviatoric 
stress increment decreases rapidly and in fact becomes negative. Therefore, 
most of the soil is unloading regarding shear, while the mean effective stress is 
increasing. This indicates that the prediction of the dissipation around a 
expanding cavity assuming uncoupled consolidation and elastic soil may be 
reasonable.
A Biot coupled-consolidation analysis was carried out using a CRISP analysis 
to examine, amongst other things, this matter. The constitutive soil model used
^ _ = 3 (1 -2 ^
<§>' (1 + v) V ,
5.16
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in this analysis was also an elastic model. Points A and B in Figure 5.2a are 
positions at the base of the cone and one probe radius behind the base on the 
shaft respectively. During penetration large deformations occur in this region 
(Baligh et al. 1980) and for normally consolidated or slightly overconsolidated 
soil, these positions in the soil will be at their critical state. Figure 5.2a shows 
the normalised stress path of these two points during dissipation of the pore 
pressures in terms of the Cam Clay state boundary and the yield surface. These 
paths indicate that the soil is unloading and moving down from the yield 
surface. No further yielding is therefore expected and the soil is expected to 
behave elastically. This analysis justifies the assumption of an elastic 
constitutive soil model for this analysis.
5.1.2 Practical limitations
The dissipation slope technique could be a major source of additional 
information but it is important that it be used within its limitations. These 
limitations are related to the theoretical and geotechnical aspects as well as to 
the limitations of the equipment. A fundamental understanding of the 
theoretical background, the practical implementation, the equipment limitations 
as well as experience will be needed to apply this method successfully.
The theoretical limitations have been discussed. The geotechnical limitations 
include the uncertainties in the correlations and interpretations discussed in the 
rest of this section. The limitations of the equipment include practical aspects 
related to the design and construction of the piezocone system. These include 
the quality of the electronic circuitry, the design and quality of the sensors and 
the integrity and versatility of the software. The results are also affected by the 
competence with which the tests are carried out. These aspects are difficult to 
quantify, but are nevertheless important if successful piezocone testing is to be 
carried out.
One of the most apparent geotechnical limitations, at this stage, is the lack of 
reliable soil parameters with which to carry out meaningful comparisons. Rowe
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(1972) elaborates on the shortcomings of field and laboratory techniques to 
quantify soil parameters. The shortcomings in conducting site investigations 
and in particular undisturbed sampling are further discussed and demonstrated 
by Clayton, Matthews and Simons (1995).
Bot River site investigation
The site investigation at Bot River is the only site investigation included in this 
thesis (Appendix B). It must be pointed out that the site investigation was 
carried out in 1975 and that the author was not involved in any way at that 
early stage of the investigation. The data discussed below were obtained from 
the site investigation report carried out at the time. It was, however, considered 
to be valuable additional information despite the obvious shortcomings of these 
data.
Soil profiling
The soil profiles of BH1 to BH4 at the Bot River site were drawn up by Mr. 
K. Schwarts who is, today, a leading geotechnical engineer in South Africa and 
ex-chairman of the Geotechnical Division of the South African Institute of Civil 
Engineers. It is evident from the borehole logs that they were done with care 
and detailed descriptions of the soil fabric is given. There is a good correlation 
between the borehole logs and the piezocone soundings. The piezocone 
soundings BOT9 and BOTIO were carried out close to BH3 and the 
comparison is good. Both the soundings and the borehole log indicate 
numerous sandy and silty lenses and layers to approximately 18m with a 
prominent sand layer at 14m. Rowe (1972) remarks that meaningful laboratory 
tests for the determination of consolidation parameters cannot be carried out on 
such material.
It should be noted that soil identification and profiling from piezocone 
soundings is a field of research that the author has been active in since the early 
development of the piezocone in the late 1970’s (Jones and Rust, 1982, 1983; 
Robertson et al. 1983; Meigh,1887; Vermeulen and Rust, 1995), however, the 
details of this research lie outside the scope of this thesis.
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The 10m thick upper layer of clay indicated in BH2 at 8690m is described as a 
homogeneous layer with no mention of silty or sandy lenses or any other soil 
structure as noted in all the other borehole logs from this site. Rowe (1972) 
emphasises the importance of the description of the soil fabric which will have a 
marked effect on the soil parameters, particularly the coefficient of 
consolidation and the in situ-measured undrained shear strength. However, the 
piezocone sounding, BOT5 at 8730m, shows the same layer of clay and 
supports the description that there is very little evidence of lenses or layers of 
other material present, unlike all the soundings at other locations at this site. 
This supports the choice of this section (8730m) for the back analysis since it is 
expected to have a much lower permeability anisotropy and the influence of 
sample size will be less (see section below) than any other section at this site.
Sampling
The site investigation at Bot River was carried out in 1975 and comprised four 
150mm boreholes using rotary drilling i.e., rotating and washing down 150mm 
casing while continuously flushing with an organic drilling mud to transport the 
cuttings to the top and maintain water-balance. The in-situ tests and sampling 
were carried out down the mud filled casing in the hole. Undisturbed samples 
were obtained by slowly pushing in a 75mm thin-walled sample tube with the 
hydraulic pistons of the drilling rig while water balance was maintained by the 
drilling mud. It is most likely that the sample head had a non return valve to 
vent the drilling mud in the tube during sampling but this could not be 
confirmed (it is standard practice that sample heads are fitted with these valves 
in South Africa). It can be assumed that the sample was taken as well as can be 
reasonably be expected with the equipment. The samples can possibly be 
classed as a Quality Class 2 according to Rowe (1972). A total of 47 samples 
were taken and 42 Standard Penetration Tests (SPT’s) were carried out using a 
automatic trip hammer and a split spoon at the depths indicated on the borehole 
logs included in Appendix B.
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Problems associated with the taking of undisturbed samples are well 
documented (Clayton, et al., 1995) and will be briefly discussed below:
Non-representative samples
These are samples containing material from other horizons in the hole. The 
problems associated with non-representative samples will have been greatly 
reduced by the use of casing and drilling mud to flush the hole.
Undisturbed sampling o f soft clays
The dominant cohesive strata at Bot River consists of a very soft clay with a 
high proportion (approximately 50%) silt. This is quite common for the flood- 
plains of the South African east coast and in general this material has a low 
sensitivity, normally less than two. However, the problems associated with the 
sampling of very soft clays apply. The report did mention that some problems 
were encountered in recovering samples, especially the deeper samples. Sample 
disturbance associated with thin wall sampling will apply.
Sample size effects
Rowe(1972) gave detailed records of case studies to demonstrate the effect of 
soil structure and sample size on the soil parameters obtained from laboratory 
testing. The size of the sample determines how representative the tests are of 
the soil being tested. Larger samples include more of the soil structure and the 
parameters being tested are more representative. In particular he states that, for 
a non-fissured, low sensitivity (<5), clay with no macro fabric, the minimum 
size of the sample for the determination of the coefficient of consolidation as 
well as the coefficient of volume compressibility is 76mm. The sample size for 
the tests carried out at Bot River was 75mm but the oedometer size was 50mm 
by 19mm high. This is less than required and the results should therefore be 
regarded with caution. Similarly, the permeability test carried out in the triaxial 
cell (BH2 2.95m, result included in Appendix B) on a sample 35mm diameter 
and 79mm high was not large enough and again the result should be regarded 
with caution. The triaxial samples for the determination of the effective and 
undrained shear strengths were 35mm diameter, which is close to the
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recommended 37mm (Rowe, 1972). The sample size reflected by piezocone 
dissipation tests will be discussed later in this section.
Laboratory test methodology
The awareness of the necessity for high quality samples and carefully 
conducted laboratory testing has greatly increased the faith in the soil 
parameters obtained from these tests. Laboratory techniques are in a 
continuous phase of development and the procedures and equipment are 
becoming increasingly complex. South Africa has sadly lagged behind and only 
recently are laboratories slowly catching up to the levels of European 
laboratories. The laboratory results from Bot River reflect the state of 
laboratory testing in South Africa twenty years ago which has basically 
remained unchanged. The tests were done by reputable laboratories and they 
were probably done carefully with the available technology of the time. No 
tests were carried out to evaluate the horizontal coefficient of consolidation. 
Since the piezocone dissipation is dominated by the horizontal coefficient of 
consolidation (Robertson and Campanella, 1983) it would be the most 
appropriate parameter for comparison purposes.
Sample selection
The selection of samples for testing in a laboratory is normally done to ensure 
that the sample represents the soil being tested. Samples should be selected 
from all the major soil layers. It is not possible to have that control over the soil 
surrounding the piezocone during dissipation tests, which may result in a bias 
that is difficult to quantify.
Backfigured parameters
Backfigured parameters from properly instrumented and well documented field 
performance data should give superior parameters. However, there are a 
number of complications which make direct correlations difficult. The 
settlement of an embankment over soft clay is a two or even three-dimensional 
consolidation process and reflects the overall performance of all the material 
affected. This includes all the various clay layers deposited over an extensive
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length of time with all the complications of lenses of sandier material, multiple 
clay layers of different ages and composition, etc. Because of all the 
uncertainties concerning drainage boundaries, permeability anisotropy, the 
effect of horizontal drainage, multi-layered consolidation, etc., it is very 
difficult to backfigure the consolidation characteristics at any one position in 
the profile, let alone try and determine the horizontal coefficient of 
consolidation for correlation with piezocone dissipation tests.
A site was selected, Bot River 8730m, for back-calculation where the above- 
mentioned effects could either be minimised or quantified. A discussion on 
these calculations follows later in this chapter.
The validation of the dissipation slope method with laboratory results and 
backfigured coefficients of consolidation will require many extensive 
investigations and research projects. The interpretation of piezocone testing, or 
ordinary cone penetration testing in general, has been dominated by such 
empirical correlations and it is an ongoing process.
Ambient pore pressure
Theoretically all dissipations are incomplete and it is therefore not possible to 
record the static or ambient pore pressure from dissipation tests. As mentioned 
in Section 4.3, this is not always true. In fast-draining material full dissipation is 
often achieved and the ambient pore pressure recorded. However, in slow 
draining soils such as clays, full dissipation is almost never achieved. This poses 
a practical problem for the interpretation of the dissipation test with either the 
tso or mso method. Both these interpretation techniques require the initial excess 
pore pressure which is the difference between the maximum recorded pore 
pressure at the start of the dissipation test and the ambient pore pressure. It is 
often possible to estimate the ambient pore pressure from the position of the 
phreatic surface or from adjacent dissipations in more permeable material. A 
procedure to calculate the ambient pore pressure from incomplete dissipation 
tests is presented in Section 4.4.2 and discussed in Section 5.3.
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Sample size o f piezocone dissipation test
As mentioned above, Rowe (1972) illustrated in his Rankine Lecture the 
importance of sample size in the determination of soil properties, particularly 
for “consolidation rate measurements”. It is therefore important to address this 
aspect of the piezocone dissipation test. According to the theory of expanding 
cavities the radius of the plastic zone of soil affected by the insertion of a probe 
equals ^jG/cu x R  where R  = probe radius. The zone of affected pore
pressure is considerably larger. Acar et al. (1982) reported that excess pore 
pressures generated by the penetration process extend to 20-25 times the radius 
of the probe, i.e. 320mm to 400mm radially, or up to 800mm in diameter. It 
must be stressed that this influence extends primarily in the radial direction (see 
Figure 2 .15 ) . It is reported by Levadoux and Baligh (1980) that the excess 
pressures extend to 20 times the probe radius while Randolph and Wroth 
(1979) comments that the size of this zone effected by the dissipation process is 
approximately 5 to 10x7?. The consolidation process is therefore controlled 
by the zone of soil in the immediate vicinity of the probe to an extent of 
approximately 400mm radially. This is substantially more than the 250mm 
recommended by Rowe.
Permeability anisotropy in finite difference backanalysis 
One of the assumptions made during the finite difference analysis was one­
dimensional (vertical) drainage. It was argued that, at this particular section, 
Bot River 8730m, the clay layer seemed to be fairly homogeneous with little 
evidence of fabric. This was supported by the piezocone soundings at this 
section. The drainage path length in the clay is effectively 5m (see Figure 4.39). 
The embankment is 45m wide at that location (see Section 4.4.1) which results 
in a drainage path length of about 23m horizontally. For the horizontal 
drainage to dominate, the permeability anisotropy would have to be more than 
20 which is unlikely at this section. This does not imply that horizontal drainage 
is not important (Gibson et al., 1963), it merely shows that the assumption of 
vertical drainage is not unreasonable.
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5.2 Comparison of the coefficients of consolidation
Two RDAC research projects carried out by the author on the settlement of 
embankments on the South African east coast (Rust et al., 1990 and Jones and 
Rust., 1992) are summarised in Section 4.4. Some of the data from these 
projects were used as a source of geotechnical parameters and piezocone data 
to apply the dissipation slope theory as discussed below. Section 5.2.1 deals 
with the comparison of the tso method of interpretation with the dissipation 
slope method directly. The applicability of the dissipation slope method to short 
dissipation tests is also discussed. Section 5.2.2. deals with the correlation of 
both piezocone dissipation interpretation techniques {tso and msc)  with 
laboratory tests from Bot River. Section 5.2.3 deals with the comparison of 
both dissipation interpretation techniques with backfigured parameters from 
Bot River.
5.2.1 Comparison o f long and short dissipation tests (t5o vs. mso)
Direct comparison
A comparison was made between coefficients of consolidation derived from the 
same dissipation test using both the dissipation slope method as well as the tso 
method. For this purpose all the long or “complete” dissipation tests carried 
out at five of the sites selected from those covered in the RDAC research 
project, Table 4.13, were selected. These dissipation tests were all in the 
dominant clay layers and therefore the dissipation rates were slow, the t5o 
values ranged from 500 to 5000 seconds. These dissipation tests were 
interpreted using both the conventional tso method as well as the dissipation 
slope method. Figure 4.44 shows the comparison in graphical form. The 
correlation is clearly very good although the dissipation slope method does 
predict slightly lower coefficients for the faster dissipations.
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Comparison o f K m t  and kmt
From the dissipation slope theory the following equation applies:
= M sJso 5.17
where: msot50 = kmt (a constant for all dissipation tests) 5.18(a)
and M so7^ 0 = (constant for all theoretical curves) 5.18(b)
This implies that K m t  is a constant for all theoretical curves. This should be 
seen in the light of the assumptions made in the derivation. Applying this to the 
theoretical curves derived from the expanding cavity theory, results in Figure 
4.3. This shows that the relationship holds true for this theory and that the 
Kmt = -2.84 regardless of the stiffness ratio. It must be borne in mind that no 
conflicting assumptions were made in the derivation of the dissipation slope 
theory and expanding cavity theory and therefore this result should be 
expected. The minor discrepancies are due to the application of the Bessel 
functions in the theoretical expanding cavity dissipation curves where only the 
first 50 roots were taken into account by the author. The discrepancies are very 
small in terms of Kmt, only 3%.
This also implies that the product of mso and t50i kmt, should be a constant, 
-2.84, for all dissipation tests regardless of the stiffness ratio of the soil and 
independent of the theoretical dissipation curve. This was applied to the long, 
slow dissipations mentioned in the previous section and the result is shown in 
Figure 4.45. This indicates that kmt for very slow dissipations, t50 longer than 
about 2000  seconds, corresponds well with the theoretically predicted value. 
There seems to be a tendency for kmt to reduce as tso reduces.
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This analysis was extended to all the dissipations carried out at the five selected 
sites from the RDAC Projects. These tests were carried out in many different 
types of soil ranging from a silty sand to clay. The /50’s ranged over 4 orders of 
magnitude from 1 second to 10000 seconds. The comparison is shown in 
Figure 4.46(a). This clearly demonstrates that kmt reduces (in absolute terms) as 
t50 reduces. The implication is that for slow dissipations in clay the value of kmt 
is close to the theoretical value of -2.84 but as dissipation times reduce, i.e. in 
silty or sandy material kmt reduces. The kmt value for these dissipations reduce 
to approximately -0.8 at t50 of 200  seconds and stays fairly constant for the 
quicker dissipations. This implies that the assumptions made in the derivation 
of the theory may no longer be valid. The distribution of excess pore pressures 
generated in a sandy or silty material will not be the same as those for a clay, 
furthermore, dissipation takes place during the probing process. There is also a 
possibility that the Terzaghi theory may not hold true for these fast-draining 
soils. An indication of this is that the normalised dissipation curves for these 
tests do not fit any of the theoretical curves. This is illustrated in Section 5.3, 
Figure 5.3, where it can be seen that the fundamental shape of the normalised 
dissipation curves are different from any of the theoretical curves, which 
supports the above-mentioned argument.
This implies that there will be some discrepancy in coefficients of consolidation 
for quick dissipations. This analysis cannot distinguish between the relative 
uncertainties and inaccuracies of the measurements, tso and ms0, it can only 
show that there is a discrepancy in the product. This discrepancy will be 
reflected the derivation of the coefficients of consolidation as shown in Figure 
4.46(b). The tso method consistently gives higher coefficients than the mso 
method in fast draining material (see Table 4.12 as well as piezocone plots from 
all the sites). Independent verification will be needed to judge the validity of 
interpreting these short dissipation tests, and further, on which of the 
interpretation techniques gives the most realistic coefficients of consolidation. 
This will be discussed in Section 5.2.3.
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A further observation regarding Figure 4.46(a) is the remarkable consistency 
with which kmt can be determined over a very wide range of dissipation tests. 
These tests represent soil with a permeability spanning four orders of 
magnitude which is directly reflected in the t5o and mso values for the respective 
dissipation tests. This demonstrates the reliability with which ms0 and tso can be 
determined.
5.2.2. Laboratory tests
Practical problems associated with soils laboratory testing have been discussed 
in Section 5.1 and should be read with this section. Only the laboratory tests 
carried out at Bot River 8730m, BH2, were used for comparison with the 
piezocone dissipation tests. These tests are discussed in Section 4.4.1 and are 
included in Appendix B. This is a very small database and any comparison 
should take this into account.
Oedometer and permeability tests
Eight oedometer tests, 50mm diameter by 19mm high, were carried out at this 
site. These tests were double vertical drainage tests and was started with a 
bedding pressure of lOkPa for 24 hours. The load was then increased to 25kPa 
and each load increment doubled to a maximum load of 1600kPa. Each load 
cycle was 24 hours. It is not clear at which load increments time readings were 
taken nor is can it be determined how the unloading was carried out. The time- 
settlement graphs were not included in the report, only a table of coefficients of 
consolidation was included and all efforts to track down the original laboratory 
plots have been fruitless. This does shed some doubt on the validity of the 
laboratory coefficient of consolidation data.
According to the log of BH2 and piezocone BOT5 and BOT6  the clay layer 
from which these samples were taken has an apparent lack of visible structure.
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as discussed in Section 4.4.1, which may make these tests reasonably 
representative (see Section 5.1) although size effects should be expected. The 
compression curves (included in Appendix B) do show some discrepancies but 
in general the tests seem to be reasonable. There does seem to be some doubt 
about the initial void ratios and “virgin curves” plotted by the laboratory. These 
“virgin curves” were not used.
The coefficients of consolidation from the two tests in the clay layer i.e. BH2 
1.5m and 8.0m are 0.60x10'7m2/sec and 0.22x10'7m2/sec respectively. The 
comparable dissipation tests are BOT5, 7m and BOT6, 7m.
One permeability test with vertical drainage was carried out on a sample from 
BH2, 2.95-3.7m, and yielded a coefficient of consolidation of 1.8 xl0*7m2/sec 
to 3.2 xl0"7m2/sec depending on the value of mv (see Section 4.4.1). The 
sample size was 35mm diameter and 79mm high. This sample is approximately 
twice the volume of the oedometer test which is marginal according to Rowe 
(1972), size effects can still be expected.
Two oedometer tests were carried out in the medium dense, silty, medium sand 
below the clay layer at 8730m Bot River i.e. BH2 11.35-11.8m and BH2 
12.65-13.16m. Taking “undisturbed” samples in this type of material is 
notoriously difficult, especially at that depth, and it is not clear whether any 
difficulties were encountered during sampling. The results seem in order and 
are included in the comparison with the piezocone dissipation tests from BOT5 
13m, BOT6 13m and 14m.
The coefficients of consolidation for these dissipation tests, as well as the 
laboratory tests, are given in the Table 5.1 below.
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Table 5.1. Coefficients of consolidation from oedometer tests and
dissipation tests
Test Hole and depth Method of 
interpretation
Coefficient of consolidation 
(xl0‘7m2/sec)
Coefficients of consolidation for top clay layer (Bot River Section 8730m)
Oedometer BH2 1.5m 0.60
Oedometer BH2 8m 0.22
Permeability BH2 2.95-3.7m k=Cv.mv.Yw. 1.8-3.2
Piezocone BOT5 7m tso method 5.38
Piezocone BOT6 7m tso method 5.28
Piezocone BOT5 7m mso method 4.20
Piezocone BOT6 7m mso method 4.33
Coefficients of consolic ation for silty sand (Bot River Section 8730m)
Oedometer BH2 11.35m 50
Oedometer BH2 12.65m 60
Piezocone BOT5 13m tso method 1100
Piezocone BOT6 13m tso method 1340
Piezocone BOT6 14m tso method 1730
Piezocone BOT5 13m mso method 269
Piezocone BOT6 13m mso method 308
Piezocone BOT6 14m mso method 410
From this limited database it seems that the coefficients of consolidation from 
the dissipation tests (either method) in the clay are about one order of 
magnitude larger than the values from the coefficients from the oedometer 
tests. This discrepancy is most likely due to sample size effects but it may also 
reflect the permeability anisotropy of the soil. Piezocone dissipation tests are 
governed by the horizontal permeability and the oedometer by the vertical 
permeability (assuming that the test was carried out with the sample orientated 
as it existed in the ground with vertical dissipation, as was the case for these 
tests). Judging from the apparent lack of structure, it is unlikely that the 
permeability anisotropy is as high as 10, which will need to be the case if the 
discrepancy was due to anisotropy only.
The coefficient of consolidation derived from the permeability test is lower than 
those derived from the piezocone dissipation test by a factor of 1.5 to 3. The 
permeability test was also done with vertical drainage and, since the sample is 
larger and the coefficient of consolidation is closer to the piezocone results, it 
tends to support the argument that the discrepancy with the oedometer tests 
are largely due to size effects. Baligh et al. (1980) found that laboratory
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derived coefficients of consolidation in Boston Blue Clay were lower than 
piezocone derived values by a factor of 2 to 8, which is very similar to the 
discrepancies demonstrated here. Details of Baligh et al.’s work are presented 
in Chapter 2.
Although this is a very small database, it is remarkable how consistent are all 
the values of the coefficient of consolidation. There do not seem to be any 
exceptions, which is most uncommon, especially in comparing coefficients of 
consolidation. It will be seen in the next section that this is true for the 
backanalysis as well. The reason for this is probably due to the selection of the 
site. This site had reasonable laboratory tests, a simple profile, apparent lack of 
soil structure and fairly good performance data. Nevertheless, the correlations 
are remarkably good.
The correlations for the laboratory and piezocone tests in the silty sand indicate 
that the mso method again gives a coefficient of consolidation approximately 
one order of magnitude higher than the oedometer tests. The tso method seems 
to over-predict the coefficient of consolidation by a further factor of two to 
three. Given all the uncertainties of sampling and laboratory testing, especially 
in this type of soil, is not possible to draw any conclusions from this evidence 
alone.
5,2,2 Backfiguredfield data
The coefficients of consolidation for Section 8730, Bot River, have been 
backfigured twice in the past (1975 and 1992) as well as for this thesis. These 
analyses are presented in Section 4.4.1. A summary of the backfigured 
coefficients of consolidation as well as the piezocone dissipation coefficients of 
consolidation (both methods) is presented in the Table 5.2.
All the methods of backanalysis gave remarkably consistent coefficients of 
consolidation. The values range from 1.16 xl0'7m2/sec for the finite difference
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analysis to 7.01xl0'7m2/sec for the highest value from the Asaoka analyses. The 
finite difference analysis gave exactly the same coefficient of consolidation for 
both the periods of analysis. This is unexpected since very soft normally 
consolidated clays generally show a marked decrease in coefficient of 
consolidation for an increase in effective stress (Rowe, 1972). However, large 
excess pore pressures still existed after the second period (900days) and the 
actual increase in effective stress (at piezometer 5) was only 20 to 30kPa.
Table 5.2. Backfigured coefficients of consolidation from Bot river and
piezocone dissipation tests
Method of 
analysis
Date of analysis Instrument and time 
period of analysed 
(days)
Coefficient of 
consolidation 
(xl0"7m2/sec)
Coefficients of consolidation for the clay (Bot River Section 8730m)
Unknown September 1978 200-500 2.73
Asaoka 1992 3L 200-500 5.04
Asaoka 1992 3L 700-900 4.00
Asaoka 1992 3R 200-500 4.85
Asaoka 1992 3R 700-900 7.01
Finite-
difference
Present Piezometer 5 200-500 1.16
Finite-
difference
Present Piezometer 5 700-900 1.16
Piezocone 
dissipation t50
BOT5 7m 5.38
Piezocone 
dissipation t5o
BOT6 7m 5.28
Piezocone 
dissipation mso
BOT5 7m 4.20
Piezocone 
dissipation mso
BOT6 7m 4.33
Coefficients of consolidation for silty sand (Bot River Section 8730m)
Finite
difference
Present Piezometer 6 200-500 120.0
Piezocone 
dissipation t50
BOT5 13m 1100
Piezocone 
dissipation tso
BOT6 13m 1340
Piezocone 
dissipation tso 
method
BOT6 14m 1730
Piezocone 
dissipation mso
BOT5 13m 269
Piezocone 
dissipation mso
BOT6 13m 308
Piezocone 
dissipation mso
BOT6 14m 410
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For the clay layer, the coefficients of consolidation from the piezocone 
dissipation tests (both methods) fell within the range of backfigured values. 
This is quite remarkable in the light of the origin of these two values. It must be 
borne in mind that this is not the result of an empirical correlation, but is the 
comparison of a mathematical simulation of the piezocone dissipation process 
(which includes many assumptions and uncertainties) with a backanalysis which 
has a further set of assumptions and uncertainties. These comparisons must 
however, give some degree of confidence in the various approaches taken in 
this thesis. This includes the dissipation slope theory, the theoretical curves 
from the expanding cavity theory and strain path analysis as well as the t5o 
approach. As mentioned in the previous section, the site selection probably 
contributed to this excellent agreement. Baligh et al. (1980) also found that 
there was a good agreement between backfigured coefficients of consolidation 
and piezocone coefficients of consolidation in Boston Blue Clay.
The comparison of the back-analysed coefficients of consolidation in the silty 
sand did show some discrepancy. The coefficients derived from the mso method 
were about twice as high as the back-analysed values while the t50 derived 
values were about an order of magnitude higher than the back-analysed 
coefficients. The same trend was seen in the comparison with the laboratory 
data. Furthermore, the decrease in kmt at tso values smaller than 200 seconds, as 
shown in Figure 4.46(a) and discussed in Section 5.2.1, could be due to a 
disproportionate decrease in tso for fast draining soils. This is also reflected in 
the consistently higher coefficients of consolidation predicted by the tso method 
shown in Figure 4.46(b) (as well as Table 4.12 and all the piezocone plots). 
This argument, that there is a disproportionate decrease in tso for faster draining 
material, would account for the discrepancies with the laboratory results in the 
faster draining materials as well as the backfigured coefficients of consolidation 
in the silty sand. The evidence presented in this thesis is probably not 
conclusive but does suggest that the tso method may give unreasonably high 
coefficients of consolidation in fast draining material. The mso method probably 
gives more realistic coefficients of consolidation in these materials and should 
be the method of choice in fast draining soils.
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Dissipation slope method for all dissipation tests
The dissipation tests presented in this section are all of suitable duration that 
the tso method could be used for their interpretation in order to compare the 
results obtained with the dissipation slope method. Evidence presented thus far 
indicates that all dissipation tests could be interpreted with the dissipation slope 
method, the long or “complete” dissipations as well as the large amount of 
short or “incomplete” tests. It has further been shown that the dissipation slope 
method should probably be the method of choice for the interpretation of 
dissipations in faster draining materials.
The author has developed computer software to carry out the interpretation of 
all dissipation tests using the dissipation slope method and has applied it over 
the past two years to many (30 to 40) projects with success. Although it is not 
the stated objective of the author to replace the t5o method, it is his opinion that 
all dissipation tests should be interpreted using the dissipation slope method, 
especially in fast draining soils.
5.3 Ambient pore pressure derived from piezocone tests
All interpretation methods for CPTU dissipation tests requires that the ambient 
pore pressure be known. Baligh and Levadoux (1980), Figure 2.11(a) showed 
the importance of knowing the ambient pore pressure and demonstrated the 
effect that this has on the interpretation of the dissipation test.
A technique was developed by the author to determine the ambient pore 
pressure for incomplete dissipation tests. This is presented in Section 4.5. and 
discussed in the following sections.
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Dissipation tests used for evaluating the proposed technique
The dissipation tests carried out in the previously mentioned research projects 
(Section 4.4) were used to evaluate the procedure. It was found that dissipation 
results from these piezocone tests could successfully be analysed by the 
proposed method, because the normalised dissipation curves fitted the 
theoretically derived curves well. Attempts to fit dissipation curves from the 
quicker draining materials were unsuccessful so this was further investigated by 
analysing dissipations in mine tailings.
The mine tailings dissipation results used in this study was obtained from a 
piezocone investigation of Merriespruit (a tailings dam of the Harmony Gold 
Mine near Virginia on the Free State Gold Fields, South Africa). A catastrophic 
failure of that dam occurred during the night of the 21st of February 1994, 17 
people were killed and many more injured. A thorough site investigation was 
called for which included 38 piezocone soundings. The dissipation tests carried 
out during this investigation will be used for this discussion.
Dissipation in mine tailings - the empirical dissipation envelope
The method for the determination of the ambient pore pressure from 
incomplete dissipation tests worked well for natural clayey material where the 
dissipation process takes place slowly. However, as the permeability of the 
material increases and dissipation takes place more quickly, the fit to the 
theoretical curves deteriorated. The normalised observed curves tend to lie 
below the theoretical curves (see Figure 5.3).
The fit does not improve when other stiffness ratios are selected. This only 
tends to shift the observed curves further below the theoretical curves. The 
theoretical curves are therefore not valid for silty materials. This is also 
reflected in the lack correlation of kmt with tso discussed in Section 5.2. The 
indication is that the fundamental shape of these dissipation have changed and
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that the initial dissipation occurs more rapidly, relative to the rest of the curve, 
and reaches the ambient pore pressure asymptote earlier.
In order to find a normalised dissipation curve to model the pore pressure 
dissipation process in fast draining material such as mine tailings, a number of 
complete dissipation tests from gold mine tailings dams were normalised, as 
described in Section 4.5, using a Tso value of 1.2. This is an arbitrary number 
and has no theoretical justification. It can therefore not be used in the 
interpretation of the coefficient of consolidation of these materials.
The dissipation test results, before normalisation, are shown in Figure 5.4a. 
After normalisation all the curves were found to fall within a narrow envelope 
shown in Figure 5.4b. By fitting mine tailings test results to this empirical 
envelope, the ambient pore pressure can be estimated as before.
Interpreting dissipation data from tailings
The procedure for finding the ambient pore pressure from incomplete 
dissipation tests is somewhat complicated by the fact that the theoretical curve 
is an envelope and not a single well defined curve. Depending on the shape of 
the dissipation curve, it will have a better fit to the curve describing either the 
top or the bottom of the envelope. The curve that produces the best fit is 
regarded as the most likely to produce the correct ambient pore pressure.
Minimum amount o f data required
The question arises what percentage of a dissipation curve should be available 
to make a realistic estimate of the ambient pore pressure.
Because the time for 50% dissipation (tso) is required to normalise the observed 
dissipation curve (see Section 4.5), at least 50% of the dissipation curve will 
need to be recorded, which is a fairly substantial part of the dissipation curve.
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In general, the more complete the dissipation curve, the more accurate the 
ambient pressure that is estimated. The required accuracy should be weighed 
against the time available for testing. The time to reach various degrees of 
dissipation, expressed as percentages of the time required to reach 95% 
dissipation, is listed in Table 5.3 as determined from the theoretical dissipation 
curves.
Table 5.3. Time required to reach various degrees of dissipation
Degree of dissipation (%) % of time to reach 95% dissipation
50 4.0
60 6.3
70 10.6
80 19.0
90 45.5
95 100.0
Natural clayey materials
A very long incomplete dissipation result from the Bot River site was analysed 
(BOT7 5m). It was known from other complete dissipation results in the same 
hole that the ambient pore pressure was 38 kPa. The dissipation test recorded 
for 12400 seconds (3.5 hours) and was about 71% complete when recording 
was terminated. The data set was analysed by estimating the pore pressure 
after removing increasing amounts from the end of the dissipation curve. The 
findings are presented in Table 5.4.
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Table 5.4. Percentage of curve analysed versus ambient pore pressure
% of dissipation curve 
available for analysis (in 
terms of initial excess 
pore pressure)
Lowest pore pressure recorded 
(kPa)
Estimated ambient pore pressure 
(MPa)
69.0 72.0 41
67.3 74.0 37
65.1 76.4 41
62.4 79.4 40
59.3 82.8 30
55.7 86.7 42
50.4 92.6 39
It is striking that the ambient pore pressure can be estimated very accurately 
when only 55% of the dissipation process has been completed. This is possible 
because the normalised curve follows the theoretical curve very well over its 
entire course. There is an apparent lack in accuracy when 60% of the 
incomplete curve is analysed. This is solely the result of some electronic noise 
on that particular part of the dissipation curve. In general however, the larger 
the percentage dissipation the more reliable the interpretation.
Mine tailings
A 100 incomplete dissipation curves, for which the ambient pore pressures 
were known, were analysed to estimate the ambient pore pressure. The error in 
the result is regarded as the difference between the predicted ambient pore 
pressure from the dissipation tests and the actual ambient pore pressure. The 
results are shown in Figure 5.5. Although some scatter is evident, some general 
trends can be observed from the data:
The error decreases as the amount of dissipation data increases.
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• The less the amount of data available the more likely the estimate is 
to be lower than the actual value.
• The curve fitting shown on Figure 5.5 is only to illustrate the trend. 
It indicates that, on average, the method works well. The average 
error is only -IkPa at 50% available dissipation to +1 kPa at 100% 
available dissipation.
• The method tends to over-predict the ambient pore pressure even if 
a complete dissipation is analysed. This discrepancy is very small, in 
terms of pressure head, only about 0.1m, which, in practical terms, 
is negligible.
The prediction of the ambient pore pressure can also be illustrated by showing 
the values of estimated pore pressures around the ambient pore pressure profile 
as determined from complete dissipation tests. Four examples from 
Merriespruit tailings dam are presented in Figure 5.9a, b, c, d. From these 
figures it can be seen that the estimates are generally remarkably close to the 
actual values on the pore pressure profile.
Comparison with standpipe piezometers.
Comparisons of ambient pore pressure predicted in this way and piezometric 
pressures from stand-pipe piezometers have been made on many occasions. 
The comparison is normally good and one example is cited as an illustration. 
Stand-pipe piezometers D1 and D2 were installed in the Afrikander Tailings 
Dam, Vaal Reefs, Orkney, South Africa. Table 5.5 gives the installation and 
pore pressure statistics as well as the pressure recorded by incomplete 
dissipation tests. It must be stressed that some complete dissipations were also 
carried out. A cross-section of the tailings dam is shown in Figure 5.10.
Table 5.5. Piezo cone and piezometer data from a tailings dam section
Piezometer
no.
Depth to 
piezometer tip
Depth to water 
in piezometer
Head measured by piezocone 
dissipations
Difference in 
measurement
D1 19 m 6.9 m 6.9m 0.0 m
D2 11 m 2.9 m 2.8m 0.1 m
(Results obtained from Afrikander tailings dam; Vaal Reefs Gold Mine; Orkney.)
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The correlation between the piezometric pressure recorded by the standpipe 
piezometers and the dissipation tests is good and is often used to verify the 
piezometer readings and also to determine the pore pressure regime.
This process can be expanded to give the complete flow regime in a tailings 
dam (Rust et al., 1995) the discussion of which falls outside the scope of this 
thesis.
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6 CONCLUSIONS
This thesis has reported the development both of a piezocone, and of associated
interpretation techniques for incomplete dissipation test data. This chapter brings
together the conclusions from all sections of the thesis.
6.1 Conclusions from literature review
• a review was made of methods previously used to obtain theoretical piezocone 
dissipation curves. Dissipation around the cone was shown to be a complex 
geotechnical problem, and all the existing techniques had their shortcomings. In 
particular, the expanding cavity theory was considered to be a convenient approach 
because of the fact that it could give theoretical dissipation curves in a closed-form 
which would facilitate further mathematical manipulation. The strain path method 
on the other hand had few of the theoretical assumptions made in the derivation of 
the expanding cavity theory but lacked the convenience. It was therefore concluded 
that the expanding cavity approach would be used for the application of the 
dissipation slope theory but that it would need to be validated by comparison with 
results from the strain path method.
• although some attempt has previously been made, previous researchers have not 
demonstrated a convincing application of a Biot-coupled consolidation analysis to 
obtain a normalised theoretical dissipation curve.
• all the existing methods for interpretation of piezocone dissipation tests rely on a 
considerable portion of the dissipation test to be available. None of the previous 
work produced a theoretical normalised rate of dissipation nor could it be 
determined from this work.
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6.2 Conclusions from the development of a piezocone
» the author has successfully developed a piezocone system and applied it to many
projects in various countries. Research related to this development has resulted in a 
number of publications.
• there is no evidence in the literature of any piezocone testing carried out anywhere 
in the world before the author carried out the first piezocone tests in November 
1978. Therefore, as far as the author is aware, the first piezocone testing was 
carried out by the author in November 1978 on a tailings dam at Bafokeng Mine, 
South Africa.
• the data acquisition system developed by the author includes an “autopilot system” 
that totally automates data acquisition once probing has started. This system will 
automatically start a dissipation test as soon as the probe advance is stopped. When 
probing recommences it will automatically abandon the dissipation test and restart 
logging the penetration data. Testing with this system resulted in a large amount of 
incomplete dissipation tests which could not be interpreted and were therefore 
discarded, losing potentially useful data. The inability to interpret these tests led to 
this thesis.
6.3 Conclusions from the interpretation of incomplete dissipation tests
Firstly, this section deals with the conclusions from the dissipation slope theory and the 
determination of normalised rate of dissipation curves. Thereafter conclusions from the 
application of the dissipation slope theory will be presented which will be followed by 
the conclusions concerning the determination of ambient pore pressure.
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Dissipation slope theory
• manipulation of the Terzaghi consolidation theory suggests that, in general, it 
should be possible to determine the coefficient of consolidation from the rate of 
dissipation. This is referred to in this thesis as the “dissipation slope theory”. In 
particular, it should be possible to determine the coefficient of consolidation from 
the initial rate of dissipation. This, however, requires a theoretical rate-of- 
dissipation curve.
• comparing the dissipation slope method with the conventional t5o method results in 
a relationship which predicts that the product of the normalised initial rate of 
dissipation and tso should be constant for all dissipation tests.
Theoretical rate o f dissipation curve
• the expanding cavity approach as presented by Randolph and Wroth (1979) was 
used as a basis for deriving a closed-form solution for the theoretical rate of 
dissipation curve. This derivation results in a series of theoretical rate of dissipation 
curves for a range of soil-stiffiiess ratios. The assumptions made in this derivation 
were quite significant and therefore independent theoretical validation was 
required.
• a coupled-consolidation finite element analysis was carried out, using CRISP, to 
facilitate validation of the expanding cavity analysis. The pore pressure distribution 
from a strain path analysis simulating a cone penetrating Boston Blue clay was 
used as the initial pore pressure distribution for this analysis. This resulted in a 
theoretical dissipation curve as well as a rate-of-dissipation curve. These were 
compared with the theoretical curve from the expanding cavity theory with a 
stiffness ratio of 100. It is argued that, since the soil stiffness is strain dependent 
and a complex strain regime exists around the cone, this stiffness ratio should be 
regarded as a constant for solving the expanding cavity equations and not the
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actual unique soil stiffness. Both the theoretical dissipation curves as well as the 
theoretical rate of dissipation curves from these analyses correlated well. The T5 0  
values for the expanding cavity and strain path analyses were 3.7 and 5.6 
respectively. The initial theoretical dissipation slopes from these analyses were 
-0.77 and -1.0 respectively. This level of agreement was considered to be good in 
terms of the soil parameter derived from them. The ratio of the coefficients of 
consolidation derived from the expanding cavity and strain path approaches are 1.5 
and 1.36 for the tso and dissipation slope methods respectively.
• the normalisation of time T  was investigated by varying all the parameters that it 
was dependent on and carrying out successive finite element analyses. This study 
showed that the normalisation of T  was in fact a true normalisation process that 
took all the parameters it depends on properly into consideration.
• the effect of assuming an elastic soil model was investigated. Elastic analysis 
showed that the stress path in terms of mean effective stress, p  and deviator 
stress, q, could be unfavourable and cause further yielding during consolidation. 
The stress path from the coupled-consolidation CRISP analysis showed that the 
soil was in fact unloading in terms of q while increasing in terms of p  \ Normalising 
the stress path and plotting it on a normalised Cam Clay section indicates that no 
further yielding will take place .The conclusion was that, since the soil is unloading 
and no further yielding is expected, the use of an elastic soil model was reasonable.
• several conclusions were drawn from the comparison of coefficients of 
consolidation. For samples from Bot River (Section8730m) the coefficients of 
consolidation in the upper clay layer from laboratory results were generally one 
order of magnitude lower than those derived from the piezocone dissipation tests 
(both the mso and the tso methods). These discrepancies were considered to be 
sample size effects since the piezocone dissipation test affects a volume of soil up 
to 400mm radially while the oedometer tests were carried out on vertically 
orientated 50mm diameter, 19mm high, samples which is considered (Rowe, 1972) 
to be too small to determine consolidation rate parameters. However, in the silty
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sand below the clay layer, the t5o method indicated coefficients of consolidation 20 
to 30 times higher than the laboratory results while the ms0 method still indicated 
only one order of magnitude higher coefficient values. The database was 
considered to be insufficient to draw any conclusions from this apparent 
discrepancy.
• coefficients of consolidation backfigured from embankment settlement records 
were compared with those derived from piezocone dissipation tests. The Bot River 
embankment has been back analysed twice in the past. The first was 19 months 
after construction had commenced (1978) and the second time was for the RDAC 
project (Jones and Rust 1992). The embankment was back-analysed by the author 
for a third time using a finite difference approach. The results are summarised in 
Table 5.2. All the methods of backanalysis gave remarkably consistent coefficients 
of consolidation. The values range from 1.16 xl0-7m2/sec to 7.01xl0'7m2/sec. The 
coefficients of consolidation from the piezocone dissipation tests (both methods) 
ranged from 4.20x10"7m2/sec to 5.38xl0'7m2/sec which falls within the range of 
backfigured values which was considered to be a remarkably good correlation. It 
was considered that the site selection probably contributed to this excellent 
agreement. The comparison of the backanalysed coefficients of consolidation in the 
silty sand did show some discrepancy. The coefficients of consolidation derived 
from the mso method (410xl0*7m2/sec to 269x10*7m2/sec) was about twice as high 
as the back-analysed value of 120xl0"7m2/sec while the coefficients derived from 
the tso method (1730xl0*7m2/sec to 1100xl0*7m2/sec) was about an order of 
magnitude higher. The same trend was seen in the comparison with the laboratory 
data and suggests that the mso method probably gives more realistic values in the 
faster draining materials and should be the method of choice in these materials.
• a direct comparison was made between coefficients of consolidation from long 
“complete” dissipation tests interpreted with the dissipation slope method as well 
as the tso method. The comparison was very good although the dissipation slope 
theory predicted slightly lower coefficients for the shorter dissipation tests.
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• the dissipation slope and expanding cavity theory predicts that the product of the 
normalised initial slope and t50 (kmt) should be a constant (-2.84) for all dissipations. 
This was applied to all dissipations from the selected sites (RDAC research 
projects) and it was found that, for the long dissipations with tso longer than about 
2000 seconds, the kmt values correspond well with the theoretical value. For the 
shorter values , kmt reduces in absolute terms to about -0.8 at a t5o of 200 seconds 
and stays constant for the shorter dissipations down to a t5o of 1 second.
• a further conclusion drawn from the above-mentioned plot is that dissipation slope 
can be measured reliably over a very wide range of rates of dissipation. This plot 
ranges over 4 orders of magnitude and ranges in tso from 1 second to 10000 
seconds.
• although it is not the stated objective of the author to replace the tso method, all
dissipation tests could be interpreted using the dissipation slope method. However,
the dissipation slope method should be the method of choice for faster draining 
soils.
Determination o f the ambient pore pressure, uo
• a method has been proposed to estimate the ambient pore pressure from
incomplete piezocone dissipation tests. The method is essentially a curve fitting
procedure whereby observed dissipation curves are normalised and fitted to 
theoretically or empirically derived dissipation curves. The asymptote of the 
theoretical curve producing the best fit to the normalised dissipation tests was 
considered to be the most likely ambient pore pressure.
• theoretically derived curves were found to describe adequately the slow dissipation 
process in this clayey material.
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• error parameters were developed to determine the best numerical fit of normalised 
observed dissipation curves to the theoretical curves. The parameters examined 
were the root mean square of the difference between the observed and theoretical 
curves as well as the difference in slope between the two curves. The error 
parameters examine only the end parts of the dissipation curves because it was 
found that the initial parts of the curves follow the theoretical curves well, 
irrespective of the choice of ambient pore pressure for the normalisation of the 
curves.
• it was found that normalised dissipation curves from mine tailings do not follow the 
theoretically-derived dissipation curves. An empirical dissipation curve to model 
the dissipation process in tailings was developed by normalising a number of 
complete dissipation curves and superimposing them. By using this envelope as a 
theoretical dissipation curve the ambient pore pressure can be estimated as before.
• the ambient pore pressure estimation technique described in this document requires 
at least 50% of the dissipation curve to be available. In theory it is possible to 
interpret more incomplete curves, but significant scatter in results is likely. The 
more the amount of dissipation data available, the more accurately the ambient 
pore pressure can be estimated. If a dissipation curve follows the theoretical curve 
well over its entire course, as little as 50% dissipation will still give an reasonably 
accurate estimate of the ambient pore pressure.
• the proposed method for estimating the ambient pore pressure from incomplete 
dissipation tests can be implemented to determine the pore pressure more 
economically than using conventional piezometers. An example from a tailings dam 
was presented.
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APPENDIX B
Bot River: Borehole logs and laboratory test results
CONTENTS:
Borehole logs: BH1
BH2
BH3
BH4
Triaxial tests:
Oedometer tests:
BH2 2.95-3.7m Unconsolidated, undrained
BH1 2.0m Consolidated undrained
BH2 1.5m Consolidated undrained
BH3 4.7m Consolidated undrained
BH1 2.0m
BH1 7.6m
BH2 1.5m
BH2 8.0m
BH2 11.35-11.8m
BH2 12.65-13.16m
BH3 4.5m
BH3 12.3m
Table of coefficients of consolidation. 
Sieve analysis and Atterberg limits:
Permeability test:
Soil classification chart
BH1 0.7-1.3m
BH1 3.2m
BH1 4.3-4.67m
BH2 O.7-l.25m
BH2 2.95-3.7m
BH2 6.45-7.2m
BH2 8.0m
BH3 6.0-6.45m
BH3 1 2 -l.lm
BH3 9.8-10.3m
BH2 2.95-3.7m
STEFFEN. ROBERTSON & KIRSTEN
GE OT E CH N I C A L  E N G I N E E R S
Â15 E u ro p e  House. 32 Plein Str. Johannesburg. 
P.O. Box 81016. Parkhurst 2120. Tel. N«. = 22-2180
DRILLING RECORD
CLIENT . . J e f f a r e s  .& G reen . . .
PROJECT . Trunk Road . 2 7 ................
SITE . . . G o t  R iv e r  B r id g e  . . .
LOGGED B Y . K‘. S c h w a r t z ...............
DRILLER K. T a y l o r  (C em entatic
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BHÏ
JOB N°. .
HOLE N°. .
ELEVATION..............................
WATER TABLE S u r f a c e . 
4TATE STARTED .3 .7 .7 5 .
Ô
M aterial D escrip tion Profile Symbol
S l i g h t l y  m o is t  d a rk  brown to  b la c k  s o f t  s l i g h t l y  
ëandy c la y e y  s i l t .  T ra n s p o r te d .
— Very m o is t  d a rk  brown s t r e a k e d  l i g h t  brown and 
g rey  v e ry  s o f t  c la y e y  s i l t  .
I M o is t  o f f  w h i te  s t r e a k e d  and sp e c k le d  l i g h t  y e l lo w  
-  s o f t  to  f i rm  s i l t y  c l a y  w i th  sand l e n s e s .  
T r a n s p o r te d .
S l i g h t l y  m o is t  s t r e a k e d  l i g h t  g rey  and y e l lo w  
f i rm  s i l t y  c l a y .  T ra n s p o r te d .
- From 6,5m le n s e s  o f  l i g h t  g re y  s i l t y  f i n e  sand
M ois t  g rey  brown s o f t  c la y e y  s i l t  w i th  l e n s e s  o f  
s i l t y  f i n e  sand and s c a t t e r e d  sm a l l  g r a v e l  s h a le  
p a r t i c l e s .
S l i g h t l y  m o is t  o f f  w h i te  medium d en se  medium sand 
w i th  le n s e s  of o f f  w h i te  s t r e a k e d  y e l lo w  c la y e y  
s i l t  up to  50mm t h i c k .  T ra n s p o r te d .
-  1
/ z
S l i g h t l y  m o is t  s t r e a k e d  o f f  w h ite  & y e l lo w  medium dens 
s i l t y  f i n e  sand w i th  c lay ey  s i l t  l e n s e s  and s c a t t e r e d  
sm a l l  and medium g r a v e l  of q u a r tz  and s h a l e
=_ 8
-  9
110
y\°y
0/30
-  3
9/30
22/30
-  4
24 /30
L4/30
r 6
7 /30
5 /30
L lL
30/30
32/30
6/30
Ground level
Standard penetration test
Water table
Indicator or disturbed soil sample
I  Shelby tube or Core sample
  Approximate material change
N - N a  of b low s/cm . penetrated
U - Unconfined Compression test
S - Shear test
STEFFEN. ROBERTSON & KIRSTEN
GE OT E C H  N I C A L  E N G I N E E R S
615 E u ro p a  House. 32 Plein Str. Johannesburg. 
P.O. Box 81016. Parkhurst 2120. Tel. N*.=22-2180
DRILLING RECORD
CLIENT . . . J e f f a r e s .  & Green . ■ . 
PROJECT . Trunk. Road .27 .
SITE . . . Bpt R iv e r  B ridge  . . . 
LOGGED B Y . ,K-. Schw artz  . . . . .  
DRILLER . . T a y lo r  (C em entation
JOB N°. . . . 2 3 6 .  . . .
HOLE N°. . .1. C o .n t ,  . .
ELEVATION..............................
WATER TABLE . S u r f a c e  
) DATE STARTED .3.. 7.75 .
i  £
u
M aterial Description Profile
Depth
(m)
Symbol
S l i g h t l y  m o is t  l i g h t  y e l lo w  medium d en se  s i l t y  
f i n e  sand w i th  numerous c o a r s e  sand q u a r tz  
p a r t i c l e s  and s c a t t e r e d  l a r g e  g r a v e l  and c o b b le s  
o f  q u a r t z i t e .  T ra n sp o r te d I
S l i g h t l y  m o is t  o range  s t r e a k e d  o f f  w h i te  medium 
d en se  medium and f i n e  sand . T ra n s p o r te d
M o is t  l i g h t  g rey  medium dense s i l t y  v e ry  f i n e  sand 
w i th  s c a t t e r e d  rounded  and a n g u la r  q u a r t z  and 
q u a r t z i t e  l a r g e  g r a v e l .  P eb b le  m arker_____________ /
M o is t  g r e e n i s h  g rey  f i rm  la m in a te d  f i n e  sandy s i l t  
R e s id u a l  d e c o m p o s e d Bokkeveld s h a l e .
!q
Li
- 1 2
13
m - 1 4
36/3C
_ L 17/3C
L_15
L ig h t  g rey  s t r e a k e d  g reen  v e ry  s o f t  ro c k  f r a c t u r e d  
la m in a te d  l i g h t l y  w ea th e red  r e s id u a lB o k k e v e ld  sha
Dark g re y  to  b l a c k  v e ry  s o f t  ro c k  w i th  bands of 
v e ry  d en se  j o i n t e d  and la m in a ted  h ig h ly  w ea th e red  
r e s i d u a l  Bokkeveld s h a le  
From 1 6 ,3  m as above b u t  s h a t t e r e d . vwwV\
Ground level
Standard penetration test
Water table
#  Indicator or disturbed soil sample
I  Shelby tube or Core sample
  Approximate material change
N - N a  of blow s/ cm. penetrated
U - Unconfined Compression test
S - Shear test
STEFFEN. ROBERTSON & KIRSTEN
GE OT E CH N I C A L  E N G I N E E R S
415 E u ro p a  House, 32 Plein Str. Johannesburg . 
P.O. Box 81016, Parkhurst 2120. Tel. N°. = 22-2180
DRILLING RECORD
CLIENT . . J e f f a r e s  . & Green 
PRO JECT .Trunk.Road 27 . . 
SITE Bqt. R iv e r  B ridge
LOGGED B Y  . K.. Schw artz
DRILLER . . ,K. .Taylor ( C e m e n t a t i o n b A T E  STARTED . V .- Ç  v 7?
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BH2
JOB N°.
HOLE H».
ELEVATION..............................
WATER TABLE S urface .
%
o
M aterial D escription Profile
Depth
(m)
Symbol
Very m o is t  d a rk  g rey  to  b la c k  v e ry  s o f t  c lay ey  
s i l t .  T r a n s p o r te d .
Very m o is t  l i g h t  g re y  sp e c k le d  d a rk  g rey  medium 
den se  medium g r a in e d  s i l t y  sand w i th  s c a t t e r e d  
sm all  g r a v e l . T ra n s p o r te d .
Very m o is t  l i g h t  g re y  medium dense  s i l t y  medium 
and f i n e  san d .  T ra n s p o r te d .
/
/
/ / I
1. 3/ _ 
/-  
/  
z 
z
- 4
z -
/
- 5
Z -
- 7
I_8
—9
loV :
n o
i l l - i i
3/30
Ground level
i Standard penetration test
3 P  Water table
•  Indicator or disturbed soil sample
I  Shelby tube or Core sample
  Approximate material change
N - N a  of b lo w s/cm . penetrated
U -  Unconfined Compression test
S - Shear test
STEFFEN, ROBERTSON & KIRSTEN
GE OT E CH N I C A L  E N G I N E E R S
615 E uropa  House, 32 Plein Str. Johannesburg . 
P.O. Box 81016, Parkhurst 2120. Tel. N°. = 22-2100
DRILLING RECORD
CLIENT . . . J e f f a r e s .  £ .Gre.en.
PRO JECT Trunk Road . 2 7 ..............
SITE . . .B o t R iv e r  B r id g e
LOGGED BY . S c h w a r t z
JOB N°. . . 2 3 6 ................
HOLE N°. . .2  .(C o n t . ) .
ELEVATION..................
WATER TABLE S u r f a c e  .
DRILLER . . Taylor & ( c e m e n ta t io j i jD A T E  STARTED. 17.6.75
S? ô Material Description Profile
Depth
(m)
Symbol
Very m o is t  s t r e a k e d  and m o t t le d  ye l lo w  and l i g h t  
g rey  medium d en se  s i l t y  medium sand w i th  bands o f  
c la y e y  s i l t y  s a n d .  T ra n s p o r te d .
Very m o is t  l i g h t  brown medium dense s i l t y  medium 
and c o a r s e  sand  w i th  bands of g rey  s t r e a k e d  y e l lo w  
c la v e v  s i l t .  " T r a n s p o r t e d ____________________________
M ois t  l i g h t  brown medium d en se  l a r g e  g r a v e l  and 
co b b les  q u a r t z i t e  i n  a m a t r ix  of s i l t y  f i n e  s a n d . 
P ebb le  m a rk e r .
TTi
-  12
13
14
- 1 5
i m
S l i g h t l y  m o is t  d a rk  g re y  to  b la c k  f i rm  la m in a te d  
and j o i n t e d  c la y e y  s i l t .: R e s id u a l  decomposed
Bokkeveld s h a l e . ______________________________________
o
- 1 6
Dark g re y  to  b l a c k  v e ry  s o f t  ro c k  s h a t t e r e d  h ig h ly  
w ea th e red  r e s i d u a l  Bokkeveld s h a l e .
WWVWWVW]Z -1 7
_ L
2 2 / 3 0
2 7 /3 0
Ur Ground level
1 Standard penetration test
5 T  Water table
•  Indicator or disturbed soil sample
I  Shelby tube or Core sample
  Approximate material change
N - N a  of b low s/cm . penetrated
U - Unconfined Compression test
S - Shear test
DRILLING RECORD
STEFFEN, ROBERTSON & KIRSTEN
GE OT E C H  N I C A L  E N G I N E E R S
615 E u ro p a  House. 32 Plein Str. Johannesburg. 
P.O. Box 81016. Parkhurst 2120. Tel. N°.=22*2180
CLIENT . . J e f f a r e s  & .Green.
PRO JECT Trunk Road . 2 7 ....................
SITE . . . B o t.R iv e r .  B r id g e .  . . . 
LOGGED B Y . . A - .S c h w a r t z .  . .
DRILLER T a y lo r  .(Cementation )
JOB N° . . . . 2.3 .6 . . .
HOLE N°. . . . . BH3. . . .
ELEVATION..................................
WATER TABLE . P , 7.5m . . 
DATE STARTED. 1 1 . 6 . 7 5
M aterial D escription
M oist d a rk  brown s t r e a k e d  l i g h t  brown s o f t  
c la y e y  s i l t  w i th  s c a t t e r e d  t h i n  sand le n s e s ,  
T r a n s p o r te d .
Profile
M oist d a rk  brown to  b la c k  s t r e a k e d  y e l lo w is h  
brown v e ry  s o f t  c lay ey  s i l t . Sand l a y e r  from 
2,25m to  2,4m.
T ra n s p o r te d .
Very m o is t  d a rk  brown to  b la c k  v e ry  s o f t  c la y e y  
s i l t  w i th  s c a t t e r e d  o f f  w h i te  s i l t y  f i n e  sand 
l e n s e s .
T ra n s p o r te d
From 5,5m to  6,0m bands of p a r t i a l l y  decomposed 
o rg a n ic  m a t t e r .
Very m o is t  d a rk  brown to  b l a c k  v e r y  s o f t  c la y e y  
and sandy s i l t  w i th  bands o f  l e s s  sandy m a t e r i a l  
S c a t t e r e d  sm all  s h e l l  f r a g m e n ts .  T ra n s p o r te d
Very m o is t  d a rk  brown to  b la c k  s t r e a k e d  o f f  w h i te  
v e ry  s o f t  b anded l a y e r s  o f  c la y e y  s i l t  and s i l t y  
f i n e  s a n d . Sand l e n s e s  up to  50mm t h i c k .  
T ra n s p o r te d
From 10,3m sand l e n s e s  become l e s s  obvious
/
/P.
/ _
/
/
-  3
/ -
/
/
/
/ _
x
Depth
(m)
Symbol
—  10
;
-  2
L
I
L
-  5
I ,  6
L
-  7
L
l i
l i
L
21
5 /30
1/30
1/30
1/30
1/30
1/45
1/50
1/30
Ground level
1 Standard penetration test
5 ?  Water table
•  Indicator or disturbed soil sample
I  Shelby tube or Core sample
  Approximate material change
N - No. of b lo w s/cm . penetrated
U - Unconfined Compression test
S - Shear test
STEFFEN. ROBERTSON & KIRSTEN
GE OT E CH N I C A L  E N G I N E E R S
Â15 E u ro p a  House, 32 Plein Str. Johannesburg . 
P.O. Box 81016, Parkhurst 2120. Tel. N0. = 22-2180
DRILLING RECORD
CLIENT J e f f a r e s  & Green
PRO JECT . Trunk Road .2.7................
SITE . . . Bqt. R iver  B ridge .  . . .
LOGGED BY . *>• . S c h w a r tz ..................
DRILLER .K.‘ .Taylor ( C em enta tion  )
JOB N°. . . .
HOLE No. . 3 C on  t . . . . .
ELEVATION..............................
WATER TABLE . 0,7.5m . 
DATE STARTED . 1.1,6.75
s i ^<5
Very m o is t  d a rk  g re y  to  b la c k  v e ry  s o f t  f i n e  sandy 
- c la y e y  s i l t . T ra n s p o r te d .
M aterial D escription Profile
Very m o is t  d a rk  g rey  to  b la c k  v e ry  s o f t  c la y e y  
s i l t  w i th  s c a t t e r e d  s i l t y  f i n e  sand l e n s e s .  
T r a n s p o r te d .
X
-  12
- 1 3
Very m o is t  g re y  v e ry  lo o s e  s i l t y  f i n e  s a n d . 
S c a t t e r e d  bands  o f  b la c k  c lay ey  s i l t .  T ra n s p o r te d
- 1 5
Very m o is t  b la c k  s t r e a k e d  o f f  w h i te  and g re y  v e ry  
s o f t  l a y e r e d  bands of s i l t y  f i n e  sand and sandy 
c la y e y  s i l t . Bands up to  75mm t h i c k .
.‘VV'Tt :
As above b u t  w i th  s c a t t e r e d  l a r g e  g r a v e l  p a r t i c l e s  
of h a rd  ro c k  q u a r t z  and q u a r t z i t e .
L arge  g r a v e l  p a r t i c l e s  becoming numerous from 
19,1m.
Cobbles of q u a r t z  and q u a r t z i t e  up to  150inn in  
d im ension  from  19,6m.
M ois t  b lu e  g re y  s t i f f  la m in a te d  and j o i n t e d  s l i g h t l y  
c la v e v  s i l t  from R e s id u a l  Bokkeveld s h a l e .
Blue g rey  v e ry  s o f t  r o c k  becoming v e ry  s o f t  r o c k  to  
to  s o f t  ro c k  j o i n t e d  h ig h l y  w ea th e red  r e s i d u a l  
decomposed Bokkeveld s h a l e .
Symbol N
1/30
1/45
2 /30
2 /30
1 /30
1 /50
2 /30
^  Ground level
1 Standard penetration test
5 r  Water table
•  Indicator or disturbed soil sample
I  Shelby tube or Core sample
  Approximate material change
N - N a  of b low s/cm . penetrated
U - Unconfined Compression test
S - Shear test
DRILLING RECORD
STEFFEN, ROBERTSON & KIRSTEN
GE OT E C H  N I C A L  E N G I N E E R S
615 E u ro p a  House, 32 Plein Sir. Johannesburg . 
P.O. Box 81016, Parkhurst 2120. Tel. N°. = 22-2180
CLIENT J e f f a r e s  & G reen
PRO JECT . Trunk Road 27 ................
SITE . . . Bot R iv e r  Bridge. . . .
LOGGED BY . K-. Schw artz ..................
DRILLER . K . . T ay lo r  . ( .Cem entation
JOB N°. . . 236.............
HOLE N°. . . . .BH4 . .
ELEVATION..............................
WATER TABLE . .
DATE S T A R T E D .. .7 . . .
u
M aterial D escrip tion Profile
Depth
(m )
Symbol
M ois t  d a rk  g rey  to  b la c k  s o f t  f i n e  sandy s i l t .  
T r a n s p o r te d .
Very m o is t  d a rk  g re y  to  b la c k  v e ry  s o f t  c la y e y  s i l t  
w i th  bands o f  sandy s i l t  and m a t e r i a l  w i th  h ig h e r  
c l a y ,  c o n te n t .  T ra n s p o r te d
From 3,0m numerous v e ry  sm a l l  s h e l l  f r a g m e n ts .
/
/ P\
f
/
/
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
Iz
z_
z _ 
z -
A
i :
-  1
- 2
-  3
- 4
-  5
- 7
-  8
L.9
Very m o is t  da rk  g rey  to  b la c k  s o f t  s i l t y  v e ry  
f i n e  s a n d . T ra n s p o r te d .
2/30
0/30
— 10
~ 11
0/30
3/30
1/50
1 0/30
1/50
Ground level
Standard penetration test
Water table
•  Indicator o r d istu rbed  soil sam ple
I  Shelby tube or Core sam ple
  Approximate material change
N - N a  of b lo w s /c m .  p e n e tra te d
U - Unconfined C om pression  t e s t
S - Shear test
STEFFEN. ROBERTSON & KIRSTEN
GEOTEC H NI C A L E N G I N E E R S
615 E u ro p a  House, 32 Plein Str. Johannesburg. 
P.O. Box 81018, Parkhurst 2120. Tel. N*. 22-2180
DRILLING RECORD
CLIENT . . . .  J e f f a r e s  & Green 
PRO JECT Trunk .Road. 27..............
S I T E ..............Bot R iv e r  B r id g e  • •
LOGGED BY . K. . S.chwar L z .........................
DRILLERK .. T ay lo r .  (.Cementation)
JOB N°. . . . . 236. .
HOLE N°. B\ H4 (C.ont..)
ELEVATION...........................
WATER T A B L E ........................
DATE STARTED......................
SI M aterial D escrip tion Profile
Depth
(m)
Symbol
Very m o is t  d a rk  g rey  to  b la c k  s o f t  s i l t y  
v e ry  f i n e  s a n d . T ra n s p o r te d .
M o is t  l i g h t  g re y  medium dense  f i n e  and medium 
sand w i th  bands of d a rk  g rey  f i n e  sandy s i l t .  
T r a n s p o r te d .
M ois t g r e e n i s h  g rey  f i r m  to  s t i f f  la m in a te d  
s l i g h t l y  c la y e y  s i l t .  R es id ia  1 decomposed 
Bokkeveld s h a le
Grey v e ry  s o f t  rock  f i n e  g ra in e d  la m in a te d  
f r a c t u r e d  h ig h ly  w e a th e re d  Bokkeveld S ha le  
O c c a s io n a l  s l i c k e n s i d e s  on j o i n t s .
L  12
-  13
i I M
- 1 4
1/50
1
L i s d
V-
/
iVWWWVW -
- 1 6
- 1 7
•18 i
.19
- 19,
5 /30
4 /30
4/30
35
1 /5
^7 Ground level
1 Standard penetration test
Water table
•  Indicator or disturbed soil sample
I  Shelby tube or Core sample
  Approximate material change
N - N a  of b lo w s/cm . penetrated
U - Unconfined Compression test
5  - Shear test
STEFFEN, R O B E R T SO N  & KIRSTEN
î E O T E C H N I C A L  E N G I N E E R S
. K. H. STEFFEN Pr.Eng.,M.Sc., M.SXI.C.E., M.S.A.I.M.M.
. M acG . ROBERTSON Pr.Eng.,B.Sc.. M.S.A.I.C.E., A.M.A.S.C.E.
. A. D. KIRSTEN P:.Eng.,M.Sc., M.S.A.I.C.E.. M.S.A.I.M.M.
15 EUROPA HOUSE. 32 PLEIN STB.. JOHANNESBURG. 2001 
O. BOX 81018. PARKHURST. 2120. TELEPHONE: 22-2180
CLIENT:
JOB: .......
JEFFARES & GREEN
Bot R iv e r  B rid g e
236
JOB No. L
SHEET N o  ..................
MADE BY — _I_ —   
DATE Septem ber, .1225.
TRIAXIAL TEST °ut
Trial hole N o . . .  .BB2  Depth 2 .,95. - 3.,.7 m ............... Sample diameter ..  3 8 mm
Type of test .Soaked  C o n s o l i d a t e d  13 kPa U n c o n s o l id a t e d  U n d ra in e d
Moisture Content % ...7 9 .,.o .......................... Initial dry density . .  i i 3P. kg/m 3.......................
Material description «..  .U ark. grey , v .e ry . s o f t . c l a y e y  . s i l t .....................................................
Remarks:
c 0
Total Stress Value 19 0
Effective Stress Value
State of Sample: 
Undisturbed . ) / .  
Remoulded . . . .
m m
ililiilw llillllliiilM i
0,' » 0,'
STEFFEN, R O B E R T SO N  & KIRSTEN
G E O T E C H N I C A L  E N G I N E E R S
O. K. H. STEFFEN Pr.Eng.,M.Sc., M.S.A.I.C.E., M.S.A.I.M.M.
A. M acG . ROBERTSON Pr.Eng.,B.Sc., M.S.A.I.C.E., A.M.A.S.C.E.
H. A. D. KIRSTEN Pr.Eng.,M.Sc., M.S.A.I.C.E., M.S.A.I.M.M.
415 EUROPA HOUSE. 32 PLEIN STR.. JOHANNESBURG. 2001
P.O. BOX 81018. PARKHURST. 2120. TELEPHONE: 22-2180
CLIENT:
JOB: ......
JEFFARES & GREEN 
Bot R iv e r  B rid g e
236,
JOB No.
SHEET No.   1 ....................
MADE B Y ------ 1 ---------------
DATE Septem ber 3.. .19.75-
TRIAXIAL TEST T e s tin g  c a r r ie d  ou t by S o i I t e c h .
Trial hole No. .b h i  Depth . .2191?1.............................  Sample d i a m e t e r  . .38mm
Type of test . . Soaked C on s pi id  a t  e d, U n d ra in ed ................................................... .....................
Moisture Content % . . .  52 u .........................Initial dry density . .1.1.70 k g /m3 ........................
Material description*. .L ig h t . y.eUovr .s.o.f.t. to . f irm , s i l t y ,  c l a y  .........................
Remarks:
c 0
Total Stress Value 1 8 , 0 1 2 ° l 6 *
Effective Stress Value 1 7 , 7 2 7 0 3 4 *
State of Sample: 
Undisturbed . yf. 
Remoulded . . . .
i i i ü l i t
1
O, ♦ 0 3 0 ,‘ * 0 3'
STEFFEN, R O B E R T SO N  & KIRSTEN
G E O T E C H N I C A L  E N G I N E E R S
o. K. H. STEFFEN Pr.Eng.,M.Sc.. M.S.A.I.C.E., M.S.A.I.M.M.
A. M acG . ROBERTSON Pr.Eng.,B.Sc.. M.S.A.I.C.E., A.M.A.S.C.E.
H. A. D. KIRSTEN P:.Eng.,M.Sc., M.S.A.I.C.E., M.S.A.I.M.M.
415 EUROPA HOUSE. 32 PLEIN STR.. JOHANNESBURG. 2001 
P.O. BOX 81018. PARKHURST. 2120. TELEPHONE: 22-2180
CLIENT- . JEFFARES & GREEN 
jqB. Bot R iv e r  B rid g e
JOB No. _.... 
SHEET No. 
MADE BY
236
DATE Septembe r ,  1.925
TRIAXIAL TEST T e s tin g  c a r r ie d  ou t by S o iI t e c h .
Trial hole No. .bhb Depth i  .................  Sample diameter . A 8.™™
Type Of test . . Soaked. C o n s o lid a te d  U n d ra in e d .............................................
Moisture Content % .. .3.3. * 2 ........................Initial dry density . . .  .1.5 6 0 . k g /r
Material description • . . D ark  .gr.ey .to  .bl.ack. y.e.ry. .s o ft, c la y e y  . s i l t  . .
Remarks
c 0
Total Stress Value 1 5 , 8 24° 20*
Effective Stress Value CM 32°53*
State of Sample: 
Undisturbed .. v'T. 
Remoulded ........
%EHES iSSÎHÏÏHsEÏS!»
m
Î
i
STEFFEN, R O B E R T SO N  &,KIRSTEN
G E O T E C H N I C A L  E N G I N E E R S
3. K. H. STEFFEN Pr.Eng.,M.Sc., M.S.A.I.C.E., M.S.A.I.M.M.
A. MacG. ROBERTSON M.S.A.I.C.E.. A.M.A.S.C.E.
H. A. D. KIRSTEN Pr.Eng.,M.Sc., M.S.A.I.C.E., M.S.A.I.M.M.
«15 EUROPA HOUSE. 32 PLEIN STR.. JOHANNESBURG. 2001 
) .0 .  BOX 81018. PARKHURST. 2120. TELEPHONE: 22-2180
CLIENT:
JOB:
JEFFARES & GREEN
Bot R iv e r  B rid g e
JOB No.   .....
SHEET N o .“ ......
MADE BY
DATE S ep tem b e r, 1.9,Z5..
TRIAXIAL TEST
T e s t in g  c a r r i e d  o u t  by 
S o i l  Tech
Trial hole No BH3  Depth . . .  A ,.7 m.................. Sample diameter . 5 0 mm
Type of test .Soaked C o n s o lid a te d  U n d r a in e d ................................................
Moisture Content % . . 3 9 , 8 .......................... Initial dry d e n s i t y  . .  ^ 3 5 0  k g /
Material description « . D ark , brown to . b la c k  . v e ry  . s o f t  .c la y e y  s i  l t
Remarks:
c 0
Total Stress Value 13,9 17°7'
Effective Stress Value 14,7 , 2 1 °3 0 ^
State of Sample: 
Undisturbed .'S.. 
Remoulded . . . .
1
I
■ Tel.: 22-  2100 /  2 2 - 2 1 8 0
C0NS0LID0METER TEST
Depth .2mHole/Sample No. .BHILaboratory sample No.
State of çample 
Undisturbed 0 ^ Remoulded □2 ,1 7 5Initial void ratio (%).
Initial moisture content (%) 8 3 , 9 7
Final moisture content(%) 3 5 ^ 6 4
Initial dry density ( ka/m3) 8 l 6
Specific gravity
SAMPLE DESCRIPTION Y e llo w  S i l t y  c la y
SoakedREMARKS
0 , 9
0 , 7 20001000100 5002003 0  4 0  5 020
ni IFNT JEFFARES & GREEN .Sheet No________
Job. No —
nn„ S e p t. 1975
STEFFEN, ROBERTSON 8  KIRSTEN
PROJECT' R iv e r  B rid g e
4  th  flo o r EUROPA HOUSE 
3 2  PLEIN S T  JOHANNESBURG 2 0 0 1  
■Tel. : 2 2 -2 1 0 0  /  2 2 - 2 1 8 0
S o iI t e c hMade by.
CONSOLIDOMETER TEST
Hole/Sam ple No. ..B H ILaboratory sample No.
State of sample 
Undisturbed 0 ^Initial void ratio (% ) 0 , 7 2 7
Initial moisture content (% )
Final moisture content(% ) 12 ?2 
Initial dry density ( kg/m3) _ 2 2 Z 2
Remoulded □
Specific gravity 
SAMPLE DESCRIPTION ^ l l o w  s i l t y  c la y
SoakedREMARKS
O P 5
100 1000 2000200 5 0 03 0  4 0  5 020
■Tel.: 22- 2100 /  2 2 - 2 1 8 0
CONSOLIDOMETER TEST
Hole /Sam ple No. .BH2 Depth . .Laboratory sample No.
State of sample 
Undisturbed GETInitial void ratio (%) 1 * ^ 3 0 _____
Initial moisture content (%) 5 9 , 8 4
Final moisture content(%) 3 7 ^ 1 5
Initial dry density (kg/m3)___ 984___
Remoulded □
Specific gravity
SAMPLE DESCRIPTION D ark  g re y  c l a y e y  s i l t
REMARKS Soaked
20001000100 50020030 40 5020
STEFFEN, ROBERTSON 8  KIRSTEN
g e o t e c . h ni  c a  I e n g i n e e r s
4  th  flo o r EUROPA HOUSE
3 2  PLEIN ST JOHANNESBURG 2 0 0 1
T e l  2 2 .2 1 0 0  /  2 2 - 2 1 8 0  .
P-l IFNT J EF F A R ES  & GREEN .Sheet No.
Job . No.—
PRO.IFPT ’ Bot R iv e r  B rid g e rw » S e p t .  1975 
Made by Soi I t e c h
CONSOLIDOMETER TEST
Laboratory sample No............ Hole/Sam ple No. BH2  Depth . 8m _
Initial void ratio (% ) 1 1 7 1 5
State of sample 
Undisturbed S3" Remoulded □
Initinl mnistnrfi Content (°/o) 6 4 , 7 2 Specific gravity 2 , 6 4
Finnl mnistitre Content(% ) 2 8 , 7 2 SAMPLE DESCRIPTION D ark g re y  c la y e y  s i l t
3
initinl rlrv d en sitv ( ka/m ) 9 7 2 REMARKS
V
3 0  4 0  5 0 100 200 
ST R E SS • KPa
1000 2000
OEMLAB
Cnr. Booysens RdVJohn Stn, 
Selby, Johannesburg.
Tel. 836-4671
CLIENT J EF FA RES  & GREEN .Sheet No.
.Job. No. 2 3 6 .
PROJECT ; B o t  R i v e r  B r i d g e Pint» S e p t ,  1975
Made by I t e c h
CONSOLIDOMETER TEST
Laboratory sample No..................  Hole/ Sample No. BH2..........  Depth 35.TM ’ ®Om
Initial void ratio (%) Q ?37^
Initial moisture content (%)
Final moisture content( % ) _ J J L l 2 _
Initial dry density (kg/m3) 1940
State of sample 
Undisturbed 0 T  Remoulded O
Specific gravity 2 , 6 ?
SAMPLE DESCRIPTION P a le  g reen  c la y e y  s i  
REMARKS Soaked a t  10 kPa____________
I t
0 , 4 0
0 ,3 5
0 , 3 0
0 , 2 5
30 40 50 200 1000 2000
.CONSOLIDOMETER TEST
Depth 12 ,  6 5 - 1 3 ,  l6mHole/Sample No. BH2Laboratory sample No.
0 ,4 0
20001000100 5 0 020 200
STEFFEN, ROBERTSON 8  KIRSTEN
g e o t  ec.h n i c a I e n g i n e e r s
4  th  flo o r EUROPA HOUSE
3 2  PLEIN ST JOHANNESBURG 2 0 0 1
p)  i f m t  JE F F A R E S  & GREEN .Sheet No-------
.Job. No__
PROJECT' Bot R iv e r  B rid g e rvita S e p t. , 1975
-M ade by So:*- I t e c h.
CON SO UDOMETER TEST
Laboratory sample No. . . .  Hole /Sam ple No. . BH3. .....................  Depth . .4 15 P .. .
Initial void ratio /*) 1 , 8 3 1
State of sample 
Undisturbed . □  Remoulded D
Specific gravi 
SAMPLE DES
ly 2 -56miTlUl moibiuic v v m c i i i  x /
Final moisture content(°/< 
Initial dry density (kg/m
J  3 4 , 6 8 HRIPTION D ark  brown s o f t
) g o 4 REMARK
c la y e y  s i l t  
’S Soaked a t  10 kPa
2 , 0
1 ,6
1 , 6
1 , 4 .
O
5
cr
0
5
>
1 , 0
0 , 8
1
<< ec F , 1
- x
Si
\
V
% "0 ,
N b
\
\
X
\
X
\
r X
\
!
— ----- —
\
\ S .
0 , 6 ,10 20 30 40 50 100 200 500 1000 2000
STEFFEN, ROBERTSON 8  KIRSTEN
g e o t e c . h  n i c a I e n g i n e e r s
4  th floor EUROPA HOUSE
3 2  PLEIN S T  JOHANNESBURG 2 0 0 1
Tel. : 2 2 - 2 1 0 0  /  2 2 - 2 1 8 0
r . l  I F N T  JEFFA RES  & GREEN .Sheet No.-
Job. No 2 3 6 -
PROJECT ! B o t  R i v e r  B r i d g e pnfo S e p t e m b e r  1 9 7 !;
Made by S o i  I t e c h
CONSOLIDOMETER TEST
Laboratory sample No................... Hole/Sam ple No. .   Depth m
Initial void ratio(% ) 0 , 5 4 3
State of sample 
Undisturbed E T  Remoulded □
Initial moisture content (% ) 1 9 , 56 Specific gravity 2 ,6 5
Final m o is tu r e  content(% ) l 6 , 8 l
Initial dry density (kq/m3) 1718
SAMPLE DESCRIPTION D ark  Grey s i l t  
REMARKS______________ Soaked___________
€•r P 0
\
<
v
( N \ %
\
<  %
\  1 k
\
V
-
>
<
\
\
\
\
N > >V
x
\
X
A
X
\ s
_______
—
" - —
--------
, 5 4  4
,52
,5 0
,48
,46
5
a:
o
>
,4 2
,4 0
,3 8
SUMMARY OF COEFFICIENT OF.CONSOLIDATION VALUES OBTAINED FOR 
THE STRESS RANGE UNDER . CONSIDERATION
B.H.
Depth
'(m)
Cv
cm ^/sec .
B .H . l 2 , 0m 3 ,2 X ic f4
B.H. 1 7,6m 2,1 X 10"4
B .H .2 1,5m 6 ,0 X io"4
B .H .2 8 , 0m
CMCM X io"4
B .H .2 11,35 -  11,80m 5 X 10~2
B .H .2 12,65 -  13,16m 6 X 10- 2
B .H .3 4,5m 4 ,9 X IO"4
B.H. 3 12,3m 3,7 X 10"3
STEFFEN, R O B E R T SO N  & KIRSTEN
G E O T E C H N I C A L  E N G I N E E R S
O . K. H . S T E F F E N  P r.E n g ..M .S c .. M .S .A .I.C .E .. M .S .A .I.M .M .
A. MacG. ROBERTSON Pr.Eng.,B.Sc.. M.S.A.I.C.E., A.M.A.S.C.E.
H. A. D. KIRSTEN Pr.Eng.,M.Sc., M.S.A.I.C.E., M.S.A.I.M.M.
415 EUROPA HOUSE. 32 PLEIN STR.. JOHANNESBURG. 2001
P.O. BOX 81018, PARKHURST, 2120. TELEPHONE: 22-2180
CLIENT: 
JOB: __
JEFFARES & GREEN 
Bot R iv e r  B rid g e
JOB No___
SHEET No. 
MADE BY
236
DATE S e p t e m b e r  1 1 9 7 5
BH DEPTH(m) NO.
1 0 , 7 - 1 , 3  _ 1
1 3 , 2 2
1 4 , 3 - 4 , 6 7 3
2 0 , 7 - 1 , 2 5 4
2 2 , 9 5 - 3 , 7 5
2 6 , 4 5 - 7 , 2 6
2 8 7
3 6 , 0 - 6 , 4 5 8
3 7 , 2 - 7 , 7  _ 9
3 9 , 8 - 1 0 , 3 10
0  a IOO
SILT ( 0 , 0 6 m m  - 0 , 0 0 2 m m )
SOIL CLASSIFICATION CHART
STEFFEN, ROBERTSON 8  KIRSTEN
g e o t  ec.h n i c a I e n g i n e e r s
4 th floor  EUROPA HOUSE
32  PLEIN ST JOHANNESBURG 2 0 0 1
Tel. 2 2 - 2 1 0 0  /  2 2 - 2 1 8 0
CLIENT ' JEFFARES & GREEN
PROJECT! B o t  R i v e r  B r i d g e
Sheet No---------
Job No. .
Date 2 4 ~9 ~?.i.
Made by
Laboratory sample No... ...........  Hole/Sample No.. .BH%  Depth. 30  m
P A R T I C L E  S I Z E  A N A L Y S I S
T e s t i n g  by S o i l t i ; c
100
90
80
60
w 4 0
1000,010,001
PARTICLE SIZE (m.m.) '
Clay |_ Fine Medium Coarse Fine Medium Coarse Fine Medium Coarse
fractioni Silt fraction Sand fraction Grovel fraction
ROADS CLASSIFICATION
Clay,colloids Silt F. ES. M.ES. C.ES. Coarse sand Coarse aggregate
Soil fines(PI.,L.L.,8 L.S.)
POTENTIAL EXPANSIVENESS
/ | /
/ y
/ y/ 4
/ A i// y
/ c,x/ ✓
/
/
/ /
/
/ // /
/ /
/
/ /
/
/ / vcrx î  m o n
/
/ /
-
r-
-■f HIGH1 i/ /
C
Ay
/ i-
'/ /M fN . .
y /\ r / -- ./
y / / -y / "Cr i mwV/ / 1
/ /
1 1
70
60
50
iu
4 0  Cl 
S  <  <n
30 ÜJ
20 £
10
0 10 20 30  4 0  50  60 70
CLAY FRACTION OF WHOLE SAMPLE (< 0 ,0 0 2  m.m.) •
SOIL DESCRIPTION
D ark  brown c l a y e y  s i l t
REMARKS
A T T E R B E R G  L I M I T S
LIQUID LIMIT
PLASTIC LIMIT
PLASTICITY INDEX
LINEAR SHRINKAGE
CLAY FRACTION ( < 0 ,0 0 2  m.m)
R I. OF WHOLE SAMPLE
5 0 ,6 %
3 0 , 2 %
20,4%
6 ,7 %
35%
2 0 ,4 %
STEFFEN, ROBERTSON 8  KIRSTEN
g e o t  ec.h n i c a I e n g i n e e r s
4  th  floor  EUROPA HOUSE
3 2  PLEIN ST  JOHANNESBURG 2 0 0 1
T e l . . 2 2 - 2 1 0 0  /  2 2 - 2 1 8 0
CLIENT • J EFF AR ES  & GREEN
PROJECT! B o t  R i v e r  B r i d g e
Sheet No______
Job No. 2 36 
Date 2 4 - 9 -75_
Made byi.
Laboratory sample No.. ............ Hole/Sample N0. . .B H I   Depth. .3% 2m
P A R T I C L E  S I Z E  A N A L Y S I S
T e s t i n g  by S o i I t e c h .
100
9 0
80
CO
CO
6 0
1000,10 1,0 100,010,001
Ml.T CLASSIFICATION
PARTICLE SIZE (m.m.) '
ROADS CLASSIFICATION
Clay Fine Medium Coarse Fine j Medium Coarse Fine Medium Coarse
fraction1 Silt fraction Sand fraction Gravel fraction
Clay,colloids Silt F. ES. M.FS. C.ES. Coarse sand Coarse aggregate
Soil fines (PI., L.L.,8 L.S.)
POTENTIAL EXPANSIVENESS
/ 1 /
/ z
/ zf 4 jZ/ A tZ/ ,<4tZ
/ c. iZ/ ✓
z
z
/ zz
/ zi z
/ Z
Z/ z
Z
/ z vtrxT nlvnZ
/ zr-
- . . . v • HIGH./ 1/
*
z /
»/ z
MEC)IUMy z
-v r z
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X ! z
y z L0 H/ z
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60
50
iu
4 0  cl
s<
co
30
LU
20 q
10
0 10 20 30  4 0  50  60 70
CLAY FRACTION OF WHOLE SAMPLE (< 0 ,0 0 2  m.m.) -
SOIL DESCRIPTION
L i g h t  y e l l o w  s i l t y  c l a y
REMARKS
A T T E R B E R G  L I M I T S
LIQUID LIMIT
PLASTIC LIMIT
PLASTICITY INDEX
LINEAR SHRINKAGE
CLAY FRACTION ( < 0 ,0 0 2  nun)
P I. OF WHOLE SAMPLE
3 9 ,5 %
20,9%
l 8 ,6%
3 8 , 1%
1 6 ,7 %
STEFFEN, ROBERTSON 8  KIRSTEN
g e o t  ec.h n i c a I e n g i n e e r s
4 th f loor  EUROPA HOUSE
32  PLEIN ST  JOHANNESBURG 2 0 0 1
T e l . : 2 2 - 2 1 0 0  /  2 2 - 2 1 8 0
CLIENT ' JEFFARES & GREEN Sheet No-------
Job N o. 2 3 6 .
PROJECT! B o t  R iv e r . .  B r i d g e Date 2 4 - 9 - 7 5
Made by1.
Laboratory sample No................... Hole/Sample No. B H I  Depth. 4 ; 3 7 .^i ^7m
P A R T I C L E  S I Z E  A N A L Y S I S
T e s tin g  by S o i I t e c h .
100
9 0
80
>m 60
a:
LU
z
u_
LUO
z
zUJo
d:
LU
CL
100o p i0,001
PARTICLE SIZE (m.m.) '
ROADS CLASSIFICATION
Clav Fine Medium Coarse Fine Medium j Coarse Fine | Medium Coarse
fraction silt  fraction Sand fraction Gravel fraction
Clay,colloids | Silt FES. M.ES. C.ES. Coarse sand Coarse aggregate
Soil fines ( PI., L.L. ,8  L.S.)
POTENTIAL EXPANSIVENESS
/ /
z y
/ yZ 4 /
/ A y
y
/ <v /
z |Z
/
y
/
/
1 /
/
/ /
/ /
/
/ / v c .n i  n i v n
/
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- / UlftW .z "Z I
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m EDIU M7 z
_\ y /
- â
/ L
/ / k L0 H/ /
/ /
1
60
50
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4 0  (L 
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<  
CO
30
LU
20
10
0 10 20 30  4 0  50  60 70
CLAY FRACTION OF WHOLE SAMPLE (< 0 ,0 0 2  m.m.) •
SOIL DESCRIPTION
L ig h t  g re y  & y e llo w  s i l t y  c la y
REMARKS
A T T E R B E R G  L I M I T S
LIQUID LIMIT
PLASTIC LIMIT
PLASTICITY INDEX
LINEAR SHRINKAGE
CLAY FRACTION ( < 0 ,0 0 2  m.mj
P I. OF WHOLE SAMPLE
5 2 , 2 %
2 1 ,2 %
3 1 ) 0 %
8,0 %
5 3 )1 %
31 )0%
STEFFEN, ROBERTSON 8  KIRSTEN
g e o t e c  h n i c a l  e n g i n e e r s
4 il, floor EUROPA HOUSE
PLEIN ST JOHANNESBURG 2 0 0 1
Tel 2 2 - 2 1 0 0  /  2 2 - 2 1 8 0
CLIENT JEFF AR ES  & GREEN Sheet No_____
Job No. .2 3 6 .
PROJECT.' B o t  R i v e r  B r i d g e Date 2 4 - 9 - 7 5
Made by' :
Laboratory sample No................... Hole/Sample N0 . . . .B H 2 ...........  D ep fh .9 ;7 - 1 , 2 5 m
P A R T I C L E  S I Z E  A N A L Y S I S
T e s t i n g  by S o i l t e c h
100
90
80
>co 6 0
ce
LUz
u_
IU  4 0  
to
£
z  30
iuoo:
LU
CL
1000,010,001
PARTICLE SIZE (m.m.)
Clav Fine Medium Coarse Fine Medium j Coarse Fine Medium Coarse
fraction silt  fraction Sand fraction Gravel fraction
ROADS CLASSIFICATION
Clay,colloids Silt F. ES. M.ES. C.ES. Coarse sand Coarse aggregate
Soil fines(PI.,L.L.,8 L.S.)
POTENTIAL EXPANSIVENESS
/ | /
/ Z
/ Z
4A y/ /
/ r. iZf V-y
Z
z
( zr z
/ zT z
/ zz
/ /
z
/ z 1 vc.rtT n iynZ
/ / - r't - WICW
/ / 1
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Z
Mzl)IUMy z
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/ z
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L0 H/ z
yz/ 1
60
50
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4 0  û! 
5
2
30  y  
§
20 £
0 10 20 30  40  50  60 70
CLAY FRACTION OF WHOLE SAMPLE (< 0 ,0 0 2  m.m.) -
SOIL DESCRIPTION
D ark  g r e y  t o  b l a c k  c l a y e y  s i l t
REMARKS
A T T E R B E R G  L I M I T S
LIQUID LIMIT
PLASTIC LIMIT
PLASTICITY INDEX
LINEAR SHRINKAGE
CLAY FRACTION ( < 0 ,0 0 2  m.mj
PI. OF WHOLE SAMPLE
7 1 ,3 %
4 9 ,4 %
2 1 ,9 %
7 ,3 %
2 3 ,2 %
2 1 ,9 %
STEFFEN, ROBERTSON a  KIRSTEN
g e o t e c . h n i c a I e n g i n e e r s
4 th floor  EUROPA HOUSE
3 2  PLEIN ST JOHANNESBURG 2 0 0 1
Tel 2 2 - 2 1 0 0  /  2 2 - 2 1 8 0
CLIENT JEFFA RES  & GREEN Sheet No--------
Job No.
PROJECT! B o t  R i v e r  B r i d g e Date 2 4 - 9 - 7 5 .
Made by1______
Laboratory sample No................... Hole/Sample N0 . . . .B H 2 ........... ’ Depth. . 2 19 5 r 3i7m
P A R T I C L E  S I Z E
T e s t i n g  by S o i l t e c h ,
A N A L Y S I S
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z
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Illto
zz111o
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1000,010,001
PARTICLE SIZE (m.m.) '
Clay |_ Fine Medium Coarse Fine j Medium Coarse Fine Medium Coarse
fractioni Silt fraction Sand fraction Gravel
fraction
ROADS CLASSIFICATION
Clay,colloids Silt F. ES. M.FS. C.ES. Coarse sand Coarse aggregate
Soil fines(PI.,L.L.,6 L.S.)
POTENTIAL EXPANSIVENESS
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CLAY FRACTION OF WHOLE SAMPLE (< 0 ,0 0 2  m.m.) -
SOIL DESCRIPTION
D ark  g r e y  t o  b l a c k  c l a y e y  s i l t
REMARKS
A T T E R B E R G  L I M I T S
LIQUID LIMIT
PLASTIC LIMIT
PLASTICITY INDEX
LINEAR SHRINKAGE
CLAY FRACTION ( < 0 ,0 0 2  m.mj
P I. OF WHOLE SAMPLE
6 6 , 5%
41 ,8%
24,7%
9,3%
2 7 ,  2%
2 4 , 7 %
STEFFEN, ROBERTSON 8  KIRSTEN
geot ec.h n i c a I e n g  i n e e r s
4  th floor  EUROPA HOUSE
3 . -  • : r IN ST JOHANNESBURG 2 0 0 1
Tel  * 2 - 2 1 0 0  /  2 2 - 2 1 8 0
CLIENT JE FF AR ES  & GREEN Sheet No____
Job No. 2 36
PROJECT' B o t  R i v e r  B r i d g e Date 2 4 - 9 - 7 5 .
Made by1 L
Laboratory sample No................... Hole/Sample N0 . .B H 2 ............. Depth . ^ 1
P A R T I C L E  S I Z E
T e s t i n g  by S o i l t e c h .
A N A L Y S I S
100
9 0
80
%<
>-m 6 0
cc
LUz
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UJ(D
z
UJoa:
UJ
CL
1000,010,001
PARTICLE SIZE (m.m.) '
Clay |_ Fine Medium Coarse Fine Medium Coarse Fine Medium Coarse
fraction Silt fraction Sand fraction Gravel fraction
Clav.colloids Silt F. ES. M.FS. C.FS. Coarse sand Coarse aggregate
Soil fines(PI.,L.L.,8 L.S.)
POTENTIAL EXPANSIVENESS
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SOIL DESCRIPTION
D ark  g r e y  to  b l a c k  c l a y e y  s i l t
REMARKS
A T T E R B E R G  L I M I T S
LIQUID LIMIT
PLASTIC LIMIT
PLASTICITY INDEX
LINEAR SHRINKAGE
CLAY FRACTION ( < 0 ,0 0 2  m.m)
P 1. OF WHOLE SAMPLE
5 2 ,9 %
3 3 , 2 %
19 ,6 %
6 ,7 %
2 6 ,9 %
1 9 , 6 %
STEFFEN, ROBERTSON & KIRSTEN
g e o t  ec.h n i c a I e n g i n e e r s
4  th floor EUROPA HOUSE
3 2  PLEIN ST JOHANNESBURG 2 0 0 1
Tel.  2 2 - 2 1 0 0  /  2 2 - 2 1 8 0
CLIENT JEFFA RES & GREEN Sheet No------
Job No.
PROJECT! B o t  R i v e r  B r i d g e Dote 2 4 - 9 : 7 1
Made by1 !
Laboratory sample No.. ........... : Hole/Sample No.   Depth 8m
P A R T I C L E  S I Z E  A N A L Y S I S
T e s t i n g  by S o i l t e c h
100
90
80to
60
uj 4 0
LU
1000,100,010,001
PARTICLE SIZE (m.m.) '
Clay Fine Medium Coarse Fine Medium Coarse Fine Medium Coarse
fractioni Silt fraction Sand fraction Gravel fraction ,
ROADS CLASSIFICATION
Clay,colloids Silt F. ES. M.FS. C.ES. Coarse sand Coarse aggregate
Soil fines (Pl., L.L.,& L.S.)
POTENTIAL EXPANSIVENESS
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Cl AY FRACTION OF WHO! F SAM PLE ( < 0 .0 0 2  m.m.) •
SOIL DESCRIPTION
D ark  g r e y  t o  b l a c k  c l a y e y  s i l t
REMARKS
A T T E R B E R G  L I M I T S
LIQUID LIMIT
PLASTIC LIMIT
PLASTICITY INDEX
LINEAR SHRINKAGE
CLAY FRACTION ( < 0 ,0 0 2  ram)
P I. OF WHOLE SAMPLE
4 7 ,5 %
3 0 ,5 %
17 , 0%
7 ,3 %
1 9 ,5 %
l 6 ,6%
C——X //Zl-------- 1
r i  IFNT ‘ S T E F F E N ,  ROBERTSON AND s h e e t  N« 6 / 6
KIRSTEN ( K . s . )  .Inh Nn L21
Cnr. Booysens Rd/John Str, 
Selby, Johannesburg.
Tel. 836-4671
P R n . i r r T -  BOT R I V E R  ■ . _ . .. Onte ' 3 - 9 - 7 5 .
. Made by M- G -
Laboratory sample No. 1,47 Hole/Sam ple No.. . BH 3 .........  D e p th 6 i9 . .7 . .6 , ^ 5m
P A R T I C L E  S I Z E  A N A L Y S I S
100
90
80
coCO
60
U .
40
z  30
UJ
CL
1000,10
PARTICLE SIZE (m.m.)
0,010,001
Clav | Fine I Medium . Coarse Fine Medium Coarse Fine Medium | Coarse
fraction silt  fraction Sand fraction Gravel fraction
ROADS CLASSIFICATIONn v M U O v u m u w i i  is / m
Clav.colloids 1 Silt F.ES. M.ES. C.FS. Coarse sand Coarse aggregate |
Soil finest Pl., L.L.,8  L.S.)
POTENTIAL EXPANSIVENESS
—y
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SOIL DESCRIPTION----------------- —  —
D ark G rev S l i a h t l y  Sandy
C la y e y  S i'l’t
REMARKS
N a tu r a l  M o is tu re  C o n te n t = 6 7 , 6 #
S o e c if ic  G r a v ity = 2 , 6 3
A T T E R B E R G  L I M I T S
LIQUID LIMIT 4 1 , 5
PLASTIC LIMIT 2 6 , 6
PLASTICITY INDEX 1 4 ,9
LINEAR SHRINKAGE 6,59
CLAY FRACTION ( < 0 ,0 0 2  m.m) 19%
P 1. OF WHOLE SAMPLE 1 4 , 9
m .Œ M
A/(/---- ~~~1'v ■ ynrcmihmm
CLIENT ' STEFFEN, ROBERTSON & 
__________ KIRSTEN (K .S .  )________
p r o j e c t : ^ 0T R I Y—— :------------------
Sheet No. ^/Â.
Job No L21—
Date 1 3 ~ 9 -7 5
Cnr. Booysens Rd/John Str, 
Selby, Johannesburg.
Tel. 836-4671
Made by M,G -
Laboratory sample No.. . .  ; Hole /Sample No. ....... Depth. .7.’.2? . . 7 i 7 0 m
P A R T I C L E  S I Z E  A N A L Y S I S
100
90
80
6 0
4 0
UJ
1000,010,001
PARTICLE SIZE (m.m.)
Clav | Fine | Medium Coarse Fine Medium Coarse Fine Medium Coarse
fraction silt  fraction Sand fraction Gravel fraction
nUHUO VUMUVM IV I^ IVI1
Clav.colloids 1 Silt F.ES- M.FS. C.ES. Coarse sand Coarse aggregate |
Soil fines (Pl., L.L.,8t L.S.)
POTENTIAL EXPANSIVENESS
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SOIL DESCRIPTION
L i g h t  G rey  S i l t y  Sand
REMARKS
N a t u r a l  M o i s tu r e  C o n te n t  = 2 0 ,8 :
S p e c i f i c  G r a v i t y =  2 , 6 2
A T T E R B E R G  L I M I T S
LIQUID LIMIT
PLASTIC LIMIT
PLASTICITY INDEX
LINEAR SHRINKAGE
2 7 , 7
1 7 ,9
9 , 8
4 ,0 %
CLAY FRACTION ( < 0 ,0 0 2  m.m)j 7%
j
ji
P I. OF WHOLE SAMPLE i 6 , 3
CLIENT • S T EF F EN ,  ROBERTSON AND Sheet No. 3 / 6
KIRSTEN ( K .S . ) L21
'iiiuitudiim
p r o j e c t : b o t  r i v e r
Job No.
Dote 1 3 -9 -7 1
Cnr. Booysens Rd/John Str., 
Selby, Johannesburg.
Tel. 836-4671
Made by M.G.
Laboratory sample No. ........  Hole /Sample No.. BH 3. .........  Depth. 9.18 Q 1 0 , 3 0 m
P A R T I C L E  S I Z E  A N A L Y S I S
>
CO
a:
UJz
0,001 0,10 1,0
PARTICLE SIZE (m.m.)
100
Clay |_ Fine Medium Coarse Fine Medium Coarse Fine Medium Coarse
fraction Silt fraction Sand fraction Gravel fraction
Clav.colloids Silt F F S. M.ES. C.FS. Coarse sand Coarse aggregate
Soil fines (Pl., L.L.,ft L.S.)
POTENTIAL EXPANSIVENESS
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ci.AY r-T-vC •TON h r  “ A r  ' ~
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SOIL DESCRIPTION
B ro w n ish  G rey  S i l t y  Sand
REMARKS
N a t u r a l  M o i s tu r e  C o n te n t
43,5%
A T T E R B E R G  L I M I T S
LIQUID LIMIT
PLASTIC LIMIT
PLASTICITY INDEX
LINEAR SHRINKAGE
CLAY FRACTION ( < 0 ,0 0 2  nun)
2 2 ,3
12 , 1
10,2
4,7%
1 8 %
P I. OF WHOLE SAMPLE
CLIENT ' JE.FFARES & GREEN
STEFFEN, ROBERTSON 8  KIRSTEN________________________________________
g e o t e c . h n i c a l  e n g i n e e r s
PROJECT ! Bot R iv e r  B ridge
4  th  flo o r EUROPA HOUSE
3 ?  PLEIN ST JOHANNESBURG 2 0 0 1 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Tel 2 2 -2 1 0 0  /  2 2 - 2 1 8 0
CONSTANT HEAD PERMEABILITY
Laboratory sample No................... Hole/Sam ple No.................. Depth
SAMPLE
No.
AREA OF 
SAMPLE 
cm2.
HEIGHT
OF
SAMPLE
cm
HEAD OF 
WATER 
cm
LATERAL
PRESSURE
KPa
TOTAL 
FLOW cm3
TOTAL
TIME
min./sec.
FLOW IN 
cm3/sec.
COEFFICIENT OF 
■ PERMEABILITY 
cm /sec
BH 2 
2 .9 5 -3 .7
A.
éjh 9 . 62cn 7.9cm 500cm 100 0 .17 14 42
-4
1.93x10
-7
3 .2x10  cm /sec .
0 .1 8  - 15 57
-4
1 .88x10
-7
3 .1x10  cm /sec .
0 .26 23 18
—4
1 .86x10
-7
3 .1x10 cm/sec
V
■ •
'
■ -
■
Sheet No-------------------
Job. No. - 236_________
Date S e p te m b e r ,  197 
Made tiy S o i l t e c h
REMARKS :
